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TO GENERAL VISCOUNT WOLSELEY.

Most noble scion of right worthy sires,

Accept the tribute that thy fame inspires
;

Pride of our army, and Great Britain's boast
;

Thy name, without thy sword, equals a host :

All loyal Irishmen, exulting see,

Thy wreaths with their own Wellington's agree
;

Thy stainless record this
—''no battle lost,"

Though many a daring foe thy path has crossed.

To Gordon, fainting 'mid drear Soudan's sands,

In eager haste marched on thy dauntless bands
;

Great soldier sigh no more ;
thine was the fate,

Not fault : we blame the laggard helmsman of the state,

Through whom alone, for once thou wast too late.

Ph. N.



.



Some of the last words of David Livingstone :—
*' All I can say in my solitude is, may Heaven's rich

blessing come down on ev^ery one—American, English,

Turk—who will help to heal this open sore of the world.''



INTRODUCTION

Worcester,

September ist, 1889.

WEEK ago, I was seated in my

study, when a thundering

knock shook the door and my

nerves at the same time. In

less than a minute there stood

'

before me a fine specimen of

the British sailor. He made

his bow and placed upon the table a tin box, evidently

nothing more nor less than an old Huntley and Palmer's

biscuit box. Not a scrap of paper remained upon its

battered and weather-beaten sides. The lid was carefully

soldered on, and bore in letters of red paint my address,

disfigured but legible. The sailor, giving a hitch to his
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trousers with his left hand and indicating the red letters

with the outstretched thumb of his right hand said, " D'y'

see, Sir, I guess this box belongs to you." In answer to

my enquiries, he told me that he had picked the box up

in the Bay of Biscay, on a calm day a month ago, and as

he was coming from Bristol to Worcester to see his friends,

he had brought it himself. He ended by saying, " I hope,

Sir, d'y' see, that the cargo of this craft is worth over-

hauHng." " We will soon see," replied I, and diving into

a cupboard, I produced a bull's head sardine knife and

very shortly succeeded in opening the box. The sailor's

face lengthened when I held up the contents
;
a small roll

of M.S. written in a neat hand. The first part of the roll

consisted of ordinary writing paper, the last part of very

thin parchment, as though the supply of paper had failed

the writer. I glanced at the first lines. They were in

the form of a letter. I read it aloud

—

" City of the Ammiel, 500 miles N.E. of Timbuctoo,

January 7th, 1888. My Dear Norton,—After seven years'

silence, I write to you from the heart of Africa. I enclose

a history of my adventures and hope that it will interest

you. If you think it worthy of the light as likely to pro-

mote the glory of God and the good of man, place the
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M.S. in the hands of a publisher. If you think otherwise,

your waste paper basket is close at hand. Thus, if my

M.S. does not shine in the light, it will shine in the fire.

I have enclosed the M.S. in a carefully sealed tin,

not knowing what may be its adventures, on the back

of the ship of the desert or on the deck of the ship of

the sea. I hope, however, that by hook or by crook,

it will reach you at last. With brotherly love,

" Faithfully yours, Artegall Smith,

" Bishop of the Sahara."

''Well, Jack," said I, "and what am I in your

debt ? " " Sir, d'y' see," replied the salt, twirHng his hat

and eyeing the box with contempt, " if that there box had

been full of Bank of England notes, or jewels, or even

lawyer's deeds, I should have expected your honour to

have come down handsome
;

but all this writing is

naught." "It is precious to me as coming from an old

friend," I replied, "and if this half-sovereign will satisfy

you, you are welcome to it." "Thank ye, kindly. Sir," said

Jack, " and now I will beat up to windward and splice

the mainbrace." " Not too much of that," said I, "there's

a sweet little cherub that sits up aloft and takes care of
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poor Jack, but that cherub weeps when he see's a jolly tar

putting a thief down his throat to steal away his brains."

The sailor smilingly nodded assent, and gave a parting

salute.

And now I must briefly say what I know of Artegall

Smith. All I know is good. " Arty Smith,'' as we used

to call him, is six feet high and every inch an English-

man. He has a clear grey eye and a hearty ringing voice.

When at Cambridge, he was stroke in the 'Varsity boat.

At cricket and lawn tennis, he ranked among the best.

After he took orders, he was the most extraordinary

Curate I ever met. In one week, I have known him

plunge into tho canal and save a child from drowning,

stop a runaway horse and save a lady from destruction,

and throw his topcoat and himself upon a huxter, who

had set himself on fire with his own naptha. If I mistake

not, it was in the next week that he gave a sound thrash-

ing to a drunken bully, who was kicking his wife to death

in a back street of Birmingham, no one else daring to

interfere. In fact, whilst some folks seek adventures,

adventures sought Smith. He had remarkable presence

of mind. On a summer's day, in a country Vicarage, we

were talking with the Vicar's daughters. Suddenly, one

of them gave a little scream and pointed to the window.
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There within the room, was a large hornet, dashing against

the glass with great because hopeless fury. Arty coolly

walked up and took the terrible insect between his finger

and thumb. To us, horrified, he pointed out that the

hornet could only exercise its sting upon his broad thumb

nail. And then he did what was Arty Smith all over
;

opening the window he let the hornet fly, remarking,

" everything is good in its place."

Yes ! this big man has a most tender heart, the darling

of children, the staff of the sorrowful. I have seen him

weep over the description of the horrors of the slave traffic,

in his favourite book, "Livingstone's Travels."

I often wondered that he had not become a Missionary.

That wonder is justified by this book which displays him

as a model Missionary. Some may object to a fighting

Bishop, but let them remember that my friend is founding

a State as well as a Church. As a preacher, Artegall was

short, sharp, decisive, yes and incisive. He was by no

means a popular orator nor wished to be. In congrega-

tions he was disliked by some, tolerated by most, but

extremely dear to a chosen few. As to his Church views,

I should call him Evangelical, with a dash of Broad. He

was devoted as a Parish priest, and never more at home

than in the cottages of the poor.
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I knew that he had been disappointed as to preferment,

some seven years ago. He went abroad, too ill to be

troubled w^th letters. I heard he had taken a foreign

chaplaincy ;
then came seven years of silence. At last

he has spoken and I rejoice. There are two lines in

Gray's Elegy, which I often apply to myself

—

" He gained from Heaven, 'twas all he wished, a friend,

He gave to misery, 'twas all he had, a tear."

Though poor, I felt rich in the friendship of Arty Smith.

Only one word more, as we preachers often say. I see

in the newspapers, that the East is filled with rumours of

a white Pasha, who is advancing against the slaveholders

at Khartoum, storming all before him, and striking terror

into the hearts of the foes of Africa. Is it possible that

the "white Pasha" is none other than my friend. Bishop

Smith ?

PHILIP NORTON.

--^^^i/^^—



CHAPTER I.

JRfte Catacombs.

In the congregation of the dead."

—

Solomon.

N the Easter of 1881, I, Artegall Smith,

was in Rome. I had come swift-

ly from England. I had seen Paris

—bright, beautiful, but cold. I had

beheld Switzerland, in its glory,

namely, under the snow. I had, in the train, crept

cautiously along the terrific pass of St. Gothard, where

the rumble of the engine below is apt to be answered by

the thunder of the avalanche from above. I had wondered

at the Cathedral of Milan, that miracle of white marble. I

had glided, as in a dream, at early morn, along the grand

Canal at Venice ;
Venice a paradise for sights, a purgatory

for smells. And now I was in Rome. I had left England

in ill health. To be candid I had met with a disappointment

and ''heaviness in the heart of a man maketh it to stoop."

For twelve years 1 had worked hard as a Curate. I had

been fortunate in my Vicars and Rectors, but still I felt

the time was come for me to be out of leading-strings and

able to work in my own way. I began to reflect seriously
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upon the epitaph I had seen in a remote country

churchyard.
" Born to be a man, died a Curate."

For three years I had been Curate-in-charge of the

Parish of E. My invaUd Vicar died, the people petitioned

a church dignitary, who was Patron, to appoint me. The

dignitary repHed, "I cannot promise to appoint Mr. Smith

to the Uving but I will select the best priest in my power."

The appointment came, the "best priest" was an amiable

old gentleman, blind of one e3^e, deaf of both ears, and

decidedly lame. He was removed from a town Living to

make room for a Bishop's son. I must say that I felt this

acutely, not merely as a blow to myself but as a blow to

the Church of England. I am not the son to speak evil

of my mother Church. She is great and glorious and

especially grand in her destiny. The Greek Church is

petrified, the Roman Church is heretical, the Anglican

Church is strong, true, and free
; she is the destined heir

of the ages. But she needs reform, especially in the

matters of discipline and patronage. Pardon me : I cry

out because I am hurt.

And now the dream of my life was fulfilled. I was in

Rome, the eternal city, where each footstep stirs the ashes

of a hero. My complaint, that most trying of all, insomnia,

was much modified. I was able to sleep again. I realized

as never before, that one of Heaven's best gifts to the

weary race of men is, " tired Nature's sweet restorer, balmy

sleep."

I had seen the sights of Rome. I had beheld the ruddy
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glow of the westering sun cast a glory as of fire upon

pillar, dome, and ruin, whilst the purple hills formed a

dark but splendid background. I had climbed to the top

of St. Peter's, that magnificent temple, in which one

standing can almost forgive the Popes. I had seen the

Cardinals saying Mass, and occasionally taking snuff and

expectorating as they proceeded with the mystery. I had

called to mind Hobbes' true definition, ''The Papacy

is the ghost of the Roman Empire sitting crowned upon

the grave thereof." But the grave is opening and disturbing

the ghost, the Roman Empire is destined to a resurrection.

What means this shout of a king that once more rings

through the arch of Titus and echoes from the Colosseum?

What mean these stalwart Roman guards of whom- even

the shade of Julius Csesar need not be ashamed ? they

mean that the kingdom of Italy, founded by three great

men, Garibaldi the warrior, Cavour the thinker, and

Victor Emmanuel the ruler, is rising in her might ; Viv^a

L'ltalia !

Twice I had visited the Catacombs. Their gloom,

their mystery, their holy memories, their testimony to the

simplicity of the primitive Christians who used in their

devotions neither cross nor crucifix, deeply interested me.

On the Saturday in Easter week, I visited the Catacombs

for the third time. I joined a party of strangers. We
were, as usual, conducted by a Monk, who gave us each a

small taper, himself leading the way with a large taper,

coiled like a snake, round a pole. The Monk
gabbled in French so quickly that I understood but little.
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On this occasion I had provided myself with a small oil

lamp, much the fashion of a policeman's bull's eye. We
entered at length a little chapel, used by the early

Christians, who took refuge in these Catacombs during

the raging persecutions under the Emperors. The party

left the chapel, closely following the Monk, in single file.

I lingered for a minute, to throw the light of my lantern

upon a rough but touching picture of Christ as the Good

Shepherd feeding his sheep. I hastened to follow the

party. They were gone, absolutely vanished. I shouted
;

there only came from the rocky galleries a dull echo of

my voice. Holding the lamp in my hand, I rushed along

what I deemed the right path
; but every now and then I

came to turnings on the right hand and the left. Never-

theless I hastened, as I thought, straight on. I stumbled

against a stone and fell forward into a pit, some four feet

deep. In the shock my lamp went out. I was partially

stunned, the darkness seemed to clasp me : I stretched out

my hand, my finger found itself in the eye-socket of a

skull. I had fallen into a grave. I do not think I am a

coward, but I trembled, and a cold sweat poured down my
face. I thought of the story I had lately heard, of a party

of twenty youths, who, seven years ago, entered the

Catacombs, led by a Monk. They had disappeared until

the day of doom. These young men belonged to the

noblest families in Rome. Three days after their dis-

appearance, a priest saying Mass in the Pantheon, heard,

as he thought, faint cries underneath the marble pave-

ment. The whole city was moved. Searching parties of
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brave men, for weeks explored the Catacombs. But in

vain : not even the bones of the party have been discovered

to this day. The explanation is simple : the Catacombs

in their intricate windings and ramifications, extend 200

miles. As I lay in the grave, all this tragic history rushed

into my memory. I was lost. But all was not lost-

Recovering myself, I struck a vesta (every man and boy

should carry as I always do, a knife, a box of lights, and a

piece of string) and relit my lantern. How I blest that

kindly light. Filled with new courage, I pulled myself

together and once more stepped along, but warily. I

examined the dust in the tunnel I trod ;
alas ! there were

no footsteps. I must have strayed from the usual path.

A sudden thought struck me ; I kindled a piece of paper

and held it high above my head. I watched the flame and

reasoned, " the air must flow from the entrance, the flame

will indicate which way the air streams." Ah ! see ! the

flame points forward. I have been w^alking away from

the door of hope. I retraced my steps. For a time I

could distinguish my own trail, then it vanished. I had

again missed my way. Once more I tried the flame test
;

this time \vith no good result. The flame stood absolutely

still. The air felt thick and choking, I feared I should

faint. Now, too late, I remembered that a lady had told

me that if one were lost in the Catacombs, the only hope

of being found again was to sit still. In that case, as the

monks always go a certain round, ultimate rescue would

be certain. But I had wandered far. I looked at my

watch, three hours had passed, it was sunset, to-morrow
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was Sunday
;
no more visitors would be admitted until

Monday. Even supposing that I was found then, it would

be as a corpse or a madman. To stand still was impossible,

I hastened on, not knowing whither. Presently I came

to a larger chapel than any I had seen before. Around
its walls were arranged mummies, men, women, and

children
; they were propped against the stones, a

ghastly sight.* I had never heard of such in the Cata-

combs. Evidently I had penetrated where the foot of man
had not trod for a thousand years. All hope of escape

seemed taken away. But man's extremity is God's

opportunity. I fell on my knees in the midst of this

congregation of the dead. I cried, " O my God to whom
the light shineth as the day, direct my footsteps. Suffer

me not to go down alive into the pit. Save me, O Lord,

save me, not from death which is the lot of all men, but

from death in the dark, death from hunger, or madness,

O Lord, in Thee have I trusted, let me not be confounded."

I remembered my sins ; I had been verily guilty in

murmuring at my lot even as the Israelites of old. Why
had I not been contented to live and die in the sweet air

and light of England, though "only a Curate." Why
had I not been patient, remembering that I was the

servant of an unsuccessful Master, who was despised and

rejected. Tears of contrition rolled down my cheek. I

rose relieved. If it was God's will, I would be content to

die among these relics of St. Paul's converts. At this

*I have seen such mummies in the crj'pt of St. Stephen's Church,

Ferentillo, near Terni.

—

Ph. N.
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moment I seemed to hear a voice close to, " Give me
another kiss, Daddy." They were the last words spoken

by my youngest daughter, a dear little girl of four years,

as I said good bye to my dear wife and children a month

ago. This voice was a token for good, and I said " I shall

not die, but live and declare the works of the Lord." I

examined my lamp
; there was abundance of wick, and

oil sufficient to last about two hours. Onwards I moved
;

there was a pulsating of wings, it was only a bat. Still

on, no depth is so deep but that it is illuminated by a ray

of hope, and such a ray now cheered me. It was no

delusive light. Hark ! yes, it was a human voice ; at

first an inarticulate cadence ; then as I drew nearer, I

could distinguish words. They were Hebrew words, sung

to a melancholy chant which is used at the wailing place

of the Jews in Jerusalem

—

" Remember, O Lord, what is come upon us
;

Consider and behold our reproach,

The crown is fallen from our head

Woe unto us that we have sinned."

The wail was thrice repeated

—

/ " Woe unto us that we have sinned."

I hastened forward with a beating heart. Presently

entering a little chapel, I saw crouched in one corner, an

old old man, evidently a Jew, with a white beard that

descended to his waist. His skin was brown and dry as

that of a mummy but his eye bright and keen and

glancing like a star from beneath the shaggy pent-house

of his eyebrows. The light seemed for a moment to
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overpower him
;
he bent forward towards the ground

and once more wailed :

'• Woe unto us that we have sinned."

Then he fell at my feet and cried, "Misericordia, miseri-

cordia, Reverendo." I replied, " Parlo un poco Italiano."

The ancient Jew caught in a moment my accent and said

in a hoarse whisper, " You are English." I nodded assent.

" Blessed be thy race for kindness to the Hebrew, and

blessed be thou for thy kindness to me."

"But," I replied, "my kindness is accidental for I am
lost in these Catacombs and know not how to escape."

" Blessed then be God of Israel who hath sent thee,"

whispered the Jew.

"How long, father, have you been here?"

" Tell me, my son, the year and the day."

I did so and he replied, " Verily it lacks but three days

of three years since I saw the Ught of the sun."

I looked incredulous, I thought, poor old man, solitude

has turned his bram. The Jew noticed my look, he rose

from the ground, and said, " Sir, give me the lamp."

I hesitated.

"Bene, bene," said he impatiently, "then lead the way."

This was impossible, so, giving him the light, I silently

followed. I now observed, that although his face bore

the marks of extreme age, his step was Hght and springy,

and his form but little bent. His raiment was dirty and

stained but evidently not that of a poor man, and on his

right hand he wore a ring, which ever and anon glowed
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like a serpent's eye in the light of the lamp. The Jew

took six steps forward, he then stooped down, and picked

up a little white bean from the dust. He then paced six

more yards and again picked up a bean. Occasionally he

had some trouble to find the bean, but he would not

proceed until he had found it. Once, coming to a cross

road he made a mistake, no bean was to be found, so we had

to move six yards backwards. Thus progress was slow.

It was, however, sure, and after an hour's time, I was

rejoiced to observe that we were in a well-worn track
;

footprints below and black marks of torches above, were

distinctly visible. The air became fresher and keener at

each step. The Jew no longer paused but walked briskly

on. We came to the flight of steps, blessed steps leading

to the land of the living. The door at the top was

fortunately not locked. We rushed forth into the open

air. A gentle breeze fanned our brows ; the flame of my
faithful lamp leaped upwards and expired

;
its work was

done. Instinctively we uncovered our heads and clasped

our hands, and Jew and Christian gazed upwards at the

bright lights of their Father's house and united in a

thanksgiving too deep for words.

We were soon on the highway towards Rome, we

hailed a passing carrozza and drove on in silence. As we

passed the English cemetery the light of the rising moon

silvered the hoary mass of the Pyramid of Caius Cestius.

So had the light of hope risen upon us amid the dead.

We drove to the Hotel de L' Europe. I was helping the

venerable Jew to alight, when a passing stranger paused
;
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he started and gave the Jew a look never to be forgotten

;

the malignant hate of a thousand hearts seemed con-

centrated in the stony stare of that white-faced man.

The Jew took off his hat, and with a mocking courtesy

said, "A Dio biancha faccia." The stranger passed on

swiftly and silently as a cloud. " A friend of mine, a

Jesuit," whispered the Jew ; then, grasping my hand he

said, " Farewell, Abraham Isaac knows how to reward a

friend and how to punish a foe : come and see me to-

morrow at noon."



CHAPTER II.

a fWau of fitpstcrg.

He held me with his glittering eye,

' I have a tale,' quoth he."—COLERIDGE.

HE following day was the day of God, the

great day of God, even Easter-day. I rose

refreshed and strengthened, and could

hardly believe that all I had gone through

on Saturday was a reality and not a hideous

dream. Amid the clang of the many bells

of Rome, I made my way to the American church. I had

promised to assist the excellent Vicar, Dr. Nevin. Very

sweet and solemn was it to unite once more in praise and

prayer in our dear Mother-tongue. The Psalms of that

Easter Day seemed especially suited to me who had

escaped from so horrible a death. I could not forbear a little

start when Dr. Nevin gave out his text, " I shall not die,

but live and declare the works of the Lord." It was the

very verse that had come with such sweet assurance to me
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amid the congregation of the dead. After the service I

made my way to the Hotel de L' Europe. I was received

with the greatest respect when I made known that I had

an appointment with Mr. Abraham Isaac. A tall and

athletic negro, a Hercules and Apollo carved in ebony, in

a becoming livery, and evidently the Jew's own servant,

placed my card on a silver salver and marched in front of

me with swinging step, towards his master's room. He
rapped at the door. At first there was no response-

There was an evident reason. The richest contralto voice

I have ever heard, a voice that could

" Put a heart beneath the ribs of death
"

was singing, accompanied by the sweet strain of a harp.

I caught the words

—

" The harp that once on holy ground

By David's hand was swept,

Whilst Zion's daughters standing round

Responsive laughed or wept,

That harp lies silent ; dust the hand

Which waked its varied strain
;

Black ruin broods upon the land,

Where once gleamed Zion's fane.

But David's spirit singeth still,

Its music fills the world
;

And wider worlds its notes shall thrill,

When earth's to ruin hurled."

There was a pause, the Negro rapped again, and I stood

in the presence of the Jew. The barbers of Rome, the
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most skilful in the whole world, as well they may be after

pursuing their trade for 2,000 years, had wrought a

wonderful change in his appearance. He rose to welcome

me with great warmth, and still speaking in his invariable

hoarse whisper, introduced me to the lady who had risen

from her harp

—

" The Rev. Artegall Smith
;
my daughter Rachel."

Rachel Isaac was one of those few women who can

truly claim the adjective beautiful. Her matchless form

was worthy to enshrine the magnificent voice whose tones

still echoed in my ears. Her luxuriant tresses, black and

shining as a raven's feathers, adorned a face and figure

that were simply perfect. Her complexion was dark, and

it was evident that a hotter sun than even that of Italy

had kissed her cheeky* but the exquisite lines of her features,

the lustre of her eye, and the radiant expression of her

countenance, fully atoned for what some might have con-

sidered a defect. She advanced to meet me with a step

and manner, in which queenly majesty and virgin modesty

were combined, and stretching out her hand to take

mine, said

—

'' Mille grazie, a thousand thanks, as the Italians say,

Reverend Sir, for your kindness to my father, whom for

three years I have mourned as lost."

I explained that my kindness was accidental, and that

the rescue had been as much on his side as on mine. The

Jew interrupting, would not admit this. " It is true,"

said he, " that if you had not met me by this time

probably you would have been dead
;
but for me he
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added shuddering, ''there was a more terrible fate in

store." "But a truce," added he, "to these sad thoughts

on this bright day," and giving his arm to his daughter,

he led the way to a larger apartment where was spread a

most luxurious luncheon. The Jew was evidently

immensely rich, for the glories of the East and of the

West seemed to meet on that table. The exquisite grace

of the ornaments, the sheen of the silver, and the

knives with jewelled handles, must be imagined, for they

cannot be described. The black servant waited at table

with a dexterity and grace I have never seen equalled.

A glance of his master's eye was sufficient to indicate to

him what was needed; silent as the grave, and swift as the

light, he was a paragon of a waiter. During the luncheon,

our conversation was on general subjects, and it was easy

to perceive that fair Rachel's mind was worthy of her

features.

After luncheon, the lady withdrew, and Mr. Isaac said,

" you smoke." I did not deny his assertion, and he

handed me an ivory cigar case containing what proved to

be the finest weeds I had ever consumed.

Seated at our ease, I explained the reason of my some-

what late appearance, the Jew replied, " Ah, it was my
fault, I had forgotten that to-day was the Nazarene

Sabbath." He then added, with a kind of sneer which I

did not like, " there is one thing pertaining to your religion

which I thoroughly appreciate, namely that wine which

is as good as Noah ever drank." As he spoke, he handed

me a flask of that wonderful wine, which bears the strange
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name in Italy ''The tears of Christ," and concerning

which a strange legend is told. "At any rate," I replied,

" Jesus Christ was a Jew, you must admit he was a

prophet, I worship Him as a God ;
a sneer ill becomes you

and offends me."

" Forgive me, my son, it is an evil habit that sometimes

overpowers me." " And now," he added, " I know you

are dying to know how I became imprisoned in the

Catacombs." "You saw that white-faced Jesuit," I nodded

assent ;
" it is," continued the Jew, " many years ago, that

I had the misfortune to slay an ancestor of his." "It must

have been," said the old man, with a far-away look on his

face, " in the fifth century. Ever since that time the feud

has been handed down from father to son, and innumerable

attempts have been made upon my life. Three years ago

this young man came to me with a disguised name. He
told me (which is true) that he was Professor in a Jesuit

College at Rome. He further said (which is false) that he

was an earnest student of Hebrew and had discovered

some Hebrew inscriptions in the Catacombs, which he

desired me to help him to translate. I was astonished to

hear of Hebrew inscriptions in the Catacombs and un-

suspectingly fell into the trap. The Jesuit said that he

knew the Catacombs so well that it was quite unnecessary

to have a guide. He professed also to be anxious that no

one but myself should share his important discovery. He

thus flattered me, and who is old enough or wise enough

always to beware of that ' last infirmity of noble minds.'

Early in the morning of a beautiful Spring day, we stole
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to the Catacombs and entered unobserved. White-face

carried the lamp and walked in front as guide. When we

left the beaten track I did however take the precaution (for

his sake as well as my own) silently at every sixth step to

drop a white bean. After an hour's walk we came to that

little chapel where you found me. The Jesuit then

eagerly directed my attention to some marks on the wall.

While I was carefully examining them, he suddenly cried

out, ' Remember Gabriello,' and at the same instant felled

me to the ground by a violent blow upon the head from

some weapon he had concealed.''

"But why, father,'' said I, "did you not upon recovering

your senses, endeavour to make your escape upon your

hands and knees by searching for the beans until you

found them ? " A weary look came upon the face of the

Jew and he replied, " Alas ! part of my curse is that when

I am entirely in the dark, my reason fails and I remain as

one benumbed until a light is brought." A terrible look,

half of madness and half of contrition, swept over the Jew's

countenance, he made, apparently by some inward com-

pulsion, the sign of the Cross, and falling forward, broke

into the same wailing chant I had heard in the Catacombs,

thrice repeating the refrain

—

" Woe unto us that we have sinned."

When he arose, he seemed much confused, and said, " if

you do not object to a Sabbath day's journey, come with

me."

We walked forth into the sweet air and sunlight : it

was April but almost as warm as an English July. The
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Jew linked his arm in mine and drew me towards the

shady side of the street, saying with a smile, there is an

Italian proverb, "only English men and dogs walk in the

sun." We passed on towards the Capitol. As we did so I

endeavoured in my own mind to reconcile if possible the

contradictions that existed in my companion. He was

evidently extremely old, I should say 90 years at least,

and yet his step was as elastic as my own, his eye was not

dim nor his natural force abated. His daughter too was

in the very prime of her beauty, not more than one-and-

twenty at the most. According to his own account, he

had been imprisoned without light or food in the

Catacombs for three years, and yet had not died or been

in danger of death, but of "a fate more terrible." His voice

in speaking was always the same hoarse whisper, but when

he sang or chanted it was loud and clear : who and what

could he be ?

"You cannot sum me up," said the Jew, I gave a start,

for he had read my thoughts to the very letter. He added,

"One of your Nazarene writers, I believe Augustine, has

said, that he could have desired to see three things, " Christ

in the flesh, Paul in the pulpit, and Rome in its glory."

I have seen all three, and to my unbelieving mind (a slight

sneer) the last was the greatest sight. The Rome of the

Emperors was Rome indeed." We had now reached the

Capitol. The Jew for a moment gazed around and then

said "Rome is fallen, fallen
;
who that sees this confused

mass of houses would imagine that Rome was once a city

of palaces; who that sees her streets swarming with monks,
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beggars,* can realize that once her sons were an imperial

race and marched forth conquering and to conquer
; who

that smells the ill odours of her dirty paths can suppose

that once her streets were paved with marble, and that

streams of pure water rippled on either side, whilst

innumerable fountains filled the air with freshness and

music, and underground were great sewers in which boats

could be navigated. "As for that vast dome," said the Jew

pointing to St. Peter's, "what is it but a fool's cap for a

city of fools, what does it enshrine but a paganism sprinkled

with holy water, and idolatry which breaks the second

commandment if not the first ?" I was silent, for I had

seen in St. Peter's the bronze image of the saint (once it

is said Jupiter) with its toe kissed away by the idolatrous

devotion of generations of Romanists. At length I said,

"Your scorn touches me not for I belong to a purer faith."

" True," said the Jew, "and what does the purer faith do for

my race in Rome this day ? You have a great Society

which spends ;2r3o,ooo a year in converting Jews. In

Rome, the most important centre in Europe, that Society

employs an old lady and a half educated layman to set

before a myriad Jews the more excellent way :
" the Jew

laughed a wicked laugh ; I was silent.

When w'e passed through the arch of Titus, Abraham

Isaac pointed out to me the procession of Roman soldiers

*Rome under the kings, is a marvellous improvement upon Rome

under the Popes, who used actually to issue licenses to beggars. The

rookeries are being pulled down and palatial houses built. Rome seems

destined again to be worthyiof the title "imperial city."

—

Ph. N.
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carrying in triumph the golden candlestick and other

trophies of the conquest of the Jews. Ah ! said the Jew,

that turncoat Josephus well describes the triumph,

Vespasian and Titus celebrated that day. As he writes,

"there was here to be seen a mighty quantity of silver, and

gold, and ivory contrived into all sorts of things, and did

not appear as carried along in pompous show only, but,

as a man may say, running along like a river." It was a

river of our glory turned into shame that overflowed

Rome that day." The Jew, overmastered by his strange

passion, once more fell upon the ground and wailed

—

" Woe unto us that we have sinned."

When he recovered,' I said, "And what has become of

all these treasures of gold?" He pointed to the river and

said, "ask the tawny Tiber."

" Then they may be recovered ?" He nodded assent.

We walked on to the Colosseum. Having entered, the

Jew pointed out to me the spot where he had seen multi-

tudes of Nazarenes as he called Christians, done to death

by sword, or flame, or tooth of wild beast.

" I regret to say that we Jews in those days, hounded

on the mob against your people;" but he added, "You
have had your revenge." He then pointed out to me blue

marks upon his wrists. " Those" he said, " were graven

deeply by the Holy Inquisition, and my whole body is

full of the marks of their kindness."

I turned away, it was a painful subject. We sat for a

few minutes upon a fallen column. The Jew earnestly

looked at me and said, " Do you know why I have brought
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you hither?" "I do not." "Because," said the Jew,

^'this is a worthy spot for the beginning of a great

undertaking." Then, looking at me attentively with his

keen eye which seemed to pierce through me, he continued,

^' Thou hast had noble dreams, great disappointments,

thou hast been sick, thou still art weary." " Remember,"

I replied, "the saying of a philosopher, 'I am a man,

therefore I suffer.'
"

The Jew did not notice my reply, but went on in a

meditative strain, " This man has large ambitions, lofty

designs, his plan is good but his strength is small, he needs

power : power he shall have." Then turning to me he

said, "Is _^50,ooo sufficient?

"For what?" said I.

" For Africa," replied he.

I was indeed astonished
;

I had heard of thought

readers, here was a thought reader in truth. I remained

silent in w^onder. The Jew misunderstood this silence

and he presently said—"Thou art not satisfied, I will

make it ;^ 1 00,000." "Ah," added the Jew, "money is

power, money is great because it procureth all things,

beauty, wisdom, strength, swiftness, ease, mirth, music, and

above all more money, but Abraham Isaac hath spoken,

he will keep his word." And then, whilst I still looked

on in silent wonder, he drew a cheque-book from his pocket,

and a little inkhorn from his sleeve and wTOte out a

cheque payable to my order at the Bank of England, for

^100,000. He dried the cheque by holding it up to the

sun, and then handed it to me, saying, " For Africa and
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for thee." I took it as in a dream, and then he said,

'' Speak, my son, let the billow of emotion that swells thine

heart break forth into the spray of words." I spoke
;
at

first I fear almost incoherently
; I thanked the Jew a

thousand times, not for myself but for Africa. I said

" v^enerable stranger of a world-wandering race, I know

not how you have penetrated the thought that has for

years been locked up in my secret heart. I desire to re-

generate Africa with the Cross and the Sword : the cross

for her suffering sons, the sword for her foes. I do not

believe that force is no remedy
;

it is the only remedy for

the man-stealer. Neither do I believe that the Anglo-

Saxon Atissionaries are in duty bound to submit to be

imprisoned and slain by bloodthirsty African tyrants,

whose hearts are blacker than their skins, and whose

passions are more hideous than their faces. In my
opinion, the model Missionary ought to carry a Bible in

one hand, and a Union Jack in the other : the Book and

the flag : religion and justice.

But to conquer we must live. Dead men work no

miracles in modern days. The Missionary's first object

should be to find some healthy spot where he may work

as from a centre, and advance as he can do so in safety.

And further, I believe that the Missionary should be

attended by a body of Christian laymen, who should form

around him the nucleus of a new state as well as of a new

church. And moreover, as soon as the native race, or a

portion of it, has become truly Christian, intermarriages

should be not merely permitted but encouraged. " One in
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Christ" should be the motto of the Christian community,

both black and white. And when strong enough this new

community should sweep away every man-stealer and

oppressor from the face of Africa, and thus heal what

Livingstone well called the w^orld's "open sore " The Jew

answered, " Thou must not expect me to share in all thine

enthusiasm, but thou art my friend, thou hast a noble

plan, and into thy hands I have given power. Not only

so ; in the heart of the great desert, the Sahara, is a place

and a people known to me alone of the human race. My
will to them is law, my word to them is power, I will lead

your expedition across the trackless waste to their abode.

The Ammiel or People of God, number 100,000 souls.

Win these and the key of the Dark Continent will lie at

thy feet."

The Jew had hardly finished speaking, when a black

figure rushed between us. I caught the glitter of a dagger

that flashed in the sunlight and threw myself forward.

The blow fell not upon the Jew's heart as intended, but

upon his arm
;

I seized the assassin, but in a moment he

slipped from my grasp, leaving his long Roman cloak in

my hands. He fled like the wind, I chased him, but at

every step he gained ground. Pursuit was hopeless, so,

out of breath, I hastened to Abraham Isaac, who was

stretched upon the ground, the blood freely flowing from

a wound near his wrist. I shall never forget his frightful

look of anger as he whispered, '' White-face again : the

day of reckoning will come." Fortunately, the wound

was not at all serious, and after we had bound it up
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carefully, the Jew, leaning upon my arm, was able to walk

towards the capitol. The sun was sinking and there arose

that accursed miasma which is, in Rome, so poisonous and

fatal to strangers. We were glad to enter a passing

omnibus and soon reached home. The Jew was very

silent, but now and agam his features worked with

passion all the more terrible^ because suppressed. Upon

entering the dining room he begged me to excuse him.

After a few minutes spent alone in the gloaming, the

beautiful Rachel appeared, accompanied by the black

servant bearing a silver lamp. The Jewess said, '' My
father begs you to excuse his seeing you again at present

:

he is much overcome. He desires you to meet him on

London Bridge at noon ten days hence, meanwhile, he

wishes you to make all preparations possible, and begs

you to accept this purse for travelling expenses." j

replied, " Dear lady, who and what is your father ; he is

to me a man of mystery ?
"

" Sir," she answered, "I know not that I ought to talk

on this subject, but what my father is to you he is to us

all. My mother died when I was an infant
;
my father I

do not understand : he is very old, he is rich even to

millions, he is clever, and to me he is good : as a dutiful

daughter I must say no more."

I promised to meet the Jew in London at the time

named, and after taking my leave of the beautiful Jewess,

I slowly walked towards my humble lodgings. Who and

what could this stranger be, so old and yet so active, possess-

ing enormous riches, yet living apart from the world: an
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unbeliever, and yet willing to furnish the sinews of war to

a Christian Missionary ? As to his professing to have

been an eye-witness of all the great scenes of history, I

attributed this to a harmless delusion of the brain
;
but

w^as his story of Africa a delusion also? When I reached

my lodgings I opened the purse. It contained two Bank

of England notes for ^100, and £^0 in gold. The Jew's

wealth and generosity I could not doubt. Yes, thank

God, the hour for the Redemption of Africa had come.

Only one thing remained to be done. I must not go

out to Africa simply as a presbyter. I must have power

to ordain : to found a Church as well as to establish a

Christian Commonwealth. I must go fully equipped yet

perfectly unfettered. Providence had opened the way.

I had met with a retired Bishop, a venerable man, of

whom there are many in the Church of Rome, pious

souls, who weep and sigh and mourn in secret over the evils

and corruptions of their church * I made the whole case

*In the preface to " Count Campello, an autobiography," the Rev.

W. Arthur writes, " The description given by Campello of those silent

scholars in Rome, whom he calls the Hermits, is the part of his auto-

biography, which, for me personally, has the deepest interest. He
hints that men of that description, men living amid the atmosphere of

Rome, but estranged from its spirit, clinging to their relation to it, yet

sighing, praying, hoping for redemption from its corruptions, are not so

rare among the elder and more learned of the clergy as might be

thought. 1 ha\ e myself, amid piles of valuable tomes, had from an old

frail man, with glowing eyes, words and looks of sj^mpathy which left a

deep impression. Poor Hermits ! May God guide them into day, and

make of them, even in their old age, lights to their country !"

—

Ph.N.
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known to my venerable friend. Within two days, in the

presence of a few godly priests, I was consecrated a

Bishop of the Church of God, by three Apostolic prelates.

The President of an American University, also my friend,

had already conferred upon me causa honoris^ the degree

of D.D. The ceremony took place in a ruined chapel

overlooking the Bay of Naples. It was a lovely day, a

perfect sky, an azure sea, a gentle breeze : we were not

without signs, even supernatural, of the benediction of

the Bishop of souls. We were affected even to tears. I

arose from my knees equipped for my work by the

combined orders of England and of Rome. I chose for

my seal the effigy of a negro with outstretched hands.

The motto, "Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands

unto God." The day after the consecration, I, Artegall^

Bishop of Sahara, set sail for England.



CHAPTER III.

Hontron BnOgc.

The stream of water, 'neath the bridge hastens onwards to the sea,

The stream of men upon the bridge hurries towards eternity
;

Both smile and frown, sparkle and darkle, and sigh, murmur and roar,

Swirling, twirling, eddying, foaming, seething evermore,"—NORTON.

XCESS of joy needs soothing almost as

much as excess of sorrow. I had chosen

to return to England by sea, because I

felt that I needed the cool breezes to re-

store my somewhat excited brain. The

voyage did all that could be desired, and it

was as a sober-minded Englishman that I welcomed the

grey skies and the white chffs of Dover. My eldest son,

Arnold, was on the pier to meet me
;
a fine young fellow

of nineteen, as straight as an arrow, with a clear skin and

a bright grey eye, free from vice in every sense, and not

kno^ving as yet the flavour of wine or tobacco. Upon

our arrival in London, we took a cab and at once drove to

the Bank of England. I presented the cheque, having

first signed my name on the back. The clerk took the
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cheque in his hand, gave a little start, and going away,

returned presently with a greyhaired gentleman, whom I

took to be the chief cashier. " Do you wish the money

for this cheque ? " said he, after a keen glance at me. "I

desire ^10,000 in gold, and the balance to be placed to my
credit." The venerable banker seemed much relieved.

In less than five minutes, two of the bank porters, carry-

ing the bag of gold, which weighed at least i^-cwt.

accompanied us to the cab. We placed the gold between

our feet, and off we drove. And here a singular incident

happened, which is too strange for fiction, being a fact.

As we jolted along at a good pace towards Paddington

station, there was a sudden crash, and in a moment the

gold and part of the floor of the cab disappeared
;
the

;^ 10,000 lay in the street. After considerable difficulty,

we got our Jehu to stop, and ran back and recovered our

treasure, this time placing it on the seat. I could not

help thinking what a lively time we should have had, if

the thieves of London had known what was about to

happen : it would have been the case of one wounded

lamb to a thousand vultures. However, as it was, the

only result of the accident was to amuse a few street-boys.

Arrived at Paddington, after seeing the bag safe into a

ist class compartment, and my son on guard, I returned to

the cabby and giving him a sovereign, advised him to get

his cab strengthened, and added, " that bag contains

;^ 1 0,000." The cabman gave a low whistle, his face was

a study of conflicting emotions
; however at last he spat

upon the piece of gold " for luck," and with a grin and a

D
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bow drove off. I need not describe the welcome home at

Birmingham : there is no place so bright as the centre of

a circle of loving hearts and true : in its light the smoke

of the great metropolis of the Midlands was fairer than

the golden clouds of Italy.

On the following day, I unfolded my plan to the wonder-

ing eyes of my dear wife and children. To make the

occasion more impressive, I gave the servants a half-holi-

day, and then when our three sons and three daughters

were assembled in the drawing-room, I poured out before

them the ^10,000 in gold, saying "God has given us ten

times this for poor Africa."

My dear wife, a truly patient Griselda, with a loyal

loving heart and a Madonna face, was so overjoyed at my
safe return, that she was willing to go with me to the ends

of the earth. The younger children clapped their hands

with delight : the elder ones, who had heard Africa called

"the white man's grave," gave a more sober acquiescence.

My next step was to summon my eight nephews, excellent

young men, upon whom I could depend. One of them

had been Curate in a Birmingham parish, another had

just passed his last examination and had that splendid

degree, M.D. of London. A third w^as a non-commissioned

officer in the Birmingham volunteers. Singularly enough,

not one of these young men had any brilliant prospects
;

their two mothers were widows and had been somewhat

unfortunate in their husbands. The fact is that my
nephews had found, like thousands of other young men,

that in this tight little island there is not elbow room.
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When they saw the money and heard the tale, they were

one and all ready to follow me.

So far, good. I must now extend the circle. Fortu-

nately I knew in what direction to look. I had some years

before been teacher of one of those splendid Bible Classes

of men, which are the glory of great Birmingham. I had

seen wonderful instances of the power of the Word of

God, to brighten the intellect, purify the heart, change the

face and the coat, and make a working man a working

gentleman. In those days I was a radical and an admirer

of Gladstone ; but as I looked at my Bible Class, I felt

" Here we have an Imperial race," as Lord Beaconsfield

said. These men, fearing God and hating covetousness

are, as it were, each the son of a king. These Bible

Englishmen, would make far better aud juster rulers of

provinces than all the Pashas of the East, where justice is

bought, and sold to the highest bidder. Therefore, our

Anglo-Israelitish friends at any rate are right in advo-

cating a spirited foreign policy. We ought, as they say

we are destined to do, "push like a Unicorn to the ends

of the earth." Not only trade follows the flag, but law,

and justice, and mercy and truth. "Hurrah! for the

Union Jack, may its shadow fill the world."

I summoned twenty of these splendid fellows to a private

meeting. I first begged them to observe strict secrecy, as

it would seriously interfere with my design if it once got

into the newspapers. I then laid the whole scheme before

them. One of the men wisely suggested that we should

offer prayer upon the subject. This was done by two of
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the good fellows, with their accustomed simplicity and

fervour. When we rose from our knees, I gave a short

address. I told them that if they came with me, I would

love them as a brother but rule them as a father. I

pointed out on the one side, that it was a forlorn hope,

encircled by dangers from savage beasts and men more

savage, threatened with death from sunstroke, fever, flame,

or sword, scorchings by day and watchings by night, and

England left behind probably for ever. On the other

hand, I pointed out " the greater the danger the greater

the honour : if we fail we can but fail, if we succeed, we

inherit the blessings of posterity and shall be the light-

bearers of the dark continent. We shall be called the

Apostles of Africa, and the benediction of those ready to

perish will be ours. Above all, if with clean hands and

clean heaits we go forward, then whatever our success on

earth, there remains for us the smile of God and the

Crown of glory that fadeth not away."

I saw the eyes of the men flash, the time had come.

" Now brothers," I said, " right hand up if you are for

God and Africa." Like a flash of Hght, eighteen hands

were raised. " Thank you, my men, it is just as I ex-

pected." I then went on to say that I should give every

man ;^ioo down for outfit, &c., and to those who had

aged parents or relatives another ;^ioo to make pro-

vision for them. No sooner had I said this, than the

other two men held their hands aloft. They had only

been restrained by the thought of their old folks at home.

Thus, at one stroke, T had gained twenty splendid men.
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each of whom could be trusted even unto death. Their

trades were various
; two were hke our great Master,

carpenters, three were gunsmiths, one was a blacksmith,

one an engine driver, several were printers, and many
other trades were represented. One was a reporter, Ernest

Brown his name. I shall never forget his pleading look

as he came up to me and said, " May I not send a little

paragraph to XhQBtrmingham Daily Gazetteery It seemed

cruel, but I was obliged to say, "Certainly not, Ernest."

The twenty left me that day poorer by ^3,000, but

richer in hope and lighter at heart. The men of Bir-

mingham had been true to their noble motto, '''forward.''^

I had been very busy with telegrams, the result was

that the next day which was bright with the beauty of an

early Spring, you might have seen me with a friend on

either hand, pacing up and down my garden. They were

two old College chums of mine, one tall and rather fair,

the other short and dark, differing perhaps in everything

except that they both loved God and loved me. No, there

was another resemblance
;
both had gone out under the

noble C.M.S. Puller, the light one, had done some good

work in China. Tholden, the dark one, had done equally

good work in India. They had both returned to England

invalided, but were now eager for the fight again. The

C.M.S. just then happened to be well supplied with men.

By telegram, I got consent from Salisbury Square, and

dear Puller and Tholden were ready to follow me.

I remembered that as Bishop, I must have a Chaplain.

Once -more the telegraph was set to work, and as the
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result, behold me next day, walking in the garden with

the Rev. Evan Davies almost literally hanging upon my
arm. Evan Davies was the most eloquent preacher of

Wales. He was only 5 ft. 3 in., but he was a great little

man. You might look down upon him in the street, but

when in the pulpit, his turn came and he looked, or

rather flashed, down on you. He had been Minister of a

Calvinistic Methodist Chapel, but the little orator had

there realised Mr. Spurgeon's definition of the difference

between a devil and a deacon
;

" Resist the devil and he

will flee from you, resist a deacon and he will fly at you."

Evan Davies had dared to resist his rich deacon, David

Griffiths, and he found himself in purgatory. I had re-

leased the dear little man, and got him ordained by a

Welsh Bishop. The Bishop had also given him a living,

but the living was small, and the family of Evan Davies

was large, so his coat got seedy and his forehead furrowed.

After a very little talk, I handed my dear friend a book

of 25 cheques, blank except my signature. " Fill that up

as you please, Evan, pay everything and everybody, and

provide for your mother and come with us." The Welsh

orator burst into tears of relief and joy. I knew the

dear man had a true Missionary spirit and a burning love

for souls.

And now I had to organize the military part of our

expedition. I had provided men of religion and of peace,

I must now provide men of war. I did not hesitate five

minutes. At a ladies' school in Birmingham, I had met

with the man. He was drill master. He drilled those
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girls SO perfectly, that I believe they would have faced the

French hussars at Waterloo. On one occasion (it was

a great show day at the school) the girls marched, and

formed squares, and performed evolutions so perfectly,

that they were greeted with thunders of applause. The

sergeant, with breast so covered with medals that it

looked like a bit of a jeweller's shop, stood with flashing

eye and grave face, as calm and as erect as a marble

column
;
only that a marble column could not look taller

than itself: he did. That was the man, Sergeant-Major

O'Connor, a loyal, sober, Protestant Irishman, and there-

fore one of the best of the human race. He was, too, a

man of infinite humour, full of extraordinary anecdotes,

which at any rate he beheved, and in his speech mingling

Irish bulls with most remarkable good sense and mother

wit.

Sergeant O'Connor needed but little persuasion: £s^)

promise of full pay, and prospect of speedy parting from

a tartar of a wife was abundant recompense. The

sergeant left me, gaily whistling, "The girl I've left behind

me:" his wife dreaded "furrin parts."

I entrusted to Sergeant O'Connor the duty of quietly

procuring me twenty old soldiers, sober, steadfast, fearing

God, and obeying orders. They were to have ^15 each

as bounty, and full pay as long as they remained in my
service; "all right, Sorr, your riverence has got the

money and I'll get the men," had been O'Connor's reply.

Also, I trusted the Sergeant, in conjunction with my
military nephew, to obtain 500 of the best rifles to be had
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for money, the same number of swords, loo revolvers, and

one ton of suitable and well tested ammunition. All this

was done ; and quickly ;
for gold and grease make all

things swift.

On the appointed loth day (the 27th- xYpril, 1881), a

little before noon, I was pacing slowly up and down

London Bridge. Truly, there is no.tspot in the world

like that
;
the poet who needs a theme, the preacher who

lacks a text, the painter who is short of a subject, the

philosopher who seeks a problem, the light-hearted who

wants food for laughter, the sympathetic who desires

subject for tears
;
come one, come all, and they shall be

abundantly satisfied in this throbbing heart of the

greatest city of the world.

As I thought thus, a hand was placed on my shoulder,

and I heard the loud whisper of the Jew. "It is well,

my Lord Bishop is punctual." I laughed, for I had almost

forgotten I was a Bishop, and certainly was not a Lord.

I looked at the Jew with wonder. But for his voice I

should have doubted his identity. He was as tall and as

erect as myself. His long flowing white beard was gone,

and instead he had a short moustache and stubble of grey.

His face was brown and his eye flashed as ever. He was

dressed like the Captain of a man-of-war, and had on a

cap with the insignia of a British Consul. He enjoyed

my amazement; and said, "When will you cease to wonder

at me ; rejoice ! I am this day appointed Her Majesty's

Consul for the Sahara, a region nearly as large as Europe
;

follow me, my Lord." I followed him with joy indeed
;
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we had now an official right to hoist the Union Jack in

the heart of the Sahara.

The Jew led the way to the landing stage : there lay

like a swan on the river, the most beautiful launch I had

ever seen. At the helm stood the black servant, now

dressed like a sailor, and thus showing to great advantage

his muscular form. Reclining upon a seat, was the beautiful

Jewess ; she rose with a smile to greet me. Just as I was

stepping on board, either I slipped or someone in the crowd

gave me a push ; I lost my balance, and before I could

recover myself, went plunging over the side of the yacht

into the turbid stream. i\s I fell, I saw two sights
;
among

the crowd was certainly white-face, the Jesuit, (that

explained the push) and by his side a little old woman
with features of ashen grey, dressed as a Sister of Mercy.

The other sight, was the face of the Negro servant : he

actually laughed for the first and last time in this history,

and as he did so, he revealed a mouth from which every

other tooth was removed and which lacked a tongue.

The castellated teeth with the cavern behind had a most

singular appearance. All this I could observe during the

instant in which I was falling into the turbid Thames.

The Negro's laugh was not an ill-natured one, however,

for when I rose to the surface I found myself held by his

strong arm. He had plunged in after me amid the

applause of the crowd. Fortunately, I could swim like a

fish, so I needed no help. The Jew and his daughter were

much relieved when we had scrambled on board again.

We hastened down into the little cabin, where we changed
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our clothes. In a few minutes we were swiftly steaming

down the Thames amid the craft of all nations. Seated

by the side of the Jew, I enquired concerning the peculiar

mouth of the silent servant, whose name I found was

Samson. "It is a sad story, my Lord; ten years ago,

I was crossing a desert near the Zanzibar coast ; I found

this poor fellow, bleeding and senseless on the sand. By

great care I succeeded in saving his life. Upon his

recovery, he was able to write down his history. He had

been educated in a Mission School but kidnapped by the

man-stealers, who made him help them in their hellish

work. One day, Samson found that the slave dealers

intended to make a raid upon his own native village.

During the night he stole away from his masters and

warned his friends. Early in the morning, the wretched

Arabs surrounded the village, but only to find their birds

flown. They started in pursuit and succeeded in taking

Samson, who had fallen upon the ground in sheer

exhaustion. Upon him they wreaked their revenge,

breaking off half his teeth and cutting out his tongue, for

what they called his treachery. In gratitude to me, he

has followed me over the world like a shadow ; to friends

he is gentle as a lamb, but the sight of an Arab turns him

into a tiger.''

Such was the sad story of Samson, whom the cruelty of

man had deprived of all power of speech.

I told the Jew of the apparition of the Jesuit on the

landing stage : he merely shrugged his shoulders. Our

yacht steamed bravely on, the admiration of all beholders.
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Presently we approached a beautiful steamer, anchored

in one of the lower reaches of the Thames : she was

painted white, and sat like a sea-bird upon the river. She

had two red funnels and was of about 600 tons burden.

As we reached the deck, a smart looking officer advanced

to meet us, raising his hat. "This, my Lord " said the

Jew, " is the Captain of the ' Maid of the Mist,' which I

have chartered to take our party as far as may be up the

Niger."

I surveyed the steamer with admiration. She was

beautifully fitted up: luxurious cabins, and everything,

on a smaller scale, that even a Cunard boat could supply."

We dined on board with the Captain, who was a perfect

gentleman and seemed to look upon the Jew with a feeling

of respect mingled with awe.

During the dinner, I took the Captain to this extent

into my confidence, that I said, "Can you find me 20 God-

fearing, sober, well-trained blue jackets who would follow

me to the heart of Africa, ^20 down and ^^4 a month ?

" My Lord, I cannot, but it is the very thing that an

old boatswain of mine could and would do ; he is a man
with the courage of a lion and the gentleness of a lamb,

and does not know how to swear."

" He and twenty like-minded will be the men for me."

"They shall be ready in 24 hours, my Lord."

I wrote out a cheque for ^400 and gave it to the

Captain :
" You will see to this," said I. He bowed.

After dinner, the Jew and I settled the date of our

departure. We were to sail from the Thames on the 5th
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of May at noon precisely : all to be on board the night

before.

Having thus arranged, I explained to the Jew what

had already been done and what remained to be done.

He made some invaluable suggestions and engaged to lay

in an immense store of beads and buttons, knives and

cloth, &c., for barter with the natives. I then hastened

to Paddington and took the express for Birmingham.

.Somehow I preferred this route; there was more chance

of meeting with 'Varsity friends. It was my last journey

from town to the Midlands.



CHAPTER IV.

The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks :

The long day wanes : the slow moon climbs : the deep

Moans round with many voices. Come my friends,

'Tis not too late to seek a newer world,"

—

Tennyson.

EFORE we sailed for Africa, I carried out

two ideas which had come into my mind.

I got all my people to assemble in London

on the 29th of April. This they were

glad to do, for some had never seen the

great sights of that great city. On the ist

of May, which was the feast of S.S. Philip and James, we

all attended Divine Service at Westminster Abbey, and

(children excepted) received the Sacrament. The next

day we made an excursion to Basingstoke, and assembled

in the ruined chapel of the Holy Ghost, which stands in

the cemetery hard by the Railway Station. It is a
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beautiful spot, so near the rush and turmoil of the world

and yet above and apart from it. It is also especially

interesting to me because it bears witness to the fact that

our pious forefathers, who in that place, assembled as a

*' Guild of the Holy Ghost," were devoted to the worship

of the Third Person of the Blessed Trinity, that Divine

Breath, Who is to our souls what fresh air is to our

bodies. It is a worship much neglected in the present day,

so much so, that a writer on the subject has entitled his

book, "The forgotten truth."*

It was a lovely May day, one of those perfect days so

rare but so precious in England. The sun was only now

and then flecked by a white cloud. The skylarks filled

the air with music. A gentle South-west wind tenderly

lifted the young leaves. Our soldiers and sailors were

arranged in a double line by Sergeant O'Connor and the

boatswain, a fine old Scotchman named McLeod. The

Jew and Jewess were present at their own request, the

black servant Samson carrying his mistress's harp.

First of all I read out the list of names : each person

present answered to the roll call; men, women, and

children: "the number of names were an hundred and

twenty," not one was missing. I then gave a brief

address ; I explained that this building had been erected

by our pious forefathers to the praise and honour of the

*Perhaps the good Bishop is not aware of the existence of a modern

" Guild of the Holy Ghost," namely the Daily Prayer Union, instituted

by my friend, the Rev. H. L. Harkness, Rector of St. Swithin's,

Worcester. This Guild now numbers 80,000 members.

—

Ph. N.
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Holy Ghost. I set forth the special need we had, in our

arduous undertaking, of the guidance and protection of

this Blessed Spirit. I also stated that I had reserved

^5,000 at the Bank of England in order that in ten

years' time, should God prosper our undertaking, we

might, as a thank offering, at some central spot in

England, erect a Church dedicated to the Holy Ghost.

The Church should be, as far as possible, a copy of this

ancient Chapel. Its interior should be lined with white

marble. Upon its walls should be texts in gold relating

to the Paraclete. Over the Holy Table, the Pulpit, the

Font, and the Reading desk, should be suspended by a

golden wire, a white dove with outstretched wings. No
colour except white and gold should be permitted in the

sacred building, except the windows, which were to be

filled with designs representing the sevenfold gifts of the

Spirit of God. The Church should, like this ruin in

former days, be the centre of a Guild of the Holy Ghost.

When I had finished my address, I called npon several

of our brethren to pray, reminding them that this was

our last meeting before we sailed for Africa. Sweet

indeed was the invisible incense that rose from earnest

hearts that day in the ancient Chapel.

I then called upon my chaplain for a short sermon. He
took for his text Acts i. 14. He began by reminding us

that it was no mere coincidence that the number of our

names was 120. He set forth in breathing and burning

words, the need of another Pentecostal outpouring, upon

ourselves and the Church, and especially upon Africa. It is
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impossible to describe the effect produced by that short

sermon. Suffice it to say, that when it was over, with one

accord, we fell upon our knees. After silent prayer I gave

out that grand ancient hymn which will roll on till time

is no longer,

"Come Holy Ghost, our souls inspire,

And lighten with celestial fire."

As we sang, to my great astonishment, the strains of

the harp accompanied our hymn, and to my greater

astonishment, the low sweet sounds of a brass band also

swelled the melody. It seems that the Jewess, by her

father's desire, to this extent joined in our service, and

also that our indefatigable Sergeant had already enrolled

among our men a small band. It was a pleasant surprise

to me : we should now be able to make the dreary wastes

of Africa echo with the loud voice of praise.

When the hymn was finished, I gave the Benediction.

The Jew alone stood, but not for long ; before my people

had all risen from their knees, the old agony seized upon

him. He made the sign of the cross, and fell upon the

ground wailing aloud in Hebrew

—

" Woe unto us that we have sinned."

Our people were much alarmed, thinking the poor old

gentleman had a fit, but I explained that it was nothing

serious, and the Jew soon recovered. By this time, a few

townspeople, attracted by the music, had gathered round

us, but we left them in silent wonder and made our way

to the Railway Station. The Jew sat by my side as we
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Steamed towards London. For some time he was silent

and then, with his brown face working in deep feehng, he

said, "My Lord," (why he addresses me in this way I do

not know to this day) ''you must excuse my interruption

at your service. I came to see, not to disturb, but the

memories of the past were too powerful for me." "What
memories?" I said in an absent sort of way, for to tell the

truth, I had become accustomed to the vagaries of the

Jew's talk, and set them down as harmless delusions.

"It was in the reign of that tyrant of cursed memory,

King John. He drew ten of my teeth to extract money

from me. But I had my revenge. I, disguised as a

countryman, led his army astray in crossing the Wash,

and 400 years afterwards, when one of Cromwell's Iron-

sides, I slit off his stone nose from the tomb in Worcester

Cathedral. Revenge is sweet. Well, it was during the

interdict in the reign of King John, every Church and

Churchyard was closed, no bell was heard, no service held,

the living lived without hope, the dying died without

comfort, the priests shut themselves up in their houses or

wandered about dumb and silent as ghosts. The shadow

of death seemed to brood upon the land. The innocent

suffered in this battle between the tyrant of Rome and the

tyrant of England. To make things worse, the plague

broke out. I was then at Basingstoke, where it raged

with frightful virulence. I, too, was smitten. I rejoiced:

as I thought I died : but, alas, it was not to be. "O my
God," exclaimed the Jew, " why is death, the last sleep of

the miserable, denied to unhappy me?" "I awoke to

E
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consciousness," he continued, " amid a cart-load of dead

bodies, on the very spot where that Chapel now stands.

It was the greatest disappointment of my long life. Dost

thou marvel, my Lord, that this morning I was much

moved? "

I smiled but made no reply : like the majority of people

in any case of difficulty, I had my theory and was satisfied.

The 5th of May came. At noon precisely, the ''Maid

of the Mist " moved from her moorings. The last farewells

had been said, with not a few tears, to the friends we had

left behind us. The wind was East and the sky overcast.

To raise our spirits, as we steamed down the Thames, I

ordered our band to play "Rule Britannia," and a few

other stirring tunes, ending with " God save the Queen."

By the time we passed the white cliffs of Dover, the sun

was shining ;
the channel was as smooth as a duck pond,

and most of our people promenaded the deck.

The next day we began our regular routine at sea

—

breakfast, 8 a.m.
;
prayers, 9 a.m. ; Bible reading, 10 to

II ;
drill and exercise, 11 to i

;
dinner, 1.30. Anything

between dinner and tea at 5.30; prayers at 8; supper,

8.30, and lights out at 10. We pursued this plan during

the whole of the voyage, with the exception of one or

two stormy days in the Bay of Biscay, where the " Maid

of the Mist" proved that she was no mere fresh-water

boat. On Sundays, in addition to the prayers, we had a

Sermon both morning and evening, and the Litany in the

afternoon. The preachers were my Chaplain, my two

Missionary friends, and myself.
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Drill and conversation were two of oar chief recreations.

As to drill, we found Sergeant O'Connor an enthusiast.

He waxed eloquent upon this subject. "Gentlemen," he

said, "it is drill that makes the difference between the

beauty of an army and the repulsiveness of a mob. It is

on the drill ground that all great battles are won. It is

drill that turns the clodhopper into the scarlet glory of

the streets. And what is drill, gentlemen ? It is orderly

movement : it is step keeping time : it is hands and feet

being true to the beatings of the heart. This orderly

movement is the very soul of music : it is, indeed, a mark

of heaven, where the stars move in an eternal march, and

the angels of God form an innumerable army that moves

or halts according to the word of command. I have heard

that the twelve Apostles, as they followed the Lord Jesus,

kept step, and that the only one who could not keep time,

was Judas Iscariot." The effect of this little speech, given

with a flavour of Irish accent and a real enthusiasm, was

such that we all, men, women, and children, cheerfully

took our i^ hours drill every day. Conversation was our

other form of amusement : my Birmingham men were

great talkers, especially as they sat enjoying their pipes on

deck after dinner. One day the subject was Birmingham

preachers. Angell James, the great dissenter, was the

first one discussed. " Ah," said Stephen Wright, one of

our senior men, " I well remember him, he was a very

ugly man, but could preach like an angel. His books at

one time were much sought after. But the angel in the

pulpit was a bear in the street. A stranger met him one
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day, ' Mr. James, excuse me, I have long admired your

writings, and have come all the way from America to see

you.' ' What ! What ! ! What ! !
!

' replied the famous

dissenter, with a hideous frown. This was too much for

the Yankee, he passed on, saying, ' Mr. James, I am very

sorry I have seen you.'

"

Another brother spoke of Dr. Miller, " a splendid

preacher, a man of a fine masculine eloquence, the frame

of a giant, the heart of a child, it is said he would have

baen made a Bishop but for a hasty temper."

Another spoke of Charley Vince, the Baptist, a man

who made his mark on Birmingham, a genial presence, a

powerful speaker, whose sermons did not lack either the

strong reasonings that are the pillars of a discourse or the

apt illustrations that let the light in. Politics were his

bane ;
exertion and excitement in the matter of School-

boards, &c., shortened his life.

" Ah," said Ernest Brown, " but of all the Birmingham

preachers, none was more remarkable than George

Dawson, a man of rare gifts and wonderful power of

sarcasm, he lived on Shakespeare. His prayers were

models of humility, his sermons full of clever arrogance.

I have heard him say, that it was useless to declare his

creed, for what he believed to-day, he probably would not

beheve to-morrow. As to the modern extension of

travelUng, he remarked, ' it has its disadvantages, formerly

if a man was a fool he was a fool in one place, now he is

a fool in every place.' Anything George did not like
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was ' nasty,' anyone with whom he did not agree was

' a fool.' These words were always on his lips."

*'Yes," added another, "but George wonderfully

mellowed before his death ;
in a lecture on the Suez

Canal (and what a splendid lecturer Dawson was) I even

heard him praise Lord Beaconsfield. But you remember

how severe George Dawson was upon any unfortunate

individual in his congregation who had a cough ; he would

pause and fix the cougher with his eye until his cough

ceased or he made a hasty retreat. The singular fact is

that George himself died in a fit of coughing."

Thus did our men on board the " Maid of the Mist

"

discuss the former leaders of the religious thought of

Birmingham.

Meanwhile our steamer swiftly ploughed her way

through the purple ridges of the sea. Owing to the fine

weather we had little sickness on board. On a beautiful

day we obtained a splendid view of the peak of Teneriffe.

It stood a majestic crag indeed : sunshine rested upon its

upmost height, while clouds rolled about its precipitous

sides. Perhaps, Goldsmith, in his picture of the Village

Pastor, was thinking of this peak, when he wrote

—

" Like some tall cliff that rears his awful form,

Swells from the vale and midway leaves the storm,

Though round his breast the rolling clouds are spread,

Eternal sunshine settles on his head."

Nothing of mark, except the thousand interesting sights

and sounds of the sea, occurred until we had passed Cape

Verde. There a sea fog settled upon us, and for two
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days we steamed very slowly, frequently taking soundings

and at intervals blowing the foghorn.

But we were not thus easily to escape the perils of the

deep. It was on the afternoon of June 3rd, 1881, that the

" Maid of the Mist" was steaming at a good speed through

the Bight of Benin. There was a steady breeze blowing

from the N.E. I observed our Captain talking earnestly

with the Jew on the bridge. He pointed towards the

East, and immediately afterwards ordered everything to

be made snug and fast ;
all the passengers were sent below

and the hatches battened down. By my special request,

I was permitted to stay on deck, but the Captain insisted

on my being lashed to the mast. The tornado was on the

march. At first, nothing was visible but a strange glare

in the East as of a city on fire. This awful light moved

swiftly to the South-East. Around it, were masses of

cloud, black as ink, which approached rapidly against the

wind. The thunder made a continuous roar, and the

lightning flashed incessantly. The breeze suddenly died

away. There was a dead calm, an inky sea, reflecting

the black clouds, but the volleys of thunder and lightning

increased in violence. And now in the S.E. appeared a

bright arch amid the blackness of the storm. It is the

gate of the tornado, caused by the wild winds tearing aside

the clouds. A white line of foam came hissing on the sea

as fast as an express train : in another minute the storm

was upon us. With a scream, as of a thousand maniacs,

the wind tore through our rigging. The good ship stag-

gered with the shock. Air, sea, and sky seemed blotted
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out in a wild uproar. My eyes and ears were filled with

salt spray ; my breath failed me. The fury of the storm

seemed to me to last an hour
; the captain told me after-

wards that the time was just 15 minutes. It ceased more

suddenly than it came on and there was again a dead

calm. The centre of the circle of the tornado was passing

over us. I was glad to be released from the mast and

hastened down into the cabin, almost stunned by behold-

ing the awful conflict of the elements. I found my people

pale but calm. In the midst of the fury, they had been

singing the 46th Psalm.

Within half-an-hour, the other fringe of the tornado

was upon us : it was awful, but not so terrific as the

former. Then the sky cleared and the moon arose, and

before midnight we came to anchor at the mouth of the

Niger.



CHAPTER V.

" Row brothers, row, the stream runs fast.

The rapids are near, and the daylight is passed."

—Canadian Boat Song.

EFORE dawn the next day, I was on deck.

The fact is the heat was oppressive ; even

in our beautiful cabin the thermometer

stood at 90°. My people slept from

weariness, caused by the excitement of

the terrific tornado. I could not ; my mind was full of

thought, like that of a General who has reached the

chosen spot for a great battle. At last, I had arrived at

the great river, known among the natives as the " black

water," and therefore, well called by us the Niger. This

dark mysterious river was, for a thousand miles or more,

to be my way
;
the perils of the sea were safely passed,

but far greater perils must soon be encountered. Who
could tell that this black river would not be the grave of

our expedition ? Suddenly, the sweet promise sounded in
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the ears of my heart, " When thou passest through the

waters, they shall not overflow thee." I fed upon this

sweet word, and leaned upon the bulwarks with a nnnd at

peace, listening to the lap, lap, of the tide against the ship.

Hark ! there is another sound ;
it is a steamer ; and soon

out of the dimness there loomed a black vessel with

raking masts and low hull. She passed within thirty

yards of us. The mate, who was on watch, hailed her :

there was no reply. He then threw a strong ray of

electric light upon the mysterious stranger. Everything

on board her stood out almost as clear as by daylight : a

group of faces were seen staring at us : one figure

stretched out the right hand with a gesture of defiance :

I could not be mistaken, surely that was white-face again,

and the grey sister of mercy by his side. I rubbed my
eyes thinking it must be a dream

; but it was no dream :

the hull of the black snaky-looking steamer could still be

seen, and the wash of her screw had interrupted the lap,

lap, of the tide.

In about an hour the sun arose
; not as in England, by

a gentle gradation. He seemed to leap like a giant to

his post, and began to smite at once with all his might.

Just before he appeared, his heralds, in the shape of great

rays of coloured quivering light, orange, crimson, purple,

and green, shot from the horizon to the very centre of

the sky.

The first thing we did was to signal for the pilot, and

very soon we perceived a boat put off" from the huts

discernible on the low and swampy shore. The pilot
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was a tall powerful black, with a blue coat and red

trousers. He spoke in broken English. In answer to

our Captain's enquiries, he said, "Sar, tide much low

now : we wait days (indicating on his fingers) one, two,

tree : den tide much good, and we sail cross de bar." I

observed about half a mile from us, up the river, an

English schooner : she had a yellow flag flying at her

mizen, and a Union Jack half-way down her mainmast.

I asked the pilot the reason of this : he shook his head,

and said, " Fever there, sar, much bad : six men dead, all

men sick, 'cept Captain ;
he bad man, berry bad : trink

much firewater : he hab white skin, sar, but his heart

blacker dan dis nigger."

Whilst the pilot (whose name was, he told us, Pompey

de Great) was thus speaking, I observed the Jew's servant

Samson, earnestly listening. He watched the pilot

intently, he then drew near, lifted up his arm, and shewed

Pompey a scar near the elbow\ The effect was electric.

The two negroes seemed like two men possessed : they

danced ;
they pulled each other's hair ;

they kissed
;

they embraced ;
and at last, settling down upon the deck,

began to weep.

We asked Pompey the reason of this demonstration : he

pulled out from his pocket a little English Testament,

and pointed to the words, " This thy brother was dead

and is alive again : he was lost and is found." It was, indeed,

a happy meeting, but deep was the grief of Pompey in

finding that the cruel slave-dealers had silenced his

brother for life.
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After breakfast, we, that is the Captain and the Jew,

Puller, Tholden, my Chaplain and I, had a council of

war, or rather of peace. We were obliged to stay here

for three days : within half-a-mile was sickness, and death

in its most terrible form. Were we the ministers of God,

the friends of the sick, to withhold our help ? The reply

was unanimous : duty called. It was then agreed that

we six, accompanied by the pilot and his brother, should

at once pull for the schooner. We took everything that

we thought the sick might need. I think we all, except

the Jew, felt a little afraid. Our faces were rather paler

than usual : but our hearts beat to the tune of duty, and

onward we went : the bravest man is he who fears, but

who does his work in spite of his fears. I have always

admired that officer who on being sent on a forlorn hope,

cheerfully obeyed, but his limbs trembled ; looking with

disgust at his legs, he said, " You may well shake : you

would shake more still if you knew where you have to

carry me this day," and forward he marched to victory

or death.

When we reached the schooner, we saw no sign of life

except a dog, which barked from the gangway. We were

soon on board : as the last of us tumbled up, there came

forward from the stern of the ship, a tall slouching figure,

with a bottle of rum in his left hand and a pistol in his

right. His face proclaimed him half-drunk. Before we

had time to speak, he uttered a terrible oath, and wanted

to know how we dared set foot on his ship. Our Captain

explained that I was the Lord Bishop of Sahara, and that
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the Others were my friends, and we had come to visit, and

if possible, help the sick. The ruffian, with language which

shall not defile my pen, consigned me and my friends to

a very warm place indeed, and said, " Bishop of Sarah,

indeed
;
which is the Bishop and which is Sarah ? " He

then added, '' Shiver my timbers, if I don't send a shot

through the stern of the fellow last off my deck : over you

go." The Jew whispered to Samson. A stride and a

blow, and the ruffian's pistol was knocked into the sea,

exploding harmlessly as it touched the water. Another

step forward, a slight scuffle, and the villain was lying on

the deck, with Samson seated on his stomach. Leaving

Samson on guard, we made our way down below. The

air was stifling, the smell sickening, and the sight reminded

me of Milton's description of the Lazar house. Stretched

on the floor, were the forms of seven poor fellows,

apparently in the last stage of yellow fever. One had

recently died, and the ]\Iate, who appeared to be, except

the Captain, the only able man on board, was sewing the

body up in a piece of canvas, before casting it into the

river. A scared and miserable looking cabin-boy was

helping him. What chiefly filled us with horror, was that

all the poor wretches were covered with a coating of

whitewash. We enquired of the Mate the reason of this.

He said, that two days ago, the Captain in a drunken

frenzy, had come below with a pail of lime and water, and

smothered the sailors, w^ho were too ill to resist, with

whitewash. The Mate added, "I was recovering, but he

tried to serve me the same ; he managed to splash some
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into my face and he has bUnded me in one eye. He is

not a man, he is a devil in human form, when he gets

drunk." We looked at the Mate's face. His story was

only too true. After we had ministered to the poor fellows

to the best of our ability, both as to their bodies and their

souls, we held a consultation. The Jew, after handing to

the Mate a bottle of medicine, which he delared to be a

specific for yellow fever, turned to me, " My Lord, permit

me to deal with this brutal Captain after my will : he shall

have less than justice demands." We all agreed to this,

for we had already decided that hanging itself would not

be too bad for the inhuman wretch.

When we reached the deck, we found Samson still

comfortably seated upon the Captain's body ; at a signal

from the Jew, he rose. " Get up, thou tyrant and coward,"

whispered the Jew. The Captain rose, looking com-

pletely sobered and cowed. "Hear me," continued the

Jew, "thou son of a dog, my Lord the Bishop and these

gentlemen have delivered thee into my hands, ' Knowest

thou me?'" The Captain gave a surly "No." The Jew

stepped up to him and whispered in his ear. The Captain

gave a start, and an expression of abject terror came over

his brutal countenance. "Hear me," said the Jew, "I

give thee thy choice, ' forty stripes save one from Samson,'

or to be sent in chains to the nearest British port, where

hanging will await thee." The Captain chose the flogging.

Samson and his brother soon lashed him to the mast, and

the brawny Negro laid on with a will. The greater the

bully, the greater the coward. The Captain howled and
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screamed worse than a woman. When the flogging was

over, the Jew directed Samson to rub some salt into the

wounds, to prevent mortification. This was done, the

miscreant meanwhile, howling louder than ever
;
the Mate

and the cabin-boy in the distance, grinning with a lively

joy. " Now then, thou son of a dog," said the Jew, " beg

the pardon of my Lord Bishop for thine insult, and

promise—no, promise nothing—but if ever thou servest

thy seamen again in this manner, remember, I am Abraham

Isaac "—he then whispered once more into the ear of the

groaning bully.

We then returned to the " Maid of the Mist,'' but before

reaching the vessel, thoroughly fumigated ourselves, lest

we might carry infection on board. During the next two

days, my Chaplain visited the fever-stricken vessel. He
reported the Captain as sullenly civil, and the invalids

making very good progress.

During this dreary time, we had a pleasant surprise.

As we lolled listlessly on deck one morning, Ernest, our

Birmingham reporter, whom henceforth I must call " our

able editor,"' emerged from the cabin, with his face full of

triumph and his hands black with ink. He waved in the

air a small single-sheet newspaper, and presently laying

it at my feet, exclaimed, " My Lord, I dedicate to you the

first number of the future world-renowned ' Standard of

Africa,' which is destined to assist in the emancipation

and elevation of the sons of Ham. Your Lordship will

observe, that our paper is surmounted by a woodcut,

representing the lion of Africa, majestically reposing under
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the shadow of the British flag, whilst in the distance, is

the Arab in full retreat."

I accepted the dedication with pleasure. I was not so

foolish as to despise the day of small things. In answer

to my enquiries, how the issue of the " Standard " became

possible, " our able editor " informed me, that he had

managed to smuggle on board a small printing press, and

that some of our Birmingham men, had helped him in

working it.

In the course of this book, I shall quote now and then

from the " Standard of Africa." One word of caution
;

" our able editor " is by nature, grandiloquent, and much

given to " sesquipedalia verba." Moreover, he has such

an undue and intense admiration for myself, that he is

apt greatly to magnify my deeds. So, good reader, please

receive "our able editor's" reports "Cum grano salis,"

as he would say.

Those were I repeat, three weary days of waiting
;

however, we made the time as pleasant as we could, by

going on regularly with our drilling, &c., and in the cool

of the evenings, the band played, as we promenaded the

decks. Early in the morning before the ladies were astir,

our men, who wished to do so, bathed in the sea, a large

sail being suspended underneath them, to protect them

from the sharks, which swarmed around, hungry for

breakfast. During the hottest part of the day, we were

besieged by natives of various tribes and languages. They

were anxious to get on board, but as their costume in

some cases, consisted merely of a pair of garters and a hat,
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or a cow's tail for a fan, we would not allow them to do

so, until they had purchased a yard of cloth, wherewith

to make themselves decent. There was no difficulty in

this, as we had plenty of cheap calico, and they had

abundance of yams, eggs, fowls, &c. for sale. On the

second day, we had the pleasure of a visit from a real

black Bishop. The good man was indeed a true " image of

God, cut in ebony." He himself, had been torn by the

slavedealers from his home when a child. Rescued by a

British ship, and trained by English Missionaries, and

taught the love and fear of God, he still had one wish

unsatisfied : it was to see his mother, herself a slave.

After 30 years of waiting and praver, his desire was

granted. One day, he, now a Bishop, looking as usual

with hope long deferred, among the rescued slaves, dis-

cerned in a decrepid old woman, his mother. He was to

her a true son and a Father in God. The Bishop told us

this history in a simple unaffected way. It caused a lump

to rise in many a throat. When I explained to him my
mission, there came a flash into his eye and a tear rolled

down his cheek. *' A myriad blessings will be upon thine

head, my Lord, if thou canst with strong arm, put down

the accursed Arab, that false child of a false prophet,

whose greed is gold, whose trade is blood.''

T asked the Bishop to give me his blessing, '' No, no,"

said the venerable man, " the less is blessed of the greater
;

the redemption of Africa must come from the rule of

Christian Englishmen. The white must govern the

black until the world's end." The Bishop spoke hopefully
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of his work around the Niger, but added, that the tribal

wars, stimulated by the slave dealers, not unfrequently

brought ruin even into his Christian communities. As

the Bishop descended into his boat, he caught sight of the

fever ship :
" Behold," said he, " another of the woes of

Africa
;
that ship came hither, deeply laden with accursed

rum
;

it is just that she returns, stricken with fever."

Now, let me be plainly understood
; I do not agree

with those screaming philanthropists of the feminine

gender, who are always shrieking out their country's

shame. According to them. England has made India

immoral and Africa drunken. As to India, ask any

returned Missionary. As to Africa, every schoolboy

knows, that long before rum was imported, the natives

got drunk on palm tree wine.

Still, no doubt rum is a great evil, especially such vile

stuff as is imported by traders ; it is putting a stronger

temptation into the way of a weak brother
;
and therefore

the traffic is cruel and unchristian.

The fourth day dawned
;
gladly we hailed it : hitherto

the sea had been unusually calm, but now there was a

nasty swell on, and what with the heat, and the rolling of

the vessel, all our women and children were looking pale

and fagged, and some of them were sea-sick.

The height of tide would be at noon. Shortly before

that time, the pilot and some of our crew, almost risked

their lives among the surf on the bar, in order to take

soundings. Pompey returned with a grin, which dis-

played to perfection his white teeth ; he ran rather than

F
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walked to the Captain, "all right, Sar, go ahead, we hab

half fathom to spare." For more than an hour, our

steam had been up, and it was with a loud hurrah, that

we dashed full speed towards the bar, where the seas were

running high. We were soon in wild water, the Captain

looked anxious ; no grin on Pompey's face
;
there was a

slight bump, then a long scratching noise ; alas ! the

" Maid of the Mist " was aground
;
she swung partly round,

the waves began to beat over the stern ; if we could not

get free within ten minutes, our steamer would be a wreck.

I rushed to my Birmingham men, " Down on your knees,

cry mightily to the Lord, or we perish." Amid the roar

of the breakers, we called to our God. I rose up, looking

for the answer. It came
;
a monstrous wave gathered

about a quarter-of-a-mile off: it rose, and darkened, and

swelled, like a mountain. Some of our people gave a cry

of alarm, as they saw the mighty mass towering, as they

thought to our ruin
;
but it was our salvation : it lifted

up the " Maid of the Mist " as a mother lifts her babe, and

carried us safely, at least a mile up the river. With eyes

towards heaven and heads uncovered, we sang the

doxology.

We were now fairly launched upon the waters of that

great river, which was to be our way to the interior of

North-West Africa. For about 20 miles, the banks were

low and the country swampy, and the muddy shores

covered with the dreary mangrove tree. Upon the mud,

lay, what looked like immense logs of timber ;
but a shot

soon dispelled the delusion
;
with a flash like a sword, the
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logs disappeared in the river, leav^ing the surface white

with foam. They were crocodiles. In the river, there

sported herds of unwieldy hippopotami, which seemed

hardly disturbed by our approach. Day after day, we

steamed up the mighty river. Sometimes the scenery

was grand. Rocks frowned on either hand, and great

mountains rose glittering in the burning sun, miles away.

In those places, the river was deep and rapid, and it was

as much as the "Maid of the Mist" could do, to make

way against the stream. Sometimes the banks were low

and green
;
trees scattered about, and villages here and

there ; reminding us of English scenery. We passed

several large islands
; one in the midst of romantic views,

where poor Lander and his brother were robbed and

stripped by the savages, whom he calls the Kirree.

Further up the river, we noted the pine tree, which

marks the spot where Richard Lander, on his second

expedition, met his death. As we made our way further

up the river, the country and the people became wilder.

At night, we heard the roar of the lion and the answering

cries of leopards and hyaenas. By day, we occasionally

caught glimpses of deer and zebra
; the latter, in its native

wilds, one of the most beautiful creatures of the dark

continent. Among the birds, the red flamingo attracted

our special attention. It is well named, for in the bright

African sun, it looks indeed like a flash of red fire. The

nights were made beautiful by the Southern Cross, which

beamed smilingly upon us. The fireflies, like winged

lamps, floated in the air. But the mosquitoes were terrible
;
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we should have had no sleep, if we had not been protected

by nets ; and as it was, our wives and children suffered

severely. Each Sunday we rested, and encouraged natives

to come on board and join with us in our services. We
endeavoured, by means of the pilot and the Jew, who

acted as interpreters, to make known to these poor

creatures, some of the elementary truths of our holy

religion. They listened very patiently, but as a rule, the

result was, that they begged us to give them a charm.

The natives regard the white man as a sort of spirit, and

therefore believe that he has tremendous powers. Hence,

a small string of beads
;
a brass button

;
or a few words

written on a bit of paper or parchment, will send them

delighted away. When they asked for a charm, we

generally wrote in their own language (when we knew it)

a verse of Scripture, telling them that it was the Word of

the great God, and hoping that in after days it might

prove a charm indeed.

Occasionally, the natives would press us to come on

shore. Sometimes we consented. One scene is vividly

impressed upon my memory. It was a bright moonlight

night. We were at a village, some twenty miles this

side of Rabba. The whole population had turned out, to

enjoy a holiday. It appeared to be a women's festival,

for the men sat on the ground, smoking their pipes or

beating a primitive sort of drum. In a circle, about 50

women stood, arm in arm. The circle closed in, they bent

forwards towards the centre. Slowly but surely they

began to move, and yet not a foot was lifted from the
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ground. It must have been by sheer muscular exertion.

So great was the strain, that several of the younger women

left the circle and fell exhausted on the ground. Mean-

while, the circle of women moved faster and faster
;
amid

shrieks of laughter, and shouts of joy, the dusky forms

seemed literally to fly round in the air. At length,

breathless and exhausted, the women sank down, amid

shouts of applause.

These natives of West Africa, when they have not come

under the curse of the slave-dealer, are a simple, lighthearted

set of people. They are, in fact, grown-up children. They

need not a tyrant, but a firm-handed father to rule them.

It now became evident, that we should not be able to

take our beautiful "Maid of the Mist" much further up

the river. On several occasions she had been aground,

and it was only by the exertions of all our party, assisted

by a hundred natives, that we had got her afloat again.

Once it was absolutely necessary, to blow up by dynamite,

a reef of rocks, that prevented our advance. A steamer,

as large as the " Maid of the Mist," had never before made

its way 700 miles up the Niger. With difficulty, we pro-

ceeded as far as Rabba. This is a large and populous

town on the Eastern bank of the river. Here, after show-

ing our teeth, in the shape of volley firing, with blank

cartridge, and after smiling, in the shape of handsome

presents to the king, we completely won the affections of

the people. We proceeded to put together the three

steam launches, which we had brought with us, for ascend-

ing the river, even to Timbactoo. The natives, for a
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yard of calico a week, were delighted to help our men in

the hardest of the work. Within three weeks, our three

launches were afloat : they were beautiful boats, specially

constructed, only drawing two feet of water, yet carrying

ten tons each. The first, which was our fighting boat,

was termed " Ajax." This was provided with a loopholed

moveable iron bulwark, which in case of need, made the

little vessel a floating castle. " Ajax" also carried at the

bow, a small mortar, and at the stern, a gatling gun. The

next launch was called the "Rachel," out of compliment

to the daughter of our great Jew patron. She was the

ladies' boat, and had an awning, which well protected her

passengers from the sun. The third launch was named

the " Tug," because she carried the most powerful engines,

and was destined to take in tow any boats or canoes that

we might require. After our launches were ready, it

occupied us another week, in transferring the stores and

ammunition. We had just finished this work, when a

violent storm arose, which lasted a whole day. The rain

descended in torrents, and the thunder did not roll or

roar, but seemed to explode over our heads, with a shock

that shook the solid ground. As for the lightning, it was

not merely in flashes or forks, but occasionally took the

form of an immense tree, with wide-spreading branches of

many coloured fire. Anything more grand or terrific, it

would be impossible to imagine. It reminded us of mad

Martin's pictures of the " Day of doom." At last all was

ready : the " Maid of the Mist " turned her head towards

the sea. We bade good bye, with heartfelt gratitude, to
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the noble Captain and the excellent crew. We prayed

with them like Christians, and then as they glided away

seawards, we cheered them like Britons, and they answered

our cheer. Well had those brave men done their duty.

For ourselves, we steamed onwards towards the setting

sun.
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CHAPTER VI.

mje Battle of ITaun.

" Robin the Rover said to his crew,

' Up with the black flag, down with the blue,'

Fire on the main deck, fire on the bow,

Fire on the gun deck, fire down below."

—Song of the Pirate.

AY after day, we steamed North West upon

the majestic bosom of the Niger. At

this part of the river, we noticed especially

the almost awful silence of an African

landscape. No song of bird, no lowing

of cattle, and seldom, indeed, the voice of man. This silence

seemed most intense at noon ; as though nature herself

grew faint in the overpowering heat. Our negro pilot

and his brother Samson were, however, an exception to

this rule. The greater the heat, the greater their activity

and energy. Nothing pleased them better than to act the

part of stoker beneath the broiling sun. The more heat

the merrier were they. After two days' steam, as the sun

was setting, there burst upon our sight a magnificent

spectacle. Rising like a Queen in the midst of the waters,
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Stood the beautiful rocky island called Mount Kesa.

What St. Michael's Mount, Cornwall, is to the bay, that

Mount Kesa is to the river, a crown of beauty. The natives

regard this Mount with awe, and row past it with bated

breath ; it is the home, they say, of mighty spirits, and

there is a spell in its very shadow. We passed Mount

Kesa on Friday ; at the close of the next day's steam we

found ourselves near a village called Oba, on the west side

of the river, 20 miles south of Bussa. It was a pretty

village for Africa and the rude huts were shaded with

palm trees. There we anchored as usual for the Sunday.

We invited the natives on board, and instructed them

by means of interpreters as well as we were able. The

poor creatures 'were, however, covered with rancid oil and

filth. The cleanliness of the natives may be judged from

the fact, that they regard the Norfolk Howard, as not

merely a harmless creature but one with a pleasant and

aromatic scent ! I observed that many of the natives had

lost one or more toes from their feet. I was told that

there is a kind of worm which buries itself in the flesh,

and attacks the toe joint, not desisting until it has actually

severed the toe from the foot
; so subtle and secret is it

in its movements, that nothing is perceived until it is too

late to think of a remedy.

The chief man of the village, a greyhaired and half-

blind elder, prostrated himself at my feet and begged a

charm. It appears that a man-eating lion had been lurk-

ing in the neighbourhood for several months, and not a

week had passed without some man, \\:oman, or child
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falling a victim to his fury. I went down to the cabin,

brought up my double-barrelled rifle, and explained that

it was the charm for a man-eating lion. I then directed

the chief to have a pit dug at a distance of one hundred

yards from the village ; the pit to be six feet six inches

deep and three feet in diameter. After service on Sunday

evening, I carefully loaded my rifle
;
put the bayonet in

its sheath by my side, and proceeded to the village.

Several of my friends wished to go with me, but I said,

" No, if I cannot kill a lion, I am not fit to be Bishop of

the Sahara." At the same time, I must confess, I did

not feel as brave as I looked, and I caught my knees

several times knocking one against the other. Still,

forward I went
;
arrived at the village just before dark, I

made the chief bring a fine kid, and securely tie it to a

stake fifteen yards from the mouth of the pit. All being

ready, I carefully got into my hiding place. By standing

on a stone placed endways at the bottom of the pit, T could

just take aim with my rifle at any object near. The night

came on like a curtain of crape suddenly let down. Not

a star appeared, hour after hour passed ; I became stiff

and cramped, all fear was now lost in the anxiety to have

a shot at the man-eater. It was midnight, there came a

gleam of light from the rising moon
;
the kid ceased

bleating, it uttered a cry of terror almost human : there

was a loud roar, and an immense maneless lion rushed

through the air, and threw itself upon its feeble prey. In

that moment I fired, aiming at a point a little behind

the lion's shoulder. The infuriated beast swung round,
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and catching a glimpse of my retreating head and shoulders,

with a savage roar sprang towards me. It ahghted upon

the top of my pit ; there it lay tearing and biting at the

gromid in its agony. In a moment, I fixed my bayonet,

drove it with all my might into the black palpitating mass

above me, and at the same instant fired. The monster

gave a convulsive start and then lay still. He was dead^

I was safe
;
but smothered with his blood which poured

down upon me like a thunder shower, I was half stifled

from lack of air. I exerted all my strength, but could

not move the monster one inch. However, help was near,

the sound of my rifle had been heard on board the steam-

boats, and seven of my trusty friends had come, armed to

the teeth, ready if need be to succour me. At first, when

they saw the lion stretched on the ground, and myself

missing, they were full of fears. " Alas ! the Bishop is

dead," I heard them cry. I soon reassured them by shout-

ing, " all right, but drag this lion away." Very quickly

I was released from my prison, and stood in the moonlight^

stiff", dazed, covered with blood, but victorious. Very

sweet was my sleep to me that night, I had slain my first

lion.*

The next day, a curious and not at all pleasant incident

occurred. I went to the village, to secure the skin of the

Hon. I was received with rapture ; the men beat their

tom-toms, the women clapped their hands, the children

came and kissed my feet. I entered the village a hero
;

*See note at the end of the Chapter,
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I was very near leaving it as a martyr. It happened in

this way. As I was returning from the village, walking

down its principal street, to my horror, I saw an enormous

python advancing swiftly and with open jaws towards a

little negro girl of three years of age. The child seemed

petrified with terror, and neither moved nor shrieked:

her mother stood with clasped hands and staring eyes,

paralysed, as I thought, with fear. Some men, at a little

distance, looked on with no concern, still puflBng at their

pipes. '' Vou brutes," I cried, giving the nearest man a

hearty kick, "look at the child," so saying, I levelled my

rifle and fired
;
the monster turned and fled

;
I pursued

him, and by a few vigorous strokes with my American

axe, soon trisected him. I then picked up the poor little

child and carried her to her mother. Instead of the

woman thanking me with a smiling face, and embracing

her offspring, she gave her daughter a cuff", that sent her

howling away, and then flew at me like a tiger, uttering

screams of rage. Her cries attracted the other villagers,

and when they saw the portions of the slain python, their

rage became uncontrollable. The women yelled and threw

dust in the air, and danced round me like the witches in

Macbeth. The men seized their weapons, and advanced

towards me with scowling faces. I retreated slowly back-

wards, loading my rifle as I did so : the men drew nearer
;

I watched my opportunity, and sent a bullet through the

tall hat of the old chief. The poor old fellow, although

unhurt, threw himself on the ground, crying " Muthe,

muthe," "I am dead, I am dead." For a minute, the
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Others retreated, but they soon advanced more threaten-

ingly than ever. Things looked serious : I verily believe,

that my African mission would have ended then and there,

if at that moment, the air had not been filled with the

hurrah of my blue jackets and soldiers, advancing at the

double to my rescue. At the sight of this splendid little

body of troops, the natives ran away.

I afterwards asked the Jew and the pilot, the reason why

I had been treated in this strange way. They told me
that the fact was, that in killing the python, I had slain

the god of the village. Incredible as it may seem, never-

theless it is true, that in these districts, the natives

worship the python as their god ;
they will on no account

kill one, and they esteem it an honour, when the python

is pleased to devour one of their children. It is a sign of

good luck !

Readers in England will doubtless think this is a

fiction. I remember a relative of Archdeacon Denison,

used to say, respecting that worthy but wild man—" He

is St. George, without the drag—on." I can imagine that

many will say the same of me. Nevertheless, what I have

written, is sober truth. It only illustrates the text : ''The

dark places of the earth, are full of the habitations of

cruelty."

We were not sorry to steam away from the fickle

natives of Oba. In due time we reached the large town

of Bussa, where the noble traveller, Mungo Park, met

his death in years gone by. The day after leaving Bussa,

we observed that a well-trod road or trail, skirted the
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Eastern bank of the river. We were steaming near the

shore, when the Jew, who was examining the trail by

means of his powerful binoculars, suddenly turned

towards me and said, ''My Lord, if you please, stop the

boats and come on shore with me and bring a detachment

of twenty men." No sooner said than done; I knew the

Jew too well, to doubt for a moment that he had excellent

reasons for making his request. When we landed, the

Jew pointed to some twigs of wood, arranged in semaphore

fashion thus

—

\ \
-~" A ' <

To an ordinary eye, they conveyed no meaning
; to the

Jew they spoke clearly. He said, with suppressed excite-

ment, " My Lord, I learn from these signs, that a large

gang of slaves are on their way to Yauri, fifty have passed,

fifty more are near at hand." I at once gave orders to

Sergeant O'Connor. The men were to have their rifles

charged, and ready for immediate action. If the Arabs

made any resistance, they were instantly to be shot down,

care being taken not to hurt the slaves. The Jew, myself,

Samson, and his brother, advanced along the trail about

twenty yards, where there was a thicket and a sharp turn,

which rendered our little company of fighting men

invisible. Here we stood listening for the first sign of the

slave gang. After an hour it came
;
there faintly floated

on the breeze, the sharp crack of the nigger-driver's whip,

then as the gang drew nearer, a low moaning cry was

heard
;

it was the cry of Africa, broken-hearted beneath
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the sway of the oppressor
;

it is no uncommon thing, for

negroes to drop dead on the path, not from pain or

hunger, but from a broken heart. Presently, the head of

the caravan appeared : three ferocious looking Arabs, with

long guns over their shoulders, led the van
; they were

followed by fifty slaves, bearing on their heads heavy

loads of ivory. The slaves were chained together in

gangs of ten. Here and there was a vacant place. Death,

the great liberator, had stepped in. The long line was

closed by six Arabs, armed to the teeth. The Arabs who

formed the vanguard, did not notice us until they had

approached within twelve yards. Then I cried out in

Arabic, " Halt." They stood and stared in astonishment.

Before there was time for any parley, one of the Arabs

recognised Samson. In a moment he raised his gun and

fired. The bullet missed Samson, but lodged in the fore-

head of his noble brother, our pilot, who fell lifeless to the

earth. With a kind of snort, like that of a wild beast,

his dumb brother rushed upon the Arab. He seized him

by the legs, and literally tore him in two
;

it was the

African's revenge, dreadful but just. In another minute.

Sergeant O'Connor and his twenty men were to the

front : the Arabs asked and received no quarter. Only

one escaped, running away with the swiftness of a deer.

The Africans stood bewildered : we told them they were

free ;
the news seemed to them incredible, but when they

realized it to be a fact, they laughed and cried by turns.

What were we to do with these fifty slaves ? To take

them with us was difficult ; to dismiss them was
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impossible
;
for they would then have fallen a prey to

some other band of men-stealers, or (for to such an extent

has the Arab demoralized the land) they might have con-

spired the one against the other, and brother sold brother

to the cruel Arab. The Jew advised that we should lie at

anchor for a couple of days, whilst the " Tug " steamed

back to Rabba, to purchase one of the large flat-bottomed

boats we had seen there. This advice seemed good to

myself and council, and accordingly it was carried out.

Whilst the " Tug " was absent, we buried with every

sign of honour, including a military salute, our brave

pilot. The great frame of Samson trembled Avith

emotion, as we committed his brother to the ground
; he

was buried w4th a little New Testament, the gift of good

Bishop Crowther, placed upon his breast.

By means of the Jew, I enquired of the slaves, whence

they came. Their reply, revealed a depth of perfidy, of

which only the servants of the false prophet, could be

capable. Some six months ago, they were dwelling peace-

fully in a remote village, when a band of twelve Arabs

appeared. They were the first strangers that had been

seen in these parts. The natives, however, received them

with the utmost kindness. The Arabs settled in their

midst, built huts, planted gardens, and made themselves

in every way agreeable. This happy condition of things

lasted six months, during w^hich the Arabs w^ere accumu-

lating a large quantity of ivory. The end came, as

unexpectedly as a thunderbolt out of a blue sky. The
Arabs picked a quarrel with the chief, shot him dowm,
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and murdered the whole population, men, women, and

children, reserving only fifty young men, whom they made
slaves, to carry the ivory to the river Niger. Their last

act was to fire the village : a heap of ashes and of human
bones picked by vultures, was all that remained of a once

peaceful, contented, and happy little community in the

heart of Africa. Such spots exist all through the Dark

Continent, and in their ruin, plead to long-suffering

Heaven for vengeance on the treacherous Arab.

After two days, the "Tug" returned from Rabba, with

a long and broad flat-bottomed canoe in tow, well capable

of carrying our fifty rescued slaves.

Once more we steamed onwards and upwards : we now
numbered in all 1 70 souls. On the third day, the Jew
took me aside, and told me that he expected we should

meet with trouble at Yauri, a fortified town, ten miles up

the river. It was thither that the slave-dealers, whom
we had dealt with, were conducting their prey, and the

governor of the town was a ferocious Arab, the terror of

the whole neighbourhood. The Jew ended by saying,

" My Lord, prepare for the worst, Yauri is the only town

on the Niger where I have absolutely no power."

Forewarned is forearmed. I called a council of war.

We decided not to engage in hostilities unless absolutely

necessary, but to prepare for the worst, and if necessary,

fight our way through. My military nephew and Sergeant

O'Connor were charged to have everything in readiness.

The " Ajax" was to lead the way; the "Tug," with the

blacks in tow, was to form the centre, and the "Rachel."
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with our wives and children, to bring up the rear.

We had no sooner finished our arrangements, than the

town of Yauri, with its massive walls of mud, and its

gates of iron, came into view. We hoisted the Union

Jack, and went ahead fall steam, intending, if possible,

to avoid a battle. But this was not to be, the green flag

of the false prophet was hoisted in defiance, and a puff of

white smoke appeared from the wall, and in the same

instant, a cannon ball struck the water unpleasantly near

the "Ajax," deluging those on board with a shower of

spray. A minute afterwards, a long black vessel, with

raking masts, steamed from a little bay beyond the town,

and took her position in mid stream, as much as to say,

"come if you dare." I recognised at once the mysterious

craft that had rushed by us as we lay outside the bar at

the mouth of the Niger. The green flag floated at her

stern. But from her mainmast floated the black flag and

crossbones of a pirate. It was evident that we should

have to contend with a threefold foe, the Arab slave-holder,

the assassins of the sea, and the Jesuit master of wiles.

The odds against us were tremendous, nevertheless our

British cheer re-echoed from the banks of the Niger ; at

the same instant, a well-directed shot from our little

cannon, carried fairly away the green flag from the fort.

We accepted this as a happy omen. The fight waxed fast

and furious, but was interrupted by the rapid descent of

darkness. On our side there were no deaths, but several

of our men were wounded, two of them very severely
;

these were well attended to by my nephew, the doctor.
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A keen watch was kept on board during the night, as we

feared an attack under cover of darkness. I had retired to

rest at 2 a.m., but was soon roused by the rattle of musketry.

Rushing on deck, I found that a large boat full of fighting

men had attempted to reach us, but their approach was

revealed by a flash from our electric light, and a volley

soon sent them to the right about. At the same time, I

perceived Sergeant O'Connor and seven of our men
clambering on board, from one of our own boats. I asked

whither they had been, but only received a laughing and

evasive reply : "What the night conceals, the light reveals,

my lord."

The morning did reveal something which was not

altogether pleasing to me. Our men had fastened firmly

in the ground, within 200 yards of Yauri, a stout pole,

10 ft. high
;
on its summit floated the Union Jack ; half-

way down, and smeared with mud, hung the dishonoured

flag of the false prophet. I was vexed, for it seemed to me
a foolish joke, carried out at the risk of valuable lives.

But, even as I gazed, one of the iron gates opened, and there

poured forth a little crowd of Arabs and their savage allies.

They attacked the pole with the utmost fury
; at first it

would not move. They increased their eflforts ; some

swarmed up the pole
;
others clustered around it like bees,

tugging with all their might. At last it moved
; they

cheered and yelled, but in that moment a violent explosion

shook the earth and agitated the river. Of all that crowd

there remained nothing but a few fragments of blood-

stained garments, floating high in the air. Our men had

fixed the end of the pole in a case of dynamite.
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This explosion was the signal for renewed battle ; the

fortifications and the pirate fired without ceasing. The
" Ajax" kept up a spirited reply, but it was evident that

we were overmatched ; one of our blue-jackets was killed,

and several of our men were wounded. The Jew surveyed

the battle with a wrinkled brow. At last he whispered to

me, " desperate diseases require desperate remedies "
; then

calling Samson, he went down below and presently

returned, Samson bearing in his arms three cannon balls,

or such they appeared. The Jew pointed to them and-

said :
" Myrio-dynamite, my Lord, one of those would lay

the city of London in ruins." It was time for something

to be done, for we were faring badly. A cannon ball from

the pirate struck the boat in which were the negroes, fairly

in the centre, and in a moment she sank. Then ensued

a dreadful scene. The poor negroes screamed and strug-

gled in the water ; they were attacked by at least twenty

immense crocodiles. These loathsome creatures churned

the water white as they rushed upon their prey. The

foam was, alas ! soon crimsoned with the blood of our

unfortunate blacks, and nothing was heard but their

screams, and the snapping of the jaws of their devourers.

I at once ordered two boats of blue-jackets to the rescue,

and seizing my rifle, kept dealing death to the hideous

monsters, who seemed positively mad with blood hunger.

Our men, although risking their own lives, were only

able to rescue 20 out of the 50 blacks. The remainder

were either drowned or met with a more terrible fate.

No sooner was this horror over, than a new one threat-
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ened. A cry of alarm was heard to arise from the

'' Rachel." It was soon explained. There came tearing

up the river five war-canoes, each manned by fifty savages,

an Arab steering. They were within 200 yards of the

" Rachel " before we perceived them, and were directing

their course straight towards her. There was no time to

lose, the " Tug," under full steam interposed, and received

the savages with a steady fire, which soon emptied half

their seats and cooled the courage of the survivors. The

five canoes, therefore, slowly drifted away down the river.

The crisis now had come ; the " Ajax" advanced boldly

into the centre of the stream, being splendidly manoeuvred
;

the first myrio-dynamite shell was fired at the retreating

fleet of war-canoes. It struck the river, in their centre.

There arose a column of water 200 feet in height ;
when

it subsided, there came a wave, caused by the explosion,

which threatened to overwhelm our steam-launches. The

whole surface of the river was covered with fragments of

canoes, white shoals of dead fish, and writhing monsters of

the deep, in the shape of crocodiles, in their dying agony.

Of the savages, led by Arabs, not one escaped.

The second myrio-dynamite shell was fired at the town

of Yauri
;
the earth shook with the concussion, the mas-

sive mud walls were torn asunder, as though made of

brown paper ; a whirlwind swept across the river
;
our

eyes were bhnded, and our mouths choked with dust.

When the storm had passed we looked, and behold nothing

remained but a heap of blood-stained ruins. It could be

said of Yauri, as of Troy of old, YzMXifiLit.
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The third myrio-dynamite shell was directed at the

black pirate. The shell exploded in the water immediately

under her keel ; she rose from the river as if lifted by an

invisible hand, parted asunder when 250-ft. in the air,

and fell in a thousand fragments.

Thus ended the battle of Yauri.

During the battle, our men had fought like lions and

dared like heroes. Many noble deeds were performed.

One I must record, as it especially bears on the sequel of

this history The beautiful Jewess, leaning forward to

rescue one of the blacks, overbalanced herself and fell into

the river. An enormous crocodile, rushed forward to

make her his prey. But love is swifter than hate. In that

instant, my eldest son, Arnold, leaped from the deck of

the "Tug" right upon the back of the scaly monster,

and with the swiftness of lightning, stabbed the brute in

both eyes : blinded and maddened with pain, the crocodile

lashed the water with his tail, turned over, aud disappeared.

My son, meanwhile, swam with the Jewess to the

" Rachel
;

" willing hands lifted both on board. The

beautiful girl lay for a time insensible, whilst my son, in

his excitement, smothered her with kisses, and wildly

implored her to live for his sake. The Jewess presently

recovered, and as soon as she recognized her position, was

overwhelmed with a confusion which did not seem alto-

gether bitter. She hastened down into the ladies' cabin.

All this was narrated to me by my dear wife, who seemed

gratified, for Rachel was a girl who, by her beauty and

simplicity and true kindness, soon won her way into

every heart.
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Our losses in the battle of Yauri were one Englishman

and thirty blacks killed, and seven Englishmen wounded.

Our gains were, a fleet of savages sunk, a pirate ship

utterly destroyed, the stronghold of the slaves a heap of

dust, and the river open to us to Tirabuctoo, for no one

would now dream of opposing our further progress. I

expressed a hope that we should see no more of the Jesuit

and the grey nun. The Jew shrugged his shoulders, and

said, " Whiteface was born to be hanged
;
he cannot be

drowned."

The day after the battle we steamed, as ever, upwards

and onwards, our military band playing some lively tunes
;

in passing the ruins of Yauri we noticed another proof of

the power of the myrio-dynamite shell. Where it had

exploded there was an immense pit in the earth, at least

50 feet deep and loo feet wide. No sign of life was to be

seen except some vultures circling round where once the

town had stood. The day after leaving Yauri our chief

stoker came with a grave face. He reported that our stock

of coal would only last two days, and enquired what was

to be done, since wood could only be obtained with great

difficulty and delay, and even then would prove a poor

substitute.

The Jew smiled, and in his usual hoarse whisper cried,

" Forward, full speed ;
spare not the coal, I will provide !

"

When the time came he did this in a remarkable way.

From the cabin of each steam launch he caused Samson to

bring up a red iron box, two feet square. Pointing to

one of these, he said, " My lord, that box contains stored
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electrical power sufficient to raise i,ooo tons from the

ground to double the height of St. Paul's Cathedral. By
a very simple contrivance I can apply this power to the

engine which moves the launch, and it will carry us at

least I,GOO miles." I had ceased to be astonished by any-

thing the Jew said or did
;
I merely gave a joyful nod of

assent. In the course of an hour, our little flotilla was

speeding up the mighty river, moved by electric power.

Henceforth our progress was rapid, but uneventful.

We passed the town of Say, not even pausing an hour:

for it is situated in a swampy district, and is a very hot-

bed of fever. Onwards and upwards we sped, the ruins

of Gogo on the east bank, and once an important town,

attracted our attention. This upper portion of the Niger

was very beautiful
;
the banks were lined with the grace-

ful dum-palm. On either side were little beaches of silver

sand ; thousands of fish enlivened the waters with their

playful leaps, and at night the stillness was broken by the

loud bark of the zangway, a large lizard that abounds in

this part. Thankful indeed were we, when, on the ist of

August, 1 88 1, we anchored off Kabara, the port of

Timbuctoo. We had safely accomplished our voyage of

nearly 2,000 miles up the great black water. Our first

act was to assemble on the sandy beach, and lift our hearts

and voices to God in praise for the past, and prayer for

the future.
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*Extract from "the Standard of Africa." " It is utterly impossible

for language to express the dire consternation which possessed our

community when our venerated prelate announced his determination of

engaging in single combat with that ferocious quadruped, which for

magnificence of aspect and indomitable courageousness, is rightly desig-

nated the king of beasts. Many a pulsating breast was there on board

the "Maid of the Mist," when it was reported that not all the redupli-

cated persuasions of his Lordship's most endeared friends had succeeded

in swaying the immobility of his mind. Protracted and dreary was the

sable night. A thrill of relief was experienced by the entire community

when at early dawn a detachment of our gallant soldiers, with one of

our reporters in the van, was despatched to his Lordship's assistance.

The scene which was witnessed when our special correspondent propin-

quated to the theatre of action, beggars description. The translucent

rays of the moon, riding in her meridian majesty, revealed the form of

an immense lion, stark and stiff, recumbent upon the ensanguined plain.

But where was our noble Bishop ? We raised a reverberating shout. It

was answered by a sound as of distant thunder ; doubtless the wailing

roar of the widowed consort of his leonine majesty. Other reply there

was none ; until after a space, we heard a muffled cry. It seemed to

proceed_from beneath the dead monarch. Our reporter, with the usual

intrepedity that distinguishes the representatives of the press, advanced,

but, revolver in hand, lest there should still be some remnant of vital

energy in the recumbent monster. We discovered that the Bishop was

unhurt, but imprisoned by the immense superincumbent ponderosity of

the slain lion. By the assiduous and united efforts of our brave men the

enormous beast was expedited from the entrance of the cavity whence

his lordship had fired the levelled tube of death. Thereupon, covered

with gore and with glory, our intrepid Bishop emerged from his retreat,

welcomed by the vociferous plaudits of our loyal co-patriots."



CHAPTER VII.

Ef)t HantJ of Efjirst.

" All in a hot and copper sky,

The blood red sun at noon,

Right up above our head did stand,

No bigger than the moon."—COLERIDGE (adapted.)'

I^WVn E stayed for a few days at Kabara whilst we

})^Mi collected 200 camels for our journey

\\f^/y through the desert. We also sent a

handsome present to the governor of

Timbuctoo
;
call it Timbuktu if you like,

gentle reader, but I assure you that it is

one of the myriad of modern alterations which are by no

means improvements. The governor's name was El Rakay.

The Jew assured me that he was as good as the generality

of Arabs in Africa are bad, and that we should find him

a truly friendly sheikh. Meanwhile a stirring incident

happened. It had been a blazing day as usual
;
towards

evening a pleasant north wind arose. I was lying under

the awning of the " Rachel,'' feeling very limpid and
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washed out, when a sight came that put an end to my
lassitude in a moment. Swiftly sailing down the river

towards us was a slave-dhow, her Aving-like sails fully

expanded ; a beautiful object enough, but a whited

sepulchre. My son, Arnold, was by my side in a minute
;

we held a hurried consultation. To sink the dhow

with a myrio-dynamite shell would be the work of a

moment, but then the slaver and the slaves would share

the same fate. This was not to be thought of. " We will

board her," said Arnold, and away he went in one of our

small boats, accompanied by only six blue-jackets and

Samson, who leaped into the boat without asking permis-

sion, just as it left the side of the " Ajax. " The blue-jackets

made the boat fly through the water, and my son waved

a Union Jack to let the dhow be aware what to expect.

Will it be believed ? at any rate it is a fact, the man-

stealer turned coward at the sight of that little boat with

its eight men. She luffed to the windward, and began to

tack up the river. Our men cheered and quickened their

pace. They swiftly gained upon the dhow, for at this

moment the wind almost died away. There was a loud

report, and in the same instant a cannon ball struck the

water near our bravelittle boat, and after rebounding thrice,

buried itself in the river, almost opposite to where I was

standing, glass in hand, intently watching the fight. Ah !

see ! the deck of the dhow is swarming with at least 30

Arabs who are brandishing their spears and pointing their

muskets. There are little puffs of smoke, and a constant

rattle, heavy firing is going on. Alas ! two of our brave
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men are down, but the number of the Arabs thins also. A
cloud of smoke obscures the fight. It clears

;
thank God

our boat has grappled the slaver ;
I see my son leap on

board
; the Almighty preserve him ! The flash of his

cutlass glitters in the sun ; one, two, three, Arabs fall

before him. Meanwhile, Samson has clambered up the

stern of the dhow ; he takes the enemy in the rear ; he

has no weapon but his hands. I perceive him seize hold

of the Arabs one by one, dash their heads upon the deck,

and then throw them overboard to the shoal of crocodiles

that has gathered around in hungry expectancy. Another

minute, and not an Arab is to be seen, the Union Jack

floats at the slaver's mast-head. The feeble sound of a

British cheer reaches us. We reply with three times three

and the thunder of our cannon. Presently the victors

float down the stream with their prize, and our band

strikes up, " See the conquering hero comes."

My son anchored the dhow in mid-stream, and signalled

for assistance. He told me afterwards he was unwilling

for the ladies and children to see the terrible sight on

board the dhow. It looked, he said, just like a slaughter-

house. In this fight, all of our men were wounded except

Arnold and Samson. Strange to say, they escaped without

a scratch. The dhow contained only ten slave girls.

They were not negresses, neither were they black, but

well-formed in limb and feature, and of a copper com-

plexion like many of the natives of North Africa. These

ten girls proved a most acceptable addition to our party.

They were soon distributed as maid-servants among our
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ladies, and seemed delighted with their lot. I may mention

here that my chaplain and two missionary brethren were

indefatigable in instructing our Africans daily in the

elements of the Christian religion, The only one upon

whom they could make no impression was Samson. The

beginning and end of his creed seemed to be hatred of

the slave-dealer.

On the third day, the 200 camels arrived from

Timbuctoo. The governor sent word, that he should be

prepared to receive us on the morrow. A busy day we

had indeed, in transferring our stores, ammunition, &c.,

to the shore; we left the cannon on board the "Ajax,"

but took with us the mortar, which was a load for two

camels. Early in the morning, we were astir. I headed

the procession, mounted on a white mule, which had been

sent as a present to myself from the governor. I was

arrayed in full canonicals and bore my pastoral staff in

hand. Then came the Jew and my chaplain, both seated

on splendid Arab steeds, also the present of the friendly

sheikh. Next in order, came my two dear missionary

brethren, also on horseback. Puller carried in his right

hand a tennis racket, which caused an immense sensation
;

Tholden, a cricket bat, which also was the centre of wonder-

ing eyes. Then came our military band ;
then blue-jackets

and soldiers, marshalled and led by my nephew and

Sergeant O'Connor, all with fixed bayonets, which

streamed Hke flashes of lightning in the African sun.

Fifty camels followed with our ladies, children, wounded,

and sick. Then came 150 camels, laden with our im-
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pedimenta, and led by some Arabs assisted by our blacks.

My twenty brave men of Birmingham, who by this time

were splendidly drilled, brought up the rear. It was a

post of honour and of difficulty, for our long procession

caused clouds of dust to arise which almost smothered

them. As soon as we had climbed the little sandhills

which are around Kabara, we had a good view of

Timbuctoo, which, standing on rising ground, about six

miles away, and adorned by the towers of three magnificent

mosques, had an imposing appearance. Part of our

journey ran through a kind of ravine
; there were evident

traces of water, and I was told that in January, when the

Niger is swollen with floods, large boats can come to

Timbuctoo along this channel In summer, it is a tedious

and to small parties, a dangerous road. The scrub and

stunted trees, that grow on either side, are infested by*

bushrangers, known as the Jawarek. One spot is so

noted for robberies and murders, that it is called

'' Urimmandes," " He does not hear," meaning that from

thence, no cry for help can be heard either in the city or

in the harbour. Just as we reached this spot, I saw some-

thing white amid the bushes near the road
;
trotting

forwards, I found that it was a poor Arab lying wounded,

stripped, and helpless, in the burning sun. '' Aman !

aman !
" " Water, water," he feebly cried. " Iwah, Iwah,"

said I, putting my water-bottle to his lips ; he took a

long draught, and then looking up, said "El hamdu
lillahi," "the Lord be praised," and seizing my hand,

passionately kissed it. Hearing the march of our caravan,
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it seemed to his excited brain that the robbbers were

upon us. Thinking only of my safety, he cried " Ala e'

dhahar" "Mount, mount." My smile soon reassured

him, and summoning my doctor-nephew, I put the poor

Arab into his kindly charge. This Arab, whose name
was Ahmedu, became one of my most devoted friends

and followers.

Nothing further of note happened until we reached

Timbuctoo. The sheikh accompanied by his friends and

followers, came forth to meet us. They were evidently

profoundly impressed with the appearance of our caval-

cade. Timbuctoo, upon a nearer view, was disappointing :

the mud walls were in many places broken down
; the

streets were remarkably narrow and dirty
; some of the

houses were in ruins, and upon their roofs sat rows of

ghastly vultures, the only scavengers of the city. How-
ever, from the multitude of the shops and people, it was

evidently a place of importance. The streets were

thronged with buyers or sellers of ivory, gold, leather, salt,

delicate iron-work, woollen blankets and carpets, and the

great luxury of Negro-land—the guro nut. I am sorry

to add that there is also a slave market. The traffic in

men is, however, inconsiderable and not favoured by the

present sheikh. Timbuctoo is destined, from its situation,

to be at some future time a great city. At present, how-

ever, with its 12,000 inhabitants, it has a hard struggle

for existence, with the sands of the desert which sweep

over it and even accumulate in heaps around the mosques.

The climate also is unhealthy. Here for the first time
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I had a touch of the African fever. My brain seemed on

fire ; my usually even temper, became cross and crabbed
;

I only desired to creep to some quiet corner and die. By

the blessing of the Almighty and the nursing of my dear

wife, and the medicines administered by the Jew and the

doctor, I soon recovered. " Forward," was then my cry.

I arranged with the governor of Timbuctoo that he should

receive the three steam launches in exchange for the 200

camels. I left with him three blacks who by this time

understood their navigation. I took the precaution,

however, to make him sign a written agreement that he

would pay these men wages at the rate of one pound

sterling per month, and be himself responsible for their

freedom and good treatment. In spite of our anxiety to

enter the great unknown, it was not until we had stayed

a fortnight in noisy, crowded, fevered, vulture-haunted

Timbuctoo, that we found ourselves ready for the final

march. Behind us rolled two thousand miles of the

" black water," before us lay a thousand miles of sand.

On the 17th of August, 1881, at 8 a m., we said farewell

to the friendly sheikh and people of Timbuctoo, and

started on our adventurous journey across the Sahara or

great desert. We had bought 100 more camels because

it was impossible that we could traverse this howling

wilderness without the loss of some of these marvellous

ships of the desert, built and planned by the Almighty.

Moreover, it was necessary that even the strongest of our

men should occasionally ride, for to walk in such a spot

would exhaust the most robust. Two hours on foot is as
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much at a time as the most athletic European can endure.

Let me say that the Sahara is, or appears to be, the bed

of an ancient sea. It contains thousands of miles of sand

and gravel, varied with rocks and low hills. At intervals,

separated in some cases by hundreds of miles, there are

what we may call islands in this sea of sand, in the shape

of an oasis, with a few trees and a little verdure. That

means the presence of water. Were it not for these

resting-places, to traverse the desert either on foot or on

camels would be impossible.

As it is the journey is one of extreme peril. The route

is partly marked out by the bleached bones of camels and

of men who have perished. The only living creature to

be seen is an occasional vulture, whose keen eye is on the

watch for the first limp of the weakest camels. Stay,

there is one other creature found along every great camel

track : it is a beautiful little green bird called the mesisa.

It is seen flitting to and fro among the camels, and is so

tame that one can almost touch it with the hand. " A
thing of beauty is a joy for ever," wrote Keats. The

mesisa, a winged emerald, is certainly a thing of beauty
;

and it is a joy, at any rate to the camels
; for if the truth

must be known, this bright little bird actually subsists

upon the vermin which infest the feet of the camel.

Well, we were fairly launched upon this sea of sand at

8 a.m., and we soon had a taste of desert life. An east

wind, the hottest and most trying of all winds in this part

of the world, carried particles of fine sand against our eyes

and ears, so that in spite of the heat we were glad to cover

H
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our heads over with the wrappers which we had provided

for that purpose. Our progress was extremely slow : the

camels paused almost every other step to brows on the

thistles and stunted herbage which grew on this fringe of

the desert. When driven forward they uttered a low

groan, as though unwilling to move onwards to the terrible

hardships, which from instinct and experience they knew

awaited them. Our long caravan, led by the Jew and the

Arab, whose life I had saved, toiled on for nearly ten

hours. Just as we were preparing to halt I heard the

sound of firing in the rear, which was nearly half a mile

off, I at once mounted my mule, which was led by the

side of my camel, and galloped back to see what was amiss.

It appears that two Tooariks, mounted on splendid horses,

had suddenly swooped down on our rear-guard. These

pirates of the sea of sand were evidently the scouts of a

larger party, who were ready to pounce upon us if they

found that we were not well protected. Our Birmingham

men, however, were ready and steady
;
they instantly

dropped from their camels, and forming in a line, fired a

volley which woke the echoes of the Sahara and sent the

pirates of this inland sea flying. We were troubled no

more by these robbers during the whole of our journey.

At S p.m., I ordered the bugle to sound a halt. Thank-

ful enough we were to throw ourselves down on the sand,

which in this place was intermixed with stones, and here

and there relieved by a few stunted shrubs—the mimosa-

ferruginea. A portion of water was dealt out to each

member of the caravan ; it was lukewarm and tasted of
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the leathern bottle, but we thought it the most delicious

nectar we had ever sipped. No one in the carav^an had as

much Avater as they desired, with the exception of the

children under 12 years of age. This regulation was

absolutely necessary
;
without it we should never have

reached the next w^ells.

At night our caravan formed an immense camp. The

outmost circle was composed of the camels, which were

allowed to lie down or brows as they pleased, upon the

scanty herbage. The next circle was composed of our

baggage. The third circle consisted of our men with their

arms by their side. The tents of the women and children

composed the centre. Each day, when possible, we began

the march with singing and prayer. Our usual morning

hymn was that beautiful one contained in the S.P.C.K.

book :

—

" Jesus, still lead on

Till our rest be won,

And, although the way be cheerless.

We will follow, calm and fearless.

Guide us by thy hand

To our Fatherland."

We sang it to a tune which I had first heard when curate

in the Black Country. I know not the name of the tune,

but it is fit music married to immortal verse.

At night our favourite hymn was that ancient strain

which has come down to us from the 3rd century :

—

" Jesus Christ, our hymn receive
;

Sunset brings the light of eve :
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Day is past, and night begun
;

Praise we Father, Spirit, Son."

Occasionally we varied these by having such hymns as

''Lead, kindly light," and "Guide me, O thou great Je-

hovah, Pilgrim through this barren land." These seasons

of devotion and praise were very sweet. Never before had

we so clearly realised that in the midst of life we are in

death ; never before had we so deeply felt the need of

calming our fears and chasing away our doubts, by repeat-

ing from our hearts the first clause of the Apostles' Creed,

"I believe in God the Father, Almighty," Day followed

day, and we continued our march across this wild, howling

wilderness. At night the sky blazed with stars, and the

Southern Cross was so brilliant as to throw a faint shadow

upon the sand. On the third day, at ii a.m., the heat was

so intense that it was impossible to continue our journey.

We therefore halted, and, spreading our shawls over some

prickly shrubs, crept under their shadow to escape the

terrific rays of the sun.

The night came, but it brought little rest
;
there was

not a breath of air, and the heat was like that of a furnace.

The cries of our poor children resounded through the

camp. But a more terrible cry was heard
;

it was the

roar of a lion, and not only a single roar, but it seemed to

reverberate from a hundred hollow throats, like thunder

amid the mountains. By the light of the rising moon I

discerned a group of at least twenty lions standing on a

rocky eminence 200 yards off; about 100 yards in their

rear was a group still more num.erous, and these appeared
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to be lionesses and cubs. I at once ordered the bugle to

sound to arms
; and not a moment too soon. The mane-

less lions came on after the manner of a pack of wolves,

raging and roaring like a wave of the sea. The camels

shrieked and roared, and trampled down some of our men
in their efforts to escape ; but Sergeant O'Connor was

equal to the occasion. The blue-jackets and soldiers fired

a volley, several of the lions fell and bit the sand ; the rest

retired, except two of the boldest, which actually dragged

away one of our finest camels. They were soon out of

the range of our rifles in the uncertain light, and more-

over had sheltered behind a ridge of rock. What was to

be done ? In all the histories of adventures in Africa I

had never read of lions attacking, like wolves, in packs. I

came to the conclusion that the brutes must be mad with

hunger and thirst
;

another attack was, therefore, tole-

rably certain. It might result in the loss of life. Suddenly

I thought of our mortar. I had it placed in position. A
myrio-dynamite shell was fired, so as just to drop in the

centre of the rocks. There was a terrific explosion, which

caused a wind that actually overturned some of our tents.

Fragments of rocks flew over our heads, whistling like

bullets. When the cloud of dust cleared away we per-

ceived a dark cavern in the spot where the pack of lions

had stood.

At 3 o'clock in the morning we resumed our march, so

as to escape, as much as possible, the heat of the sun. A
wind arose, which caused the sand to rise and fall like

waves in the sea. With difficulty we made progress.
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After sunrise the heat and consequent thirst increased
;

our throats were parched and dry, our faces blistered in

spite of their hooded coverings. To make matters worse,

several of the women and children of our party were

actually sea-sick, also one or two of the men. The ship

of the desert, like the ship of the sea, has, by its rolling

and pitching movement, this effect upon some tender

stomachs. About an hour after sunrise I lifted up my
eyes and shouted for joy. A magnificent landscape was

spread before me—green meadows, clumps of trees, and a

broad river, fed by numerous crystal streams. I urged my
camel forward until I was ahead of the Jew, and then,

with exultation, pointed out to him this delightful oasis.

He shaded his time-worn face with his right hand, looked

earnestly forward for a moment, and then, shrugging his

shoulders, said, "You are yet young in African travel, my
Lord, not to know the mirage of the desert !

"

The Jew was right, in less than ten minutes, green

fields and flowing waters had disappeared, and nothing but

blazing sky and burning sand remained, except hope

deferred and expectation mocked, leaving me more weary

and thirsty than ever.

On the fifth day after leaving Timbuctoo, we passed the

place, where, more than 60 years ago. Major Laing died

the death of a hero and a martyr. He was the only

Englishman who had, prior to our coming, penetrated to

this spot. Here he was seized by a fanatical sheikh, Hamet

by name ;
" Confess that there is one God, and that

Mahomet is his prophet, or die," cried this furious child
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of the wilderness. "I confess," replied the Major, "that

there is one God, but I deny that Mahomet was his

prophet." Finding that neither threats nor persuasion

could move the mind of this noble Englishman, the sheikh

made two of his black slaves strangle him. His body was

cast to the vultures and ravens of the desert, but his soul

is with those who have witnessed a good confession. I shed

an exultant tear upon the spot, and, notwithstanding the

intense heat, I erected a pole with a Union Jack floating

from it
;
an Englishman's best memorial. At the close of

this day's march we were wearier and thirstier than ever,

but we were in higher spirits. We proved, at any rate,

that we could exist in the Sahara
;

also, the Jew assured

us that another day's toil would bring us to the town of

El-Arawan, where there was abundance of water. On the

strength of this assurance we were allowed a double portion

of the precious fluid.

As we lay stretched on the still hot sand that evening,

I found Abraham Isaac by my side. He appeared to be

more communicative than usual, speaking as always in his

hoarse whisper. It was a cloudy night, and the dark

masses seemed to hang over us like an oppressive canopy.

There was an unwonted silence around us. We talked of

the trackless desert upon which we had entered, and of the

other waste places of the earth. I told the Jew of the old

superstition concerning

— " Calling shapes, and beckoning shadows dire,

And aery tongues that syllable men's names

On sands and shores, and desert wildernesses."
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'* My Lord," he replied, " What you call old supersti-

tions are real facts. Do we not read again and again in

the prophets, of the demons called Satyrs, who haunt

desert and ruined places ? And according to your gospels,

was not the Nazarene whom you worship, tempted of

the chief of the devils, in the wilderness of Judea ? Does not

He say in one of His sermons, that when the demon is cast

out of a soul, it wanders in desert places seeking rest ? My
Lord, like draws to like ; the demons are attracted to

ruined places because they are ruined spirits. In the utter

desolation of these blasted and cursed spots they find some-

thing congenial. Also, solitude is dear to them, for they

hate and despise even their fellow-devils. Angels and

good men love to unite in prayers and praises
;
there is a

communion of saints
;
the only relief to the damned spirit

is, to gnash its teeth alone."

I replied " I do not contradict you, but can you prove

what you say ? " The Jew thereupon took from his

finger, the glittering ring I had seen in the catacombs.

It shone like the eye of a tiger in the gloom. He breathed

upon it, and muttered some Hebrew words ; now it blazed

forth like a lamp. "What seest thou on that ring?"

said the Jew, speaking Quaker fashion, as he always did

when excited. "I see a square, intersected by two

diagonal lines."

" True," replied the Jew, '' It is not all that can see

them. Is it not thus my Lord?" and as he spoke, he

turned the light upon the sand and drew with his finger

a square and crossed it.
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" That simple figure," continued the Jew "contains the

root of all science and mystery." All the numerals are

hidden there. Then rapidly drawing with his finger on

the sand, he showed me that all numbers might be

thence derived thus

—

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X.

or thus

—

I. z. s. 4. ^. V. 7. E."y. I [].

The Jew breathed once more upon the jewel, and

muttered more Hebrew words :
" What seest thou now

my Lord?"

In reply, I drew what I saw with my finger on the

sand, a square, crossed and recrossed.

" Thou hast right" said the Jew ;
then he added, ''That

figure contains the whole alphabet in Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin, or English either
;
as a Christian, thou wilt see

the cross there surmounting all science : /see the 'Union

Jack' floating over the pyramids of Egypt.'"

Then in a graver tone he added, " This is the signet

ring of Solomon the ever great. Alas ! he fell from over-

wisdom
; it is not for me to follow where he trod, for he

traversed all the secret paths of the black art, but this

much I may do without oflfence." So speaking, he

waved the ring to all points of the compass, and then

thrice sprinkled upon it a liquid from a small green vial.

The result made my brain reel. First came a sound of
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wind as from all quarters—sobbing, sighing, shrieking,

whistling, wailing, roaring—yet not a breath of air was

to be felt. This sound died away ; then came a pulsating,

as of a thousand wings. I looked around, and could

discern shadowy forms of various shapes—some almost

beautiful, others half human, half brute
; others hideous

beyond power of description—but all extremely dim.

They came nearer
;

I saw their eyes glisten like little

lamps of various coloured fire—red, blue, green, yellow,

&c.—some much more terrible than others. I heard

sighs, and groans, and screams, but all as if distant,

though evidently near. Occasionally a burning substance

seemed to touch me, and then followed a horrible peal of

mocking laughter."

" Enough," I cried to the Jew, "I am convinced." He
silently replaced the ring on his finger and walked away.

I called to Puller and Tholden, who were seated on a piece

of rock about twenty yards distant, enjoying the double

luxury of a cigar and a talk with my dear little chaplain.

" Did you see or hear anything unusual just now " said I.

*'No, we saw a light blaze for a few moments and thought

that it was a vesta match, and we heard the wind whistle

for a second or two." I turned the subject of conversation,

but inwardly pondered who and what this mysterious Jew
could be, who seemed to have power over the very spirits

of darkness. After a troubled sleep, I woke just as day

was breaking. All was silent around me. In the distance

I beheld the light glisten on the bayonet of one of our

sentinels. Suddenly I heard the muffled tread of camels,
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and discerned, swiftly passing, a small caravan. Its leader

was a deformed Arab, with a hideous face ; on the second

camel were two muffled figures, but from their outline I

was perfectly certain that they were none other than

" Whiteface " and his female companion. The Jew was

right
;
they had escaped from the wild ruin at Yauri. Our

enemies were still on our path. Before I had recovered

from my astonishment they had disappeared in the dim

twilight.

In an hour's time we were on the march
; the camels

which had had no water for six days, eagerly pressed for-

ward, sniffing the air as they went. By three o'clock, we

were in sight of the mud huts of El-Arawan
; in another

hour, we could discern the form of camels and men moving

about, and hear the barking of dogs
;
one more hour

brought us to the wells. There ensued a wild scene
; the

camels fought and screamed for water, and plunged their

heads into the moist sand around the wells. After great

exertion, we reduced them to order, and one by one they

were allowed to drink of the brackish water, drawn from

the deep wells. The poor brutes drank until one would

have expected them to burst. But they knew that there

would soon be no more water for them for seven days at

least, and therefore made the best of their opportunity.

To ourselves, the very sight of abundance of water, though

it was mixed with sand, hot, and brackish, was a foretaste

of the joys of Paradise.
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" A land of drought and of the shadow of death."

—

Jeremiah.

T EL-ARAWAN we stayed two days to

refresh ourselves and our camels. It is a

miserable town, composed of five hundred

huts, with walls of clay, and flat roofs of

bulrushes. It is a wretched spot, where

people may exist but never live. The Moors, who inhabit

it, are fanatical Mahometans. It is in this place, that the

remarkable French traveller, Caillie, was almost perse-

cuted out of his life, although he was disguised as an Arab,

and professed to be a follower of the false prophet. The

Moors have a number of negroes as domestic slaves, but

as they seem to treat them with kindness, we did not

feel bound to interfere in this case.

The Jew appeared to have much influence over the

people in this fanatical village, nevertheless he advised us

to have a detachment of men under arms, night and day,

ready for action.
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On the second day, a violent East wind blew and ren-

dered the heat insupportable. The air was filled with

fine sand, which penetrated into every corner. Whilst

the storm lasted, we were obliged, even in-doors, to cover

our mouths and nostrils with pieces of cloth.

On the third day, we left this dreary little town,

directing our course N.E. After two hours travelling,

we reached the miserable village of Mourat. Here are

some deep wells, filled with brackish water. Nevertheless

man and beast, again thankfully drank to their utmost

capacity. The most terrible part of the Sahara was before

us. For the space of seven or eight days, we must

traverse an utterly waterless desert. When all was ready,

the bugle sounded, I mounted my camel, and gazed to-

wards the North. I could distinguish nothing but an

immense plain of burning sand, and over it a blazing sky.

The camels uttered long moanings ; our negroes, whom
we had saved from slavery, became sullen and silent, or

trembled with fear ; even my noble British companions

seemed cast down
;

the Jew and our Arab guide alone

were unmoved. For myself, a strange foreboding of evil

filled my mind, a tempting voice hissed in my ear, "It is

madness, return, return." But I replied, "Should such a

man as I, flee ? forward in the name of God, for Africa's

redemption," and I urged my camel onwards. Day

succeeded day in a terrible monotony of suffering. The
heat seemed to increase in intensity ; our throats were

parched, our faces blistered, although muffled up with

linen cloths. The women and children especially
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suffered, yet they bore all with heroic patience. On one

occasion, when we were about to encamp, we were startled

to find the ground occupied by a number of large snakes.

They were coloured and spotted so as to exactly resemble

the sand and stones of the desert, from which it was

almost impossible to discriminate them. They did not

appear to be of a dangerous kind, but tired as we were,

we journeyed a mile further, rather than encamp near

such neighbours.

On the third day of our march we discovered a caravan

approaching from the north. It consisted of lOO camels,

laden with salt from the mines of Tondeyni, which supply

the whole of this part of Africa. We passed with mutual

friendly greetings ;
but not long afterwards a very differ-

ent caravan appeared. This was a procession of camels,

on which were mounted Moors and Arabs, who were

driving slaves along at the spear's point. The groans of

these poor blacks and their piteous cries for water, were

heartrending. These cries met with nothing but a prod

of the spear, or the lash of the whip for answer. Here

was plainly a case for intervention. I made our bugler at

once sound " to arms." Half-dead with heat and thirst,

as our men were, they nobly responded. A masterly

evolution was performed by order of Sergeant O'Connor.

Our military force enclosed the caravan on three sides
;

on the fourth side the terrible mortar grinned death. The

Arabs on their part huddled together, but some of them

presented their long muskets. The Jew rode forward and

briefly stated our terms : " The release of every slave, or
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the death of every slave-dealer." The Arabs were evi-

dently cowed, and no bloodshed would have taken place,

but for the action of a hideous and deformed little Arab,

the very one (as I thought) whom I had seen leading the

caravan which passed us a few day before. This mis-

creant, without speaking a word, levelled his musket and

fired at me. In that instant, one of our soldiers, William

Atkins by name, threw himself before me. I escaped

unhurt, but he, poor fellow, received the bullet in his

breast, and sank bleeding and dying on the sand. Samson

gave a leap like a panther, and in a moment w^as swing-

ing the miserable Arab round and round in the air at

arm's length. The Jew made a sign, and Samson brought

the Arab and laid him at his feet, even as a terrier would

a rat. The leader of the caravan expressed the utmost

sorrow for what had happened, and offered to leave Ben

Sidi (such was the name of the Arab), in our hands for

judgment, and the slaves for mercy. Hastily summoning

our council of twelve, we decided to accept these terms.

The Arabs left twenty camels and five skins of water for

the fifty slaves, and hurried southward.

Meanwhile, the life of my noble preserver, William

Atkins, was rapidly ebbing aw^ay. I hastened to him.

It was an affecting sight. His faithful friend and fellow-

soldier, James Pearce, was sustaining him with one hand

and wiping the death-sweat from his brow with the other.

My good nephew, the doctor, was doing all that medical

science could do (and that was very little) to alleviate his

agonies.
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"Do you suffer much, William?" said I, the tears

rolling down my cheeks meanwhile. " Dear Bishop," he

replied, " my pains are greater than I can express." Are

you happy, William ? " " Perfectly happy, thank God

:

I know in whom I have believed." " Dear brother," said

I, "you have given your life for me." " Better still, dear

Bishop, Jesus gave His life for both of us." Then a bright

smile lit up his face and he said, " Farewell, dear friends

and comrades, go forward for Africa's sake. For me, I

am called higher : no more toil and pain ; no more

hunger and thirst : I see the green fields and the flowing

waters, and the Lamb is in the midst of them." And
then in a clear voice he sang with a vigour that astonished

us,

—

" We'll soon march up the heavenly street,

And ground our arms at Jesu's feet."

They were lines from a hymn that was a great favourite

with our Christian soldiers. I enquired if he would like

to receive the sacrament. He replied, " Dear Bishop, it

is not necessary but it would be sweet." His eyes then

closed but his lips continued to move. There was no time

to unpack either sacred vessels or wine. I therefore did

as the great Bishop of New Zealand had done before me.

I spread a clean white handkerchief upon the sand, took a

morsel of bread, and a little water in a cup, and conse-

crated these. We four communicated, around stood a

wondering crowd of black slaves ; our friends, men, women
and children, knelt on the sand. The Jew stood aloof,

but I thought I discerned the glitter of a tear upon his
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cheek. The tall camels formed the back-ground of the

picture. It was the strangest, and perhaps the holiest

communion I ever celebrated. I felt that the angels were

stretching their white hands over us, ready to receive the

soul of our dear brother. It might have been my excited

imagination, but as I partook of the water it seemed to

me as though it was rosy in colour and sweet in taste
;

and the lines flashed upon my memory concerning the

miracle at Cana, " The conscious water saw its God and

blushed."

It was a blessed, though a trying season. A great black

cloud brooded over us at the time, proving a refreshment

from the heat ; and so, in a double sense, " we dwelt

under His shadow with delight."

Our dear friend fell asleep with one sigh. We com-

mitted him to the desert grave, in sure and certain hope
;

we fired three volleys over the spot, and then sang a hymn,

which is the Dead March of our Birmingham men :

—

" With steady pace the Christian moves

Towards the blissful shore,

And sings with cheerful heart and voice,

' 'Tis better on before,'
"

Meanwhile, justice was done to the assassin, Ben Sidi.

When asked the reason for the murder, he replied that it

was the will of God, and a white-faced man had com-

missioned him to slay the big Englishman. Nothing

further would he say. Our Arab guide here stepped

forward and testified that Ben Sidi and his twin brother,

El Ben Sidi, were two of the greatest men-stealers and
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murderers of the Sahara. They were known as the

"twin devils of the desert," and would long since have

been put to death, but had been spared because of their

extraordinary skill in guiding caravans through the track-

less waste. As our Arab gave his testimony, Ben Sidi

attentively regarded a little black cloud sailing from the

east ;
he then said with mocking laughter, " Do your

worst
;
the demon of the storm will soon revenge me."

Our council was unanimous in condemning this miscreant

to be hanged. Samson, with the willing help ofthe rescued

slaves, put up a gallows made of tent-poles, and in a few

minutes Ben Sidi, the devil of the desert, went to his own

place.

All these transactions hindered us three hours. Another

hour was spent in arranging our enlarged caravan. The

fifty rescued slaves I put under charge of one of my
nephews ;

they were to follow us last in order, except the

rear-guard of Birmingham men. By this time the kindly

cloud had rolled away, and we were once more exposed

to the merciless heat of the African sun. It is a heat that

must be felt to be realized. Remember, the sun of

England is the moon of Africa.

Day by day we marched on. Our thirst increased as

our supply of water diminished. There was a dreary mo-

notony in the desert, except that now and then we passed

ridges of rose-coloured granite that jutted out of the sand

just like rocks from the sea.

On the seventh day at evening, we encamped amid a

patch of thorny green plants (the hedysarum alhagi of the
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botanists). Our camels, which were well-nigh exhausted,

eagerly cropped these stunted shrubs. The long roots,

which extend like tentacles on the surface of the sand,

served for fuel ;
and it was pleasant for once to be able to

dispense with what is the usual material for fire in the

desert—the excrement of the camels.

On the eighth day we toiled up some hills of red granite

and descending into a sort of basin safely reached the wells

of Telig. The usual wild scene ensued, the camels

screamed and fought for the first draught of the sandy

and brackish water.

We encamped near these wells for a whole day. Hitherto

we had travelled along what might be called the highway

of the desert. It was marked, as I have said, by the

bleached bones of camels and of men. But now we were

to traverse a route through a trackless waste known to the

Jew alone. As I meditated upon this new and still more

perilous departure, my heart sank within me. Suppose,

I thought, that the Jew is a deluded visionary. Is it

possible that he is leading us to certain death ? But then

I remembered the Jewess : I could plainly see that she

loved my son Arnold better than her own life. She was

an Israelite indeed without guile. This beautiful girl

regarded her father with awe but ^^ ith perfect confidence.

She told me that he had never deceived her either in word

or deed. Then I said to myself "Providence has brought

me hither, I believe in God the Father almighty, in Him

do I trust, I shall not be confounded." Accordingly on

the next day we journeyed forward. We left the caravan
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route and travelled N.E. It was a journey of five days

said the Jew and then we should reach the city of the

Ammiel.

Nothing of note occurred until the third day : then the

sand for a while disappeared and we travelled for two

hours over an innumerable multitude of blue stones
;
then

for another two hours over a similar tract of stones, but

white and sparkling like fragments of loaf-sugar.* On the

morning of the fourth day we entered upon a trackless

expanse of white and loose sand. The camels travelled

over it with much distress. Before noon, three of them

had already succumbed to the combined forces of hunger,

thirst, heat, and fatigue. They speedily were devoured

by the vultures, which gathered around us in increasing

numbers.

Soon after 12 o'clock on this terrible day I observed

arising in the East a number of small black clouds that

sailed across the sky like swift ships. They were followed

by larger masses of thunderous cloud, black as ink, except

when illuminated by flashes of lightning. The wind

suddenly began to blow with violence, and we perceived

in the distance whirling masses of sand rising to the

clouds, and circling and twisting in all manner of shapes.

During the next three hours we journeyed on amid these

pillars of sand dancing around us the dance of death. The

camels groaned, the negroes seemed to turn pallid with

*Dr, Lansdell in " Through Siberia" mentions a similar experience.

—

Ph. N.
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fear, the bravest of us trembled
;
our Arab guide kept

shouting every now and then with all his might, "There

is one God, and Mahomet is His prophet! " The Jew,

with downcast eyes pressed forward. I wished to sound a

halt, but he replied, " To stay is to die !" So onwards

we went
;
the pillars of sand came nearer and nearer. As

they whirled around us we heard a hollow roar, as though

the very demon of the storm was hungry to make us his

prey. With fear and trembling we hurried on. At 4
o'clock the crisis arrived. An immense pillar of sand

came sweeping directly down upon our caravan. The

Jew and the guide had just time to cry, " On your

faces !" and we all—camels, men, women and children

—

managed to throw ourselves upon the sand, when the

whirlwind was upon us. It is literally true that we were

tossed and hustled together like so many straws. To add

to the horror, the sand not only filled our eyes and ears,

but wrapped us in darkness like a thick fog. Blinded,

choking, bruised, and suffocated with heat, in ten minutes

we should all have expired. But the whirlwind passed,

the air cleared, and the sun once more shone, but pale

and dim, showing that the upper atmosphere was still fall

of sand ;
but what a deplorable sight met my gaze !

Our caravan looked like fragments of wreck tossed by a

tempest on the shore. I caused the bugle to sound. The

Birmingham men were the first to pull themselves toge-

ther, then followed the sailors and soldiers. I slowly rode

through the caravan. Alas ! one of my nephews and all

the ten blacks under his charge, and the camels laden
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with water, were missing. They had been swept away

by the hurricane. We saw them no more. I told

Abraham Isaac. His face became the very picture of

despair
; a convulsive throbbing seized him, and, falHng

on the sand, he cried in his former manner, " Woe unto

us that we have sinned !

"

Troubles always march in battalions. At this moment

an urgent message reached me from my wife ; my sweet

little girl was dying. I found my poor wife holding the

dear child in her arms ; the Jewess was moistening her

parched little lips with the last water oar caravan

possessed. But it was too late. For some weeks my
darling daughter had been failing. The sand storm had

utterly exhausted that fragile little frame. I took her

transparent hand in mine
; she opened her eyes and gave

a faint smile " Good night, daddy," she said ;
and then

a sudden illumination filled her face, and with a bright

glance upwards, she cried, " Good morning, dear King

Jesus !
" The little head fell upon her mother's bosom,

and she was gone. My child was wiser then than the

wisest saint on earth, and happier than the happiest.

But what a blank for us 1 She was the first child we had

lost. However, I was soon called from my own sorrow

to comfort others. The frightful sand storm had proved

fatal to six other children—indeed, to all the children

under eight years of age. There was bitter lamentation

and mourning through the whole caravan, " Rachel

weeping for her children, and would not be comforted."

As the red sun gave the last glare across the accursed
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desert, it threw long shadows on the sand from seven Httle

graves. Alas' ! graves are milestones in Africa. With

regard to ourselves, death stared us in the face. The hor-

rible vultures drew nearer and nearer, and perched on the

sand within a few feet of us, hungry for our flesh. We
were a company of some 200 souls, in the heart of the

Sahara, with not a drop of water. Abraham Isaac and

the guide came to me. We miLSt go forward, they both

said. After consultation we decided to kill three of

the camels. The negroes eagerly drank their blood.

The little water that was found in their stomachs

was distributed among the women and child-

ren. Then we dragged ourselves forward
;

but

it was the progress of despair not of hope.

After an hour's slow march, we reached firmer ground,

and saw in front of us some low hills. To these we directed

our course, and here we threw ourselves upon the stony

earth. Providentially there was a little stunted herbage,

which our camels eagerly cropped. That night seemed

interminable. We were slowly dying of thirst ; the

negroes wailed and lamented ;
our English people were

silent, but in an agony of suffering. When at last the day

dawned, the Jew moved to the highest part of the hills
;

He looked intently to the east
;
he then returned to me

and whispered :
" No sign, we are lost, pray Christian

pray." I gathered a few of our men round me and we

did pray. The Jew, meanwhile, with folded arms, walked

back to his former station. As I rose from my knees and

looked, I saw him strangely excited, waving his turban in
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the air, and beckoning to me. With trembling knees, and

beating heart I hurried, as best I could, towards him—
"saved, saved ;

my Lord, look." I looked. Ten miles

off, there rose from some purple hills a long column of

vapour. It seemed to appear, and then disappear. Occa-

sionally its summit caught the light of the rising sun, and

then it was transfigured into a beautiful rose-coloured

pillar of cloud. It was one of the strangest and loveliest

sights I had ever seen. •' There, said the Jew, is the city

of the Ammiel." Without further delay he selected four

of our strongest camels, and accompanied by two blacks,

each with three water-skins, set off at a good pace. " We
return by noon " was all he said. That was sufficient.

Utterly exhausted, dying as we were, we did not die,

because we were sustained by hope. Even the vultures

seemed aware of a difference in our demeanour, for they

kept further from us. But the hours, indeed, marched

with leaden feet. Mercifully, clouds came sailing from the

north, and a faint, but comparatively cool wind, refreshed

us. At 11-30, I managed to crawl to the highest hill

again. My dim eyes, smarting with inflammation, strained

to see : blessed sight, the four camels are returning heavily

laden. I waved my hand to our caravan. The exertion

and excitement had been too much. I must have fainted,

for the next thing of which I was aware was the Jew

standing before me with a large vessel, full of water, in his

hand, clear as crystal, and saying in a voice, hoarse as

usual, but this time broken with emotion .
" Drink my

Lord, we are saved."
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There are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy."— Hamlet.

T was with renewed strength and courage

that we pressed forward. We were like

seamen, who, having in a storm given up

all hope of being saved, suddenly find

themselves in sight of a sure harbour. We marched

right onwards towards the pillar of vapour, which became

every minute nearer and clearer. When we approached

within half a mile it presented a majestic appearance,

rising to the height of looo feet, constantly varying in

form, sometimes seeming to sink into the earth, and

again shooting up higher than ever into the purple sky.

Even at this distance we could hear the roaring noise,

(like that of the Atlantic surf off the Irish coast,) which

the vapour made as it rushed forth. Occasionally the

pillar of vapour remained steadfast for a few minutes
;

then we could discern the form of a double rainbow which

encircled its white throne.
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All this time we had been ascending
;
the earth became

less parched. Stunted shrubs and herbage became plentiful.

When we reached the ridge of the purple hills, the column

of vapour ascended within 500 yards of us, and before us

was a beautiful green vale, watered by a crystal stream
;

a large herd of camels with their young reposed here in

peace, and there was also a flock of goats. A few blacks,

who were apparently acting as shepherds, made off as we

approached.

It was indeed a blessed change, after the toils and the

dangers of the desert, to reach this green haven among

the hills, where the heat was tempered with a pleasant

breeze, and where the very sight of abundance of water

seemed to soothe our fevered frames.

My dear wife hung upon my arm as we gazed upon this

paradise. I knew that her thoughts were with the little

form we had left amid the terrible sands; but I whispered,

^' With Christ, which is far better.'' Two days we

refreshed and strengthened ourselves beside the still waters

of these pleasant pastures
;
the second day was Sunday,

and a blessed season it was of prayer and praise. On the

third day, at the desire of the Jew, we marshalled our

diminished forces, and prepared to enter the, as yet,

unseen city. The same order was observed as when we

entered Timbuctoo, except that all w^ere on foot ;
for

Abraham Isaac assured us that the distance was very

short. Accordingly, w^e permitted the camels to graze at

their ow-n sweet will, and left seven blacks in charge of
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our luggage. Behold us then, headed by the band,

playing the National Anthem, marching up the valley.

I wore my episcopal robes, and was preceded by my
chaplain, bearing my staff. The Jew was dressed as an

English consul, and in front of him strode Samson,

proudly displaying the British banner. We proceeded

half-a-mile up the valley, and then, following a sharp

curve, approached once more the roaring column of

vapour. From the ravine there appeared to me no exit,

a wall of precipitous rock stretching ahead,; but presently

I noticed among the rocks two immense iron doors, at

least thirty feet high and twenty- five feet broad. The

'Jew stepped forward, took out his watch, and pressed one

of the large studs upon the doors. He waited 30 seconds,

and then pressed another stud ; there was a grating noise,

and presently the wide doors swung themselves open.

The Jew beckoned us forward, and in we marched, the

band playing a tune which was more lively than appro-

priate, namely, " Britannia rules the waves." We were

evidently in an immense cavern, the beautifully smooth

road always declining rapidly. At first the light was dim,

but as we turned an angle there burst upon us a blaze of

what I can only describe as artificial sunshine. It seemed

to proceed from one centre, which was at the height of

three thousand feet above our heads. The light—which

was softer, and more golden, and yet more intense than

any electric light used by the outside world—seemed to

permeate every recess of the cavern. And what a cavern !
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it Stretched at least 15 miles north and south, and ten

miles east and west. It appeared to be almost filled with

beautiful houses of some white shining substance resemb-

ling alabaster. The houses were flat-roofed
;

here and

there were large buildings, with immense domes. The

streets appeared to run at right angles, so that the whole

city was divided into squares, and in the centre of each

square was an open space or garden. The public build-

ings and many of the larger houses were covered with

some metal, which flashed like gold in the bright light.

The streets were paved with white stone, and on either

side were little channels, filled with clear running water.

By the aid of my powerful binocular, I could discern

troops of merry children swimming their boats in these

streamlets. The city was divided into two unequal parts

by a river, as wide as the Thames at Reading, and clear

as glass ; this river was spanned by numerous bridges, of

white marble ;
all were of exquisite design, and not two

of them alike. The streets w^ere traversed by tram-cars,

which moved forward, impelled by some unseen force.

The busy hum of men filled the air. As we approached

the city the strains of our band began to be heard by the

inhabitants, and a murmur of excitement arose. The Jew

caused the band to cease, and then, taking from his vest a

silver tube, he blew three sharp notes, which re-echoed

through the cave. The effect was electrical. Swarms of

white-robed citizens came rushing towards us ; they

encompassed the Jew, and pressed upon him so closely
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that he could hardly move. Their features expressed

joy, fear, veneration, and wonder, almost equally

mingled. Some kissed the hand of the Jew, others

embraced his feet
;
some threw themselves down, that he

might tread upon their prostrate forms, whilst others

seemed prepared to lift him upon their shoulders. The
crowd increased every moment ; the men waved their

hands, and shouted, in Hebrew, " Hosannah ! hail to the

Father ! May our noble Prince Isaac live for ever !

"

The women clapped, and made in their throats the shrill

but sweet zagareet of the East, a sound that resembles

the peahng of small bells. With a sign of his hand the

Jew in a moment stilled all this noise, and made the

crowd stand in orderly ranks to permit us to pass by.

Our procession then once more moved on
; this time our

band struck up " Should auld acquaintance be forgot." I

could not help smiling at this singular incongruity of

tune
;
but the fact is that our musicians had utterly lost

their heads in amazement
;
and after all, the tune did very

well ; the Ammiel were evidently delighted and beat time

with their hands.

As we marched on, I had leisure to observe this singular

people. They were of about the same height as our

English folk, but the men more square set and the women
more graceful in form and movement. There was a

decided Jewish cast of feature, and yet their hair was

light even to whiteness. Their eyes also had a limpid

and watery look, which much detracted from their
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appearance ; moreover there was a pallid waxlike com-

plexion upon all their features : this I attributed and

rightly to the artificial conditions of life in this subter-

ranean city.

We marched at least a mile, amid wondering crowds of

people until we reached a central square, on one side of

which stood an immense structure, called the Dome of

Justice. Here we halted in two well-formed lines. Our

efficient force, which now, including some of the negroes

who had been carefully drilled by Sergeant O'Connor,

amounted to seventy men, formed the first line. At the

request of the Jew, they were put through a few military

evolutions, ending with the bayonet drill. They then

fired three volleys of blank cartridge. The effect upon

the Ammiel was astounding. A few screamed, and ran

away hke startled hares. The majority, too terrified to

run, fell flat upon the ground and put their fingers in their

ears. It was the first time they had heard the sound of

firearms. Even to ourselves the result was startling, for

the roar of the rifles was multiplied a thousand times by

the echoes of the cavern
;
and for ten minutes after the

firing, we heard, now near now far, the sounds repeated at

intervals ;
like thunder in the pass of Glencoe.

Before the multitude had recovered from this shock, we

marched into the Dome of Justice. It was a magnificent

structure, like St. Peter's of Rome, but built on a smaller

scale. At the east-end was a long tribunal, fitted up with

golden seats, on which sat in silent majesty, fifty venerable
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fathers, clad in white robes, and with beards descending to

the waist. The Jew told me that these were the senate,

the judges, and the priesthood
;

all united in one. He
made a speech to this venerable assembly. They rose

when he began to speak and listened with an aspect of

meek submission. I could only catch part of his mean-

ing, but I understood him to congratulate the elders upon

the peace and progress of the city during his absence.

He told them that I and my companions represented the

English nation, the greatest on the face of the earth
;
upon

this the elders bowed to me, and I bowed in return. The

Jew went on to say that I had come to Africa on a special

mission and desired their aid. He concluded by request-

ing that the hospitality of the city should be at once

offered to me and mine, as we were weary from long travel.

At this word the elders left their throne-like seats, and

gathering around us, expressed their hearty welcome in

good English^ and then led us to a palatial structure

abounding in every comfort. Here we were all quartered.

We each had our separate rooms, but met for worship,

conference, and meals, in one common hall. Upon the

banqueting table was placed food with which we were

familiar, and also a number of other dishes, very tempting

and toothsome, but entirely strange to our taste. And
now I noticed that as the time of evening approached, the

light which permeated the cave, grew dimmer and dimmer,

until it was almost dark. Presently the atmosphere once

more brightened, but this time with a softer light, resem-
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bling that of the moon. I pointed out this change to the

Jew, and he said " My Lord, the Ammiel are content hum-

bly to imitate the works of God
;
you will find that they

have their day and night, summer and winter, wind and

rain, and all caused by artificial means." As the night

wore on, the moonlight, so to speak, grew dimmer, and at

last ceased. I climbed to the top of the palace, guided by

its final glimmerings. A myriad lights twinkled like

stars above me at an immense height, they were reflected

in the murmuring waters of the river. Lamps of various

colours illuminated the streets, and light poured forth

from the windows of palace, dwelling, and mart. Hooked

at my watch : it was just ten o'clock. At that instant, a

bell, " swinging slow with sullen roar," woke the echoes of

the cave. It was the curfew. Within ten minutes, every

light, except the street lamps, was extinguished. A
solemn and silent darkness settled on the city. Nothing

was heard but the tramp of a watchman and the ripple of

the river. Hark ! What is that ? Surely it is the mur-

mur of the wind ;
and at that moment a pleasant breeze,

laden with sweet but ever-changing perfumes, fanned my
brow. There was something strangely soothing about

this aromatic gale. I was afterwards told that it is called

" The mother's good-night kiss." It rendered me so slum-

brous that I was glad to retire to rest.

At six in the morning, what appeared to be a rosy sun-

rise, filled the air. It was accompanied by another gentle

breeze, laden as it seemed, with the scents of all the flowers
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that delight human-kind. But as we sat at breakfast, I

observed a sort of mist gather on the windows : it was

raining. The gentle rain continued for 20 minutes, and

thus is it every day. The Ammiel find thatthe rain not

only lays the dust but purifies and sweetens the air. Only

on special days by the decree of the Council does the rain

not fall.

After an ample repast, the Jew took me and a number

of my friends to see the lions of the city. We mounted

one of the magnetic trams and passed swiftly through a

magnificent street, at least a mile in length. It was

crowded with people, strangely alike in dress and feature
;

I noticed that in each case their garments had the blue

fringe, ordained by Moses at God's command. There was

neither horse, nor camel, nor any beast of burden in the

streets. All the heavy traffic was conducted by men
mounted on slow-moving electric-cars. The light traffic

was managed by boys and youths on swiftly-moving elec-

tric carriages, which seemed perfectly under command.

They flew along like swallows, and like swallows, never

collided.

We first entered an immense structure called the Dome
of Education. Here, at least ten thousand children, young

men, and maidens, were busily engaged in study, instructed

by at least a thousand teachers. The Chief Master sat on

a raised platform, 20 feet high, and directed the whole

course of study by means of telephones and other electric

apparatus. Perfect order reigned. The Master gave the

order to close the books ; at the same instant each book

I
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was closed, the motion of their pages causing a white Hght

to shimmer around, and making a noise like the wind

among a bed of reeds. The signal was then given to

stand : they rose as one man. Then, to my astonishment

an organ pealed forth, and ten thousand voices joined in

the National Anthem. The Jew said, in his usual whisper :

" My Lord, the English tongue like the English race is

destined to subdue, and rule the world. It is the coming

language : hence, I have for many years had it carefully

taught to the Ammiel. Their mother tongue is Hebrew
;

in this they pray and sing, but English is to be the

language of their literature, and their life."

From the Dome of Education we went to another im-

mense building, called the Dome of Art. Here in long

galleries were copies, and models of all the most famous

statuary and painting in the world, and crowds of

students were diligently at work. I asked the Jew how

he reconciled these works of art with the commandment

which forbids the making of graven images. He neatly

replied, ''that my Lord concerns the Christian as much
as the Jew. Suffice it to say, the lower the art the more

tenacious the superstition. Idols are ugly. Forms of

beauty charm the eye, but they do not bend the knee.

The image that all Asia worshipped at Ephesus was a

hideous, shapeless mass. Superstition enthrones art

only to insult it. Hence, as Ruskin truly says, ' Papal

Rome has been the enemy of the artist.' Besides,'' added

the Jew, " we have a sufficient safe-guard for weak minds.

Death is the punishment of idolatry in this city."
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We then proceeded to a structure, large, but certainly

not beautiful. It was the Dome of Science. There, in the

first compartment, were 500 men employed night and day.

The engines and machinery were all worked by the tre-

mendous force of steam rising apparently from the lowest

depths. The Jew, with great pleasure explained to us, that

after immense trouble they had succeeded in boring a

mile down, to a spot where the earth was so intensely hot

as to change water instantly into steam. A portion of the

river being turned into this deep boring, the result was

the development of steam power equal to 200,000 horses.

The column of vapour which we had seen in the desert

was merely the excess of steam escaping into the air.

It would be wearisome if I were to attempt to describe

the multitudinous operations carried on in the Dome of

Science. In short here originated all the electric and

atmospheric power which produced the extraordinary

effects of night and day, rain and sunshine, &c., already

described.

But one part of this immense laboratory I must refer to

more particularly. In the course of conversation I asked

the Jew " whence do the Ammiel procure food and

raiment ? " He replied, " follow me, my Lord," and

led us to a large hall connected with the Dome of Science.

" Here," said the Jew, ' we humbly imitate the operatio-n

of the Most High, who bringeth forth bread from the

earth." He than pointed out to me immense heaps of

sand and gravel. These were being subjected by trained

operatives to various chemical and mechanical processes,
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with the resuhthat bread and wine, sugar, rice, tea, coffee,

&c., were being constantly produced in large quantities,

and then a little army of men and boys were busily en-

gaged in packing them into convenient parcels for distribu-

tion. I handled, I tasted, I drank. If I had not seen

I could not have believed. "My Lord," said the Jew,

'' our chemistry does but hasten the process of nature."

I did not reply ; I was lost in wonder and in praise, as I

thought of the magnificent future, thus opened up to the

human race—mechanical power, full, and free from the

burning centre of the earth ;
and food delicious, nourish-

ing and inexhaustible, from the surface of the earth—the

devil condemned to eat dust, but man from dust making

food fit for angels.*

In another part of the Dome of Science was the cloth-

ing laboratory. Here I saw immense furnaces : flint, sand,

and other materials, were thrown in, and came forth re-

sembling molten glass. This was subjected to several

chemical processes, and then from an intricate machine it

came forth as silk, of all the colours of the rainbow. A
hundred roaring looms were converting this silk into

garments, &c. of utility and beauty. From other furnaces

came forth a stream of milk white fluid
;

it was presently

transmitted into wool as soft, and as delicate in colour as

driven snow. Five hundred women and girls, were em-

ployed in weaving the silk, and the wool. The Jew, who

* Since, in Europe, science has already given us chemical food, and

from gas-tar can produce a substance one thousand times sweeter than

sugar, what the Bishop relates is not incredible.

—

Ph. N.
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had accompanied us, seemed much amused at watching

our astonished faces, as the miracles of science unfolded

to our sight. He told us that in another factory, vast piles

of gaily printed cotton goods, were already prepared, ready

for traffic with the natives of the dark continent. He
invited us to inspect these, and other wonders. But

nothing is so tiring as sight-seeing, and we were glad to

return to our palatial quarters to think, and talk, of what

we had already seen, and to prepare by quiet rest for

another day of exploration.

f
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' Spells of such force no wizard grave

E'er framed in dark Thessalian cave,

Though his could drain the ocean dry,

And force the planets from the sky."

ScoU.

N the following day, before setting forth to

see the remaining marvels of the city, I

said to the Jew, " Whence my father,

came this Hebrew-speaking race ? He
replied, " my Lord, I am old, but the Ammiel are as a

people, older still. They are, in short, a remnant of the

lost sheep of the house of Israel." '• But " said I. *' there

are numbers of good people in England who contend

that we are the Israelites, and therefore the heirs of all

the ancient promises." The Jew smiled, "I should be

sorry to assert that the inhabitants of Great Britain

have no Israelitish blood in their veins, for as all rivers

flow into the sea, so all races have combined, in the

providence of the most high, to make the lords of human
kind what they are." " Nevertheless." continued the
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Jew, " the children of Israel are scattered far and wide.

A feeble remnant exists in Central Asia. Also the strange

people, whom you call gipsies, are in fact a degenerate

Israelitish tribe, but the Amraiel are the purest and best

remnant of the ten tribes who were carried into captivity

by Hoshea, king of Assyria.

" How," said I, " did they reach such a remote spot as

this, in the heart of the world's greatest and most terrible

deserts." '' One word," replied the Jew, " explains all : it is

a word that the children of Abraham have been spelling

out in letters of blood and tears, for three thousand years,

Persecution." "But " said I, ''how is it that the Ammiel far

removed from all enemies are not a more numerous race ?
"

" That is a question " said the Jew, " like many other ques-

tions, easy to ask, hard to answer. It may be thejudgment of

the Eternal, it may be the artificial conditions of life in

this subterranean city
;

certain it is that many of these

people prefer to lead a single life, and those who marry,

seldom have more than three children. A hundred years

ago, a couple named David and Hannah, were favoured

with four sons and three daughters. When living, they

were the envy and admiration of the city, when dead,

they were canonized as saints
;

their names are still

household words."

" What is the religion of the Ammiel ? " I asked. '' They

worship the God of their fathers, but I fear there is some

latent superstition among them. I have endeavoured to

stamp it out, but it dies hard." " But my Lord," continued

the Jew, '' let us go and visit the Dome of Worship and
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the Dome of the Dead, and you will better understand

the rehgion and the laws of this singular people.''

Accordingly we mounted a magnetic tram, and this

time we journeyed at least five miles, until we reached

what seemed a suburb of the city. The roof of the cave

was here not more than 500 feet high. After we had left

the tram, we walked 300 yards, and came to what looked

like the entrance to another cavern ; a passage cut in

the solid rock. On either side stood vast Corinthian

columns with golden capitals. Through this magnificent

avenue we passed, until we reached some gates of bronze

adorned with jewels that flashed like red fire. A vener-

able man stooping with age, his flowing beard descending

down to his waist, acted as janitor. At a signal from the

Jew, he slowly opened the gates. The Jew whispered to

us to remove our boots, and this we did, selecting slippers

from a vast heap that lay near. We gazed around in

wonder. The Dome of Worship was one of nature's

cathedrals. Columns of stalactites formed a nave larger

than that of York Minster. Overhead was an arched

roof as beautiful as that of Milan. The floor alone

was artificial, being composed of chequered white and

black marble. But how shall I describe the beautiful blue

tint which filled the whole of this vast sanctuary ? Only

those who have seen the wondrous blue Grotto of Capri,

can form an adequate idea of the weird and enchanting

beauty of the Dome of Worship. Stay, there is another

resemblance. In early spring 1 have seen woodland banks

so covered with blue-bells, or wild hyacinths, that at a
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distance, it seemed as though a blue mist were rising

from the ground. Such was the hue, but still brighter,

of this natural cathedral.

At the east end stood a kind of shrine approached by

steps of alabaster. The Jew took my hand, and with

every sign of reverence and awe, led me up the steps.

At the same time he requested my companions to remain

where they were. The shrine was illuminated by seven

lamps of silver, beautifully wrought. The lamps were

suspended from the vault of the Cathedral by chains of

gold, but so immense was the height, that the chains

dwindled, as it were, to spiders' webs, and then vanished

in the blue space.

We were now close to the shrine. I saw a crystal case

twelve feet square, standing on a pedestal. " Look my
lord," said the Jew, " what seest thou .? " I replied, "I see

an ancient chest made of wood, covered with ruddy gold.

It has been roughly used, for the front part of it is

broken, and the top is missing. Within this chest I

discern a golden cup containing a white substance, also

a withered branch and two large stone tablets." "It is

well," said the Jew, his face working with suppressed

feeling, " what thou seest, is the ark of the covenant of

the Lord of the whole earth. It was discovered by me in

a case near Shiloh, at the time of the crusades. After a

thousand vicissitudes, I succeeded in conveying it to this

place for safety."

I gazed with speechless awe upon this venerable relic.

I could not doubt the truth of what the Jew had said.
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Upon the two tablets of stone I discerned in archaic

Hebrew letters, the ten commandments in their short

form—namely, ist, "Thou shalt have none other gods but

Me." 2nd, " Thou shalt not make unto thyself any

graven image," and so on. Those who compare the

various versions of the commandments in the O.T., will

find that this shortened form was the original : the

amplifications were added by Moses, at the Lord's com-

mand as an explanation or exposition of the great

ten words^ as they are called in Hebrew. It was, as I

have already said, with the utmost veneration that I gazed

upon what I felt sure was the ark of the Lord. A crowd

of the incidents of its history rushed upon my mind.

How I wished that every infidel in Europe could see that

proof of the truth of the Old Testament. Not far from

the crystal case containing the ark, was a tabernacle that

held the scrolls of the law and the prophets
; such as are

seen in Jewish synagogues. In the centre of the nave,

was a handsome pulpit of stone, '' very seldom used "

remarked the Jew. Whilst I was gazing around, a

number of men entered the Dome with large rolls of

carpet, which they opened and spread in order upon the

floor. I was told that these were for the worshippers to

stand, or kneel, or sit upon, nothing like a chair being

permitted in this stupendous temple not made with hands.

But let me remark one exception. Between the shrine

of the ark, and the tabernacle of the law was a beautifully

carved throne of cedar-wood. In answer to my enquiries,

Abraham Isaac told me that this was prepared for the
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prophet Elijah, who would come to the earth again

before the great and terrible day of the Lord.

After leaving the magnificent Dome of worship, we

wended our way to the Dome of the Dead, which was only a

furlong distant. Here we found a perfect contrast to the

beauty of the temple we had just left. It was an im-

mense building pervaded by a dim and solemn light. No

colour was to be seen, save black and white. All around

the building were innumerable pedestals of black marble.

Upon these were placed httle blocks, about six inches

square. They looked, for all the world, like Australian

beef just as it is turned out of the tins. The Jew said,

'• look and touch my Lord." I looked, and to my
astonishment I found an indented inscription in Hebrew

to this effect ;

" These are the remains of Tabitha, wife

of Abel Merom : her lamp of life was quenched in the

river of death, on theday of atonement, 5639." I touched
;

the substance was as firm and hard as marble. The Jew

explained that two days after death, the bodies were

subjected to tremendous hydraulic pressure, and reduced

to this form. Doubtless a v-ery sanitary but also a very

horrible way of disposing of the departed.

From the Dome of the Dead, we passed a few hundred

paces, and reached what may be called the chamber of

horrors of this city. Is is fitly called the Dome of Doom.

It was a forbidding looking structure. Its entrance was

guarded by fierce-looking men with drawn swords in their

hands. At a signal from the Jew, we were led into a

round central chamber, much resembling the Chapter
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House of an English Cathedral, but thrice the height.

In the centre stood two immense pillars of stone, the size

of Cleopatra's Needle. One of their sides was perpendic-

ular, and these faced each other at a distance of 8 ft.

There were grooves in the granite, and suspended above,

fitted to work in these grooves, was an enormous stone,

weighing lOO tons. This stone suspended by an iron

chain in the air, and ready to fall upon a flat stone below,

was called the Doom-stone. When a criminal is con-

demned to death, he is pinioned down on the flat stone.

Upon a signal given by the master of justice, the Doom
Stone descends with terrific force. It is allowed to

remain three days. After that time the stone is raised,

and the body of the transgressor is found to be reduced

to a flat mass, only an inch in thickness, and as hard as

iron. It is then removed and placed in a room with

a wooden tablet, fastened over the head, containing simply

three items. Name, Sin, and Date of punishment. I

enquired of the Jew what crimes were punished with

death : he replied, " murder, adultery, and idolatry." I

enquired " where are the prisons for lesser offences ?
"

*' There are no prisons : we follow Moses, who never

decreed that man should be deprived of liberty. Death

is for the worst crimes, flogging (and here he pointed to

blood-stained whipping-posts, which I had not observed)

for the lesser, and fines for the least." Have you many
criminals ? said I. '' We do not reckon that there are

more than 200 habitual criminals," replied the Jew, " I

will show you their quarters presently."
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It was with a shiver that I looked round this terrible

Dome of Doom. Abraham Isaac offered to conduct me
to the chamber containing the remains of those who had

suffered capital punishment, but I declined ; I had seen

enough. As I was leaving the Dome, I heard the loud

baying of bloodhounds. " What does that mean .?
" said I.

" Follow me my Lord
;
" I followed, and the Jew led me

to a large Courtyard. There I saw two tall and powerful

negroes, each armed with a spear. They were guarding

two immense and savage bloodhounds, enclosed in an iron

cage. These terrific creatures rushed towards me with

a savage growl, but fell back from the recoil of the iron

bars, which however shook visibly. The Jew explained

that these ferocious beasts were named Nero and Hecate.

" They have " said he, " a double office. Part of their

work is to track any criminals who may endeavour to

escape from the city, for we do not wish any missionaries

of the devil to go forth from hence to increase Africa's

sins and sorrows. Neither do we wish to have the place

of our abode made known to the savage and blood-thirsty

cannibals, who constitute the kingdom of the dwarfs

which is only three days' journey N.E. " Up to this

date," continued the Jew, putting his hand within the

bars, where instead of rending it, the dogs gently licked

it, " Nero and Hecate have never failed to bring back the

criminal, dead or alive." " There is however, another

mission which these hounds fulfil. About twenty years

ago, our commonwealth was alarmed by the rapid increase

of suicides. Whether my Lord it arises from the un-
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natural condition of life here, away from the free air, and

the impartial sunshine
;

or whether from the cloud that

rests upon our race, I know not. Certain it is that the

sin of self-murder is one that offers strong temptations to

the Ammiel. Now the suicide is essentially a cowardly

person : he flinches from life's burden
;

he runs away

from life's duty and battle. The penalties of an eternal

punishment are too vague and shadowy to impress his

feeble mind. But let some penalty be inflicted which will

at once come home to his imagination, and he will

shrink from his rash act. It was in this way we reasoned

twenty years ago, when we decreed that in future, every

person who committed suicide, should be devoured by the

bloodhounds. And what has been the result ? Previous

to this law being passed, the suicides in the city averaged

thirty a year. Since the promulgation of this decree, the

suicides only average two a year. Once a month thesebrutes

are led in chains by the negroes through the city, and their

hideous aspect, and their loud and hollow hayings, are found

to exercise a very salutary influence on feeble-minded and

faint-hearted people, who shrink from the idea of being torn

to pieces by dogs, and thus are preserved from one of the

greatest of sins, self-murder. In England," said the Jew,

" the ancient law, which condemned the person found

guilty oi felo de se, to be buried at dead of night, in the

crossways, with a stake through his heart, doubtless seemed

severe. But surely, it was better and wiser, than the

modern custom, whereby the coroner and the jury, almost

invariably bring in the verdict ' the deceased destroyed
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himself whilst of unsound mind.' This pious fraud is

perpetrated, however clear the evidence may be to the

contrary. The result is that the parson has to thank God

for taking unto himself the soul of the departed, when

God has done nothing of the kind. Of course, it looks

benevolent and charitable, but no lie however amiable can

ever possibly be for the good of man, or the glory

of God."

I pondered these words in my mind, and wished that

in England, whilst exercising the most tender charity in

every possible case, our juries would bring in a verdict

in accordance with fact in these unhappy matters.

With pensive steps, and slow, we left the Dome of

Doom. It was a relief to find ourselves once more in the

streets of the city. The Jew led us to a part of the city,

where, by reason of a great jutting crag, the light from

the central sun was less brilliant than in other parts of

the cave. The houses were smaller, and had a squalid

look. The streets were haunted by hungry-looking

mongrel curs. Ragged children played, or quarrelled, amid

heaps of dirt. Nearly every third house had a large bottle

suspended over the door, indicating that it was a wine-

shop. Groups of slatternly women, and sodden men, stood

at every corner. These regarded the Jew with a look, in

which hate was mingled with fear. I whispered to my
little chaplain, " we are among the dangerous classes,"

and in reply, he nodded, and directed my attention to a

surly-looking villain, with a figure like Hercules, and a

face like Satan, who stood at a wine-shop door with his
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hand on his dagger. " Thou son of Cain, give me that

dagger,'' said the Jew, " when wih thou remember that

weapons are not permitted in this quarter ? " Hercules, as

I shall call him, sullenly gave up the dagger, but,, I heard

him hiss : "the worse for you old man." At that instant

two shadowy forms flitted across the passage at the rear

of Hercules. Surely, I could not be mistaken, though

disguised in the dress of the Ammiel, it was none other

than the Jesuit, and his companion. I at once told the

Jew, and asked him if it was possible that they could have

passed the terrible desert. '' My Lord,'' said the Jew,

" where the Jesuit has a will, the devdl will make a way."

Abraham Isaac called my attention to the fact, that in

the criminal quarter all the people had red, instead of blue

fringes to their garments, to indicate that by their crimes

they had forfeited their place in the House of Israel.

Some also had red stripes upon their sleeves ; these were

the most desperate and hardened offenders. I saw some

few who had blue stripes upon their sleeves, this indicated

that by good conduct they were regaining their character,

and might hope in time to be received back again into

the ranks of honestcitizens. " Are the criminals compelled

to herd together in these quarters r " said I. By no means

we have done all in our power to prevent it, but the force

of moral gravitation, like to like, is too strong, even for

the strong arm of the law among the Ammiel."

I noticed very few blacks among the criminals : this

may be attributed to the fact that the blacks, although not

slaves, are chiefly servants of the Ammiel. The old law
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of Moses is in force concerning these bond-servants, and

occasionally now as in ancient days, a negro will volun-

tarily become a servant for ever, and thus indeed be

regarded no longer as a servant, but as a brother beloved.

As we returned home I enquired of the Jew concerning

the form of government. " It is, my lord, the best of all

forms except a Theocracy, namely, an oligarchy. It is

an absurd modern idea that numbers and not wisdom

ought to govern. Among the Ammiel I am chief ruler,

but am assisted by a Council of Elders, those venerable

men whom you have already seen. They are elected by

the citizens of good standing, and elected for life. Of

course if any crime can be proved against them they

forfeit their position. This mode of government answers

well, although there are a number of murmurers in the

city. As the time of my slumber draws near, I shall be

happy my lord to depute my position as chief-ruler to

you." I bowed in an absent sort of way to the Jew ;
I

was sure he meant well, but what he said seemed to me

incoherent. It must be, thought I, that his mind

wanders from extreme age.

After we had returned home, and had rested, I received

an invitation from the Jew to dine with him. His house,

which was a lofty castellated building, stood in the centre

of the city. Samson opened the door, and silently led me

to the Drawing-room. I heard the sound of a harp, and

voices sweetly blending, and was not surprised to find that

my son Arnold, who had frequently been missing lately, was

singing a duet with the beautiful Rachel. They both rose
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as I entered, and in their greeting showed that blending

of sweet insouciance and happy confusion which is

characteristic of lovers. The Jew presently joined us
;

after a splendid dinner, equal to that which I had enjoyed

at Rome, Abraham Isaac said to me, '' my Lord, we will

leave the young people to amuse themselves, whilst I

show you a few of the curiosities of my castle." Thus

saying, he led me to a room which he called his study :

it was full of well-ordered rows of books, and various phil-

osophical instruments. A canary, the only bird I had seen

in the city, chirped in a golden cage. After showing me a

number of curiosities, such as the arrow which slew

Rufus the Red King, the ink pot which Luther threw

at the Devil, the Jesuit's Dagger that stabbed William

the Silent, &c., he led me to another and smaller room.

Here were Telegraphic and Telephonetic machines of all

descriptions, such as I had never seen, or even heard of.

The Jew bade me look at one : will it be believed it was

distinctly re-printing the leading article of that day's

London Times ? I enquired how it was possible to convey

telegraphic wires across the howling wilderness. He
replied, " My Lord, the use of wires is superseded by the

machines employed by me and my agents in London,

Paris, and Rome. We have simply wires, which penetrate

like tendrils some hundreds of feet into the earth in a

vertical direction. These tap the currents or rivers of

electricity which belt the world, and by this means we

supersede the clumsy invention of wires. With regard to

the Telephone, at present a wire is necessary, but we hope
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soon to be able to dispense with it. Meanwhile, my
Lord, I have, through secret telephones, my ear in every

house of the criminal class in this city." So saying he

rose, and uncovered a little metal drum which stood in

one corner of the room ; he examined the number, and

then said, "My Lord, this is connected with the house

where you saw the gigantic villain, and as you thought,

the white-faced one, and his partner ; draw near." I

approached, and bending my ear to the machine, listened.

At first, I heard only a confused noise of voices, bass and

treble, but presently I caught the clear tones of the

Italian ;
" Grazie a Dio, he has escaped the desert, but

he shall not escape the dagger, hate is stronger than

nature, bravo, bravissimo." A woman's laugh, which

sounded more like the mirth of a fiend was then heard.

" Enough," said the Jew, once more covering the tele-

phone, "your Lordship was right, leave the rest to me.

I now know where cockatrice eggs are being hatched."

The next day was the Sabbath of the Ammiel. We
accompanied a vast crowd to the Dome of Worship. It

was an imposing sight to see that building filled with

people. The chanting of the Psalms in Hebrew was most

impressive. But during the rest of the service the scene

was most painful to witness. The Ammiel sat rocking

themselves to and fro, and drawing their prayer-shawls

over their shoulders, but they kept staring around them,

spitting on the beautiful marble pavement, gossipping one

with another, and even (as I happened to overhear)

driving bargains. Alas ! It was evident that they were
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dead worshippers in a dead system. As I gazed upon this

vast multitude, and discerned not a single sign of true

devotion among them I thought of the description

Ezekiel gives of the bones in the valley of death, " they

were very many, and lo, they were very dry." But I

remembered for my encouragement the promise of the

Lord God. " Behold, O my people, I will open your

graves, and cause you to come out of your graves, and

bring you into the land of Israel." Fervently did I pray

in my heart. "Come from the four winds, O eternal

breath, Spirit of Life, and breathe upon these slain that they

may live."

After our usual evening prayer that night, I announced

that on the morrow, I should have a special and most

important subject to bring before my brethren in Christ.

The next day saw a new step taken tow^ards Africa's

redemption.
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bend iron and break stone than to persuade the mind and

mould the will, even of a little child. How then, could

we hope to sway the minds of this vast multitude, who

in the arts and sciences excelled ourselves ? Aly reply

was, it must be by the Word of God applied by the Spirit

of God. We must preach the Word with the utmost

strength of reason, persuasiveness of oratory, and fire of

love
;

yet we must remember, that all this would be

nothing without the Spirit of God, for it was written,

" Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith

the Lord of Hosts."

I then spoke particularly to my chaplain. I reminded

him that in this crisis we looked to him as the instrument

of God tor accomplishing this glorious work. I called to

his recollection the promise, " a nation shall be born in

a day." I told him I felt certain he would realize the

fulness of God's assurance to the prophet—" I will make

this people wood, and thee a flame, and thou shalt consume

them." In conclusion, I said to my chaplain—" Brother

the time has come : next Lord's day the Jew has promised

to assemble ten thousand of the people in the Dome of

Worship : it is for you to prepare to preach to this

congregation of the dead. Under God, the success of our

Mission depends upon you. Spend seven days in solemn

preparation : on our part, we will wrestle with God in

fasting and prayer night and day, that a Pentecostal

wind may breathe upon these dry bones, and that they

may live."
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All this seemed good to my chaplain, and to my
brethren. I shall never forget that solemn week of prayer.

By a simple arrangement it was contrived that night and

day, without ceasing, an incense of intercession rose to the

Throne of the Divine Majesty. A strange but sweet feeling

of blessed confidence and spiritual power took possession

of our minds. A light not seen on sea or shore illumin-

ed the faces of my brethren. So full was our confidence,

that on Saturday evening we found that insensibly prayer

had turned into praise. We thanked God for what He was

about to do. With regard to my chaplain, he lived apart

:

he spake to none
;
but as I saw him rise from his knees

upon the occasion of our last prayer-meeting, his face was

as it had been the face of an angel. The power of an

endless life was evidently filling, even to ov^erflowing, that

good man's soul.

During this consecrated week no secular work w^as per-

formed by any of our people, except by two Birmingham

printers, who superintended the production, by the mag-

nificent printing presses of the Ammiel, of ten thouand

copies of the New Testament, and twenty thousand copies

of Ailken's Mission Hymn Book.

At last the solemn day dawned (if I may so express it).

There was evidently a spirit of enquiry and excitement

among the Ammiel. The road towards the Dome of

Worship was crowded with people hastening thither.

When we reached the Dome, half an hour before

the time of service, we found it packed with people,

each furnished with a New Testament and a Hymn
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Book, whilst outside were hundreds of persons seeking in

vain to enter. The Jew, who looked strangely agitated,

led my chaplain, and myself, to a private door from whence

we obtained immediate entrance to the east end of the

Dome. As we passed in the Jew whispered to me, " My
Lord, I almost repent me of my promise, my mind is

distracted with doubt, why should I help the Nazarene

whom so long I have hindered ? " " Peace, peace," replied

I, " you will see strange things to-day." To my astonish-,

ment, the Jew led me to the throne prepared for Elijah,

and there I sat, surveying the sea of human faces before

me. My chaplain ascended the pulpit, but remained

almost invisible, bent in prayer. The service began with

singing the hymn : "All hail the power of Jesu's Name."

The people stood up when we stood, and looked at their

hymn-books, but not a voice joined in the stirring melody

(unless my ear caught a warble from the Jews), except

our own Christian folk. After the singinor we knelt in

prayer : Puller, the Missionary, began in a low but clear

tone that sounded like a silver bell through the vast

Dome. As his spirit kindled his voice grew louder and

louder. The very spirit of intercession spoke in, and

through him to the Eternal Father, in pleadings for power

for the preacher, and conviction among the hearers

—

" Hast thou not said, O Almighty God, that Thy word

shall be like fire, to burn down the barriers of human

opposition, and melt into softness the iron will of man
;

hast thou not said, O Lord, that Thy word shall be like a

hammer to smite asunder rocky hearts ? Now Lord, now.
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let US see Thy salvation, and fulfil this word on which Thou

hast caused us to hope." A fervent "Amen," from all of

us sealed this prayer, and then our hundred voices joined

in unison, and for the first time the sublime epitome of

devotion :
" Our Father which art in Heaven," awoke the

slumbering echoes of the Dome.

No sooner were we seated than the Jew arose pale and

trembling with excitement. His black servant brought

him a kind of speaking trumpet. Instantly, with a rustle

like autumn leaves driven of the wind, the whole assembly

rose to their feet. There was a silence as of death.

Abraham Isaac applied the trumpet to his lips ; in some

extraordinary way his hoarse whisper was made distinctly

audible to each person in that vast assembly of at least ten

thousand souls. He spoke as follows :
" Men and brethren

of the House of Israel, hear me. Four years agone, in

the city of Rome, an enemy of the human race entrapped

me, and I was exposed to a fate worse than a thousand

deaths to one like myself who loves the stir, and warmth

of life. The God of our fathers in mercy sent my noble

friend, the Bishop of Sahara, who sits in yonder throne,

to deliver me out of darkness intolerable. To him there-

fore I owe all I have and all I am. He has great and

splendid designs for the good of this great land, so long

stained with the blood and tears of her ebony sons and

daughters. He desires your help, O ye Amm iel, in

expelling the accursed Arab, and putting down with a

strong hand tyranny and crime. Say, O ye children,

whom for centuries I have loved as a father, and oruarded
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as a shepherd, will ye help the Lord Bishop in this noble

cause ? " A universal "yea," and a wave of ten thousand

right hands, was the instant reply. "But," continued the

Jew speaking with laboured breath," my noble friend is a

Nazarene, he desires to make Nazarenes of you, can this

be ? " A universal " Nay," like thunder, shook the Dome.

But at that instant the finger of God touched the Jew
;

in the presence of us all he made the sign of the cross,

and then falling on the ground, he uttered once more the

long wailing chant I once heard in the Catacombs.

" Remember, O Lord, what is come upon us,

Consider and behold our reproach
;

The crown is fallen from our head,

Woe unto us that we have sinned."

When he repeated the last strain, a number of the

Ammiel joined m, and from a thousand voices the bitter

cry filled the air :
" Woe unto us that we have sinned."

The Jew rose pale and exhausted, and as he seated himself

upon his prayer-carpet he gave a signal to my chaplain to

proceed. Every eye was turned upon the preacher. He
first in a loud voice asked the public reader to read the

15th verse of the xviii chapter of Deuteronomy. The

reader brought forth with much ceremony the ancient

scroll of the law, and then in a clear sonorous tone read

first in Hebrew, and afterwards in English, the words :

" The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a prophet from

the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me : unto

him ye shall hearken."
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The Preacher repeated these words, and then oegan by

saying, '' Men and Brethren, I too am an Israehte : I

claim, as an Ancient Briton, to be of the seed of Abraham :

and the God of our fathers has sent me hither to proclaim

to yoQ words whereby ye may be saved." My chaplain

then went on to show that the prophecy of Moses had

already been fulfilled. He proved this from analogy,

arguing that if the Messiah had not already come, there

had been for more than two thousand years a silence in

God's revelation to Israel, most dreadful and most un-

accountable. He proved this also from the ancient prophecy

of Jacob—" The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a

lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come
;
and

unto him shall the gathering of the people be." It was

undeniable, that since the birth of Jesus the sceptre had

departed from Judah : it was undeniable, that Jesus was

gathering the people around Him
;
and here my chaplain

quoted statistics showing that every day since the Lord

ascended, the number of Christians had increased, and

was increasing.—Therefore it was undeniable that Jesus

was Shiloh.

The Preacher also dwelt upon the remarkable prophecy

of Hosea—" The children of Israel shall abide many days

without a king, and without a prince, and without a sacrifice,

and without an image, and without an ephod, and without

teraphim : afterward shall the children of Israel return,

and seek the Lord their God and David, their king ; and

shall fear the Lord and his goodness in the latter days."

My chaplain then conclusively proved that the last and
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lawful king of Israel, was Jesus, whose title was written

upon His cross. He referred to the fact that when Julian

the apostate emperor directed the Jews to rebuild the

temple, and so falsify the part of this prophecy concern-

ing priest and sacrifice, flames burst forth from the rocks

of Zion, and consumed the builders. He then proceeded

to show that the history of the Lord's ancient people

corresponded with the prophecy. He quoted the fact,

that a scoffing king of England had said to his chaplain,

" Give me the evidences of Christianity in a nutshell,"

and the chaplain had wisely replied, " the Jews, your

Majesty.'' The history of the Jews, the tribe of the

wandering foot, persecuted and yet not forsaken, cast

down but not destroyed, robbed and yet having the

wealth of the Gentiles in their lap, proved two things

—

1st, that God's ancient people had a great destiny : 2nd,

that they had committed a great crime, the murder of

the " Holy and Just One.''

Concerning the history of the ancient race of Abraham

my chaplain had one passage so eloquent, that I transcribe

it in full. He had been showing that the nations of the

earth were like so many ships of divers forms, planned

by the Master-builder, and launched upon the ocean of

time. He said— " They were sailing along in pride—the

ships of the states and nations of antiquity. There w^as

Assyria with its multitude of men, a mighty vessel, built

to last for ages, There sailed Greece with its spread sails

and many-coloured flags, and its sons rejoiced under the

clear blue sky in everything beautiful which God has
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given to man, and in their genius and art. But the

Greek ship ere long had to yield to the frigate of Rome
with its mighty armour, and Rome, conqueror over all

the ships of other states, sailed along the ocean of

centuries in haughty strength. But where are now the

nations of antiquity ? They have been wrecked long ago,

and sunk into the gulf of oblivion. Learned scholars

here and there discover fragments of their greatness, and

in the scattered remnants of their literature they dive

into the past, and endeavour to construct the history and

image of these great nations. There is only one small

nation, one vessel, which can never perish. Thousands of

years ago it existed and beheld the mighty ships
; it out-

lived the storms which destroyed Babylon and Nineveh,

Athens and Rome. True, centuries ago it was wrecked
;

broken were its masts, but up to the present day it sails

among modern nations—a strange weird-like ship. Its

mariners are often in despair when the waves seem to

swallow up their fragile vessel ;
many from among Israel

seek to join other ships and find a home there, and try to

partake of the treasures of culture and modern develop-

ment which adorn them. But soon the men of other

nations rise against the mysterious strangers from the old

oriental ship, and not willing to tolerate them fling them

back into the waves, so that with difficulty and trepidation

they return to the old wreck, on which the tears of their

fathers have fallen abundantly. The storm rages, the

clouds are dark, the hearts of the mariners fail them, they

cry out " Lord save us, we perish !
" But the hour is
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coming, when He, who long ago rose in the httle ship on

the sea of Galilee shall rise in the midst of them : He
shall rebuke the wind and the waves— it will become

perfectly still, and some shall sink down before His feet

with the cry of Thomas :
" my Lord and my God !

"

And immediately Israel will be in the Haven of Rest,

which is still remaining for the chosen people of God." *

In speaking concerning his text, the preacher showed

how in the adv^ent of the Lord Jesus it had been literally

fulfilled. " God had raised Him up " by sending Him
into the world : "from the midst of thee "—Jesus was

born of a lowly Jewish mother :

'' a prophet," a preacher

of righteousness : even His enemies said, " Never man
spake like this man :" "like unto me"—like Moses in

speaking with authority ; in being the Mediator of

a New Covenant. Upon the last clause of the text,

" unto Him shall ye hearken," the Preacher was awfully

solemn. He showed the Ammiel that the sin of sins was

unbelief. He pictured the shame and the misery of the

faithless Israelite before the great white throne, and he

concluded with those other words of Moses—" I have set

before you life and death, blessing and cursing : therefore

choose life."

Such is a bald outline of my Chaplain's discourse.

But to give a full impression of its power is impossible.

His figure, clothed in a black preaching-robe, no longer

* If I mistake not, the eloquent Welshman is indebted to that re-

markable Russian Jew, Joseph Rabinowitch, the Reformer, for this

beautiful comparison. Ph. N.
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seemed small : sometimes indeed it appeared to be more

than the measure of a man. His voice now flowed like

a gentle stream in cadence mild and still, and now roared

and thundered hke Niagara. His eyes at one time were

suffused with tears, and we wept in sympathy ;
at another

time they flashed like the levin, and seemed to pierce

to the very heart. If you combine all you have read of

Demosthenes, whose words fulminated over Greece, of

Caesar, whose masculine eloquence tamed the Senate of

Rome, and set his legions on fire to do or die
;

of Sav-

onarola, who from the Duomo Pulpit of Florence swayed

the people even as the wind the waves ;
of Whitfield,

who chained by his voice the hand lifted to throw the

stone ; of Wesley, who with the mild radiance of his eye,

and the motion of his finger, changed a howling mob into

a weeping crowd : combine all these with what you

yourself have heard and seen in the greatest orators of

this age and you will have some idea of this sermon.

But the best of all was that the Lord, the Holy Ghost,

was with us. There was an Omnipotent power behind

the preacher ; the voice was human, the inspiration

divine. Thus when the preacher sank exhausted upon

his knees in the pulpit the Dome became a veritable place

of weeping. Sighs and sobs were heard, some fell

prostrate on the ground, others kneeling stretched out

their hands towards the pulpit as though to implore help.

Suddenly the preacher again rose, with a loud voice he

cried : "let every believing Israehte stand." At once, at

least half the audience rose to their feet. " Now, let
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those who are not convinced silently depart." Alas ! the

venerable Jew, with downcast face, was the first to go.

He was followed by about half the audience. When these

had retired, I spoke out of a heart over- flowing with joy

a few words to those present, and exhorted them at once to

confess their Lord in baptism. Ten vessels of water were

immediately brought in, and I, assisted by the priests and

deacons present, baptized into the Christian faith the

men, women and children, in number about five thousand.

The first to be baptized was the daughter of the Jew, the

beautiful Rachel : she confessed that for a long time she

had been at heart a Christian, but that now for the first

time she had felt sufficient courage to make an open pro-

fession of her faith.

I put the questions required, to the whole number of

candidates together, and they answ^ered what I desired

with one voice. We had the simplest possible form of

service in administering the Holy Sacrament : there were

ten of us to officiate ;
and yet such was the number of the

faithful that six hours had passed before the ceremony

was over. Yet we were neither faint nor weary. We
had meat to eat, of which the world knoweth not

;
the

joy of the Holy Ghost took away every feeling of hunger

and fatigue. At the close of this blessed service, (a season

only second to that of Pentecost) we all united in singing

the Doxology. Then by the light of the cavern moon

we wended our way homewards. As it was said of Samaria,

as the result of St. Philip's preaching, so might it be said

of the subterranean city that night :
" There was joy in
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that city"—the joy of sins forgiven : the joy of King

Jesus revealed in His beauty
;
the joy of the Holy Ghost,

the earnest and the foretaste of bliss celestial.

i^



CHAPTER XII.

iE^aste to t^t secatring.

The bride hath paced into the hall,

Red as a rose is she
;

Nodding their heads before her go

The merry minstrelsy."

—

Coleridge.

IX months swiftly rolled by after the events

recorded in the last chapter. The Easter

of 1882 was now approaching. They had

been busy months indeed. On each

Sunday we had held services similar to that already

described, each Sunday also had witnessed conversions

and baptisms. The Israelitish Christians in the city of

the Ammiel, now numbered 50,000, or half the population.

A large number of the priests or Masters of Assemblies,

as they were called in Hebrew, had also become obedient

to the faith. More than a thousand of the negro servants

had followed the example of their employers, and become

disciples of Christ. As may be supposed, this immense
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accession of converts to the faith, necessitated work night

and day on the part of myself, my clergy, and friends,

in order that the new disciples might be more fully

instructed in the precepts of our holy religion. I admitted

to the order of Deacons, three of our ripest and most

intelligent Birmingham men, and thus increased the stock

of Clergy : a negro named Timothy, one of the rescued

slaves, who in simple faith and fervour would put to the

blush many an English Christia-n, was also admitted as a

Lay-reader. He was invaluable among his fellow-country-

men, and afterwards, as I shall have occasion to relate,

sealed his testimony with his blood. But even with this

accession of strength, we clergy had scarcely a minute to

call our own. A number of Bible Classes were organized,

and as Leaders of these, our Birmingham men were most

successful. The Christians among the Ammiel ceased to

wear the blue fringe to their garments : instead thereof,

they had a red cross upon their breasts. But even apart

from this badge, one co uld have discerned them in the

crowded streets, by the bright and happy look upon their

faces.

Whilst religion was our first care, military preparation

was our second. Sergeant O'Connar was advanced to the

position of Commanding Officer, my soldier-nephew being

Lieutenant. All the remaining Englishmen, who were

willing and able so to serve, were made Corporals,

Sergeants, and Sergeant-majors. One thousand blacks

and two thousand of the Ammiel were enlisted under

the English Flag. After six months' drill, we had three
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as fine regiments of Infantry as even the Duke ofCambridge

could desire. They were furnished with the weapons

and ammunition which we had brought from England
;

and others of the same kind which had been manufac-

tured by the Ammiel, and were exact copies.

Let me here say, that after a few months, we found life

in the subterranean city, though very dehghtful, yet

somewhat enervating and depressing.

Colonel O'Connor, as I must now call him, came to me

one day, and pointed out that it was necessary if soldiers

were to fight in the sun, to have them trained in the sun.

I quite agreed with him. Our own people were only too

happy to breathe once more the fresh air, and to see the

sun. The difficulty was with the Ammiel. The brilliant

glare of the sun produced inflammation in their eyes, and

the desert wind burnt and blistered their cheeks. However

by providing them with green spectacles, and only allow-

ing them at first to remain above ground for a few hours

at a time, these difficulties were overcome. When they

once became accustomed to the free air, and impartial

sunshine of the desert, it is astounding how the Ammiel

increased in vigour, and spirit : their eyes became more

brilliant, and their cheeks gained the rosy hue of perfect

health. This shows that man's imitations of God's work,

even at their very best, are far inferior to the great

originals.

For ourselves we were so delighted once more to see the

upper day, that we immediately had a fort half-a-mile

square, constructed around the entrance to the city. Our
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soldiers, both the iVmmiel and the blacks, worked with a

will, and within six weeks we had a double line of splendid

entrenchments, enclosing twelve substantial dwellings, and

barracks sufficient to accommodate 500 soldiers. The

weather, at this time of the year, in the centre of the

Sahara was delightful, the heat being tempered both

morning and evening by a refreshing cool North Wind.

Thus all apparently went merry as a marriage bell ; but

there is no light without a shadow. Two things distressed

me at this time. First, the Jew, since the events of the

great day in the Dome of Worship, was strangely reserved

and avoided my company. Secondly, I heard from

several of our converts, that they were exposed to petty

persecution from their unbelieving neighbours and rela-

tives ;
and that curses and threats, not loud but deep, were

uttered among some of the worst of the Ammiel. These

maledictions, were especially directed against myself and

chaplain ;
and with tears in their eyes our converts en-

treated us not to venture near the darker parts of the city,

without a sufficient body-guard. I did not disregard these

warnings, for I knew that St. Paul's canon applied to all

Christian work :
" an open door, many adversaries." The

Litany of the old minister :
" From a sleeping devil,

good Lord deliver us," does but express the converse of

this rule. When the Church works the devil awakes.

Therefore my Chaplain and I, never moved far from

home, without being attended by four of our English

soldiers, fully armed. However, there was no apprehen-

sion of immediate danger, it was at present blue sky and
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sunshine, we did but hear the mutterings of a distant

storm that fringed the horizon.

The aversion of the Jew to my society was a more im-

mediate trouble. I determined if possible to discover how
I had offended him. The opportunity was soon given.

One morning my eldest son, Arnold, rather nervously

requested a private interview with me. After a few

remarks about the weather (not very appropriate, as we

made our own weather in the cavern) he plunged in medias

res, by saying that he was desperately in love with the beauti-

ful Jewess. He continued, " I know, father, I am young,

only twenty years of age, but I have attained my full

stature, I have gone through fire and water, and already

feel like a man of forty. I desire to taste the sweets of

married life, before plunging into those tremendous

schemes, which you have designed for the good of Africa.

I accept your plans dear father, with all my heart, though

I fear that they will require to be baptized in our best

blood. Do not then reject my little scheme, but intercede

for me with Abraham Isaac ; he will refuse you nothing."

There was a tear in my son's clear blue eye as he made

this appeal. Dear boy, I felt that I could not refuse his

reasonable request. I shivered as a black foreboding

flitted across my mind, " perchance Africa's redemption

will cost thee thy darling son." But I banished these idle

and faithless fears, and that same day hastened to wait

upon the Jew.

His beautiful daughter looked more beautiful than

ever : it was quite evident that she devined the object of
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my visit, for with a timid blush, she offered me her cheek

to kiss, and than led me to her father's study without

saying a word.

Abraham Isaac rose with his usual courtesy to greet me,

and pointed to a chair, but there was a curious constraint

in his manner. I first spoke :
" I come my venerable

friend upon most important business, but before we enter

upon that, I wish to know in what way I have been so

unfortunate as to offend you."

"My Lord," said he speaking in Quaker fashion, as he

always did when excited, " thou hast not offended me : it

is I that have grieved myself by manifesting my weakness

in the presence of the multitude."

I knew to what he referred and said, " Woe be to that

man, however wise or mighty, who strives against the

truth ; he may seem now and then to win a skirmish, but

in the last battle he is bound to be lost ;
for truth is the

circumference of which God is the centre."

" My Lord," replied the Jew, with emotion too strong

to be concealed " believe me, I confess that in the past, I

have sinned against Jesus of Nazareth : once I hated Him
but that is past ; I would give worlds if I could with a

simple faith, trust in Him for time and for eternity ;
but

alas ! centuries of sin have so hardened my heart that I

cannot believe." "Nevertheless," he murmured, "when the

Lord comes the veil shall be taken away."

It was then this agitation of spirit, this conflict of soul,

that had made the alteration in the Jew's demeanour. I

thought that it was better at present merely to leave
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with him a few striking Scripture promises of comfort and

guidance to those who are seeking the Hght.

I then broached the chief object of my visit. The face of

the Jew Ht up with pleasure when I mentioned the subject

:

his keen eye had long since discerned the attachment of

the young people to each other, and he told me that their

union would fulfil his heart's desire. He summoned his

daughter, and as she kneeled before him he said, " Rachel,

the light of my eyes, the sunshine of my home, if a year

ago thou hadst sought to marry a Christian my bitterest

curse would have been thine
;
but who can resist the

Almighty ? My thoughts are changed. Now I give thee

my best blessing ;
thou hast been daughter most dutiful

;

go and make wife most sweet to the noble son of the good

Bishop." He then with the utmost solemnity pronounced

the threefold Hebrew blessing.

On Easter Day, 1882, the wedding came off. It was

agreed that the ceremony should be a combination of the

Jewish and the English form of service. Accordingly it took

place with the utmost pomp and ceremony and at night.

The bride and bridegroom were accompanied to the Dome

of worship by a procession of 200 torchbearers, and amid

the strains of music and the plaudits of assembled thousands.

Their arrival at the porch was made known by the blare of

twelvesilver trumpets that reached through the vast Dome.

Never in my life have I seen a fairer sight
;
the beautiful

Rachel attended by twelve of the fairest maidens of the city,

walked in sweet and modest stateliness to the appointed

post, where the stalwart bridegroom in all the majesty of
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young manhood stood awaiting her with his goodly

friends, each one hke the son of a king. The bride's

train, which was of blue satin embroidered with gold and

flashing with diamonds of priceless value, was borne by

six sweet cherub-faced boys who scattered roses with one

hand as they advanced, and winnowed the fragrant air

with glittering wings which seemed to bud out from their

shoulders. Abraham Isaac gave away the blushing bride.

He did so with a stately tenderness beautiful to witness.

The scene reminded me of the poet's analysis of a tear

so pure a tear so meek, it would not stain an angel's

cheek, in which he concludes :

—

" 'Tis that by pious father shed

Upon a duteous daughter's head."

I was assisted in the sacred ceremony by my Chaplain

and my two Missionary brethren
;

the Ministers of the

Synagogue also performing their stipulated part. The

service over, the bride and bridegroom were conveyed in

a crimson chariot drawn by white swans (mechanical) to

their abode, amid the flare of torches, the blast of trum-

pets, the rattle of kettle-drums, and the cheers of the

spectators.

Then followed the most magnificent fireworks I have ever

seen. Not composed of gunpowder and saltpetre, nothing

so common as that, but arranged by some electrical

apparatus. The descriptions I have read of the gorgeous

display of coloured fires which flame across the Northern

sky in the Aurora Borealis, alone approach what the

science of the cave achieved.
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After this eventful day, for three months we pursued

the even tenor of our way
; then not altogether unex-

pectedly, the storm burst upon us.

f
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CHAPTER XIII.

®]^c Erouiltrs of tf)t (Sitg.

Is there evil in the city hath not White-face done it ?

He's the rogue the greatest rogue, you may depend upon it.''

—Adapted.

S I have already said, for three more months

everything went on quietly in the City of

the Ammiel. Our religious services were

continued with well-sustained fervour.

We now used on Sunday a shortened

form of our EngHsh Prayer Book. We still met for

worship on the Lord's Day in the Dome
; the unconverted

Hebrews, in diminished numbers, conducted their services

in the same place on the Saturday.

Our drill steadily went forward, and at their own desire

a regiment of one thousand women was formed. They
comprised the fairest and noblest girls in the whole city,

and my own daughter Dorothy was appointed Colonel of

this body of Amazons. Dorothy was a remarkable girl

;

her whole soul was for music and for drill. One day, soon

after our arrival at the City of the Ammiel, I was aston-

ished to hear in our drawing-room the sound of, an

English piano. I entered the room and found Dorothy
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seated on a music stool and playing in her usual splendid

style. When I had sufficiently recovered from my aston-

ishment to ask her how she had obtained a piano in the

heart of the Sahara, she replied, "Dear father, I said

nothing to you, because I wished you to have a pleasant

surprise. This piano was specially constructed to take to

pieces and pack in moderate-sized parcels
; these I man-

aged to smuggle across the Desert concealed in the

baggage; I hope you are not displeased." I could not

refrain from embracing the dear girl, and congratulating

her upon her cleverness. The piano was a source of much
innocent pleasure to us all, and many an evening was

delightfully spent in little musical concerts, Rachel and

her harp, Dorothy and her piano, being among the leaders

of our harmony. The Jew appeared to take great delight

in these musical reunions. I can fancy I see him now as

he used to sit, rocking himself to and fro, and beating time

with hands and feet, his eyes generally fixed upon my
daughter with an expression of admiration that he did not

attempt to conceal. His whole soul was stirred by music.

It is a remarkable fact that nearly all the great musical

composers of the world have either been Jews or had

Jewish blood in their veins. We owe the most glorious

works of this noble art to the Hebrew race. Abraham

Isaac, in this respect shared in the dower bestowed upon

his people. He signified his approval of Djrothy by

enriching her with presents ;
one of his gifts was a

diamond necklace worth a king's ransom. Knowing his

immense riches, and feeling sure that his extreme old age
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would prevent any misinterpretation of her conduct, my
daughter received the devotion of the Jew with a

graciousness that was not without a certain half concealed

amusement.

Whilst time was thus passing away, I observed certain

signs in the city which I did not like. Our converts

remained as bright and happy as ever, but I noticed that

the Ammiel who retained their old religion had lost all

the cheerful politeness which they formerly d 'splayed

towards me. When they did salute it was with a sinister

cloud on their brow. Frequently I saw little groups of

five or six people standing earnestly talking at the corners

of the street. Whenever I approached them they ceased

speaking and dispersed, not without glances at me which

were more significant of evil than loud-voiced threats

would have been. There was one lean old man, formerly

a chief reader in the Dome of worship, Ben Sceva by name.

This living skeleton seemed consumed by a burning

hatred. Whenever we happened to meet, instead of

facing my gaze, he looked down, muttered curses in

Hebrew, and spat upon the ground.

Also at night I was more than once aroused by the

" plan, plan " of distant kettle-drums, and upon looking

from my bed-room window could discern many lights

hurrying to and fro, in the worst part of the city ; and

this too although the curfew bell had long since sounded.

On a moonlight night, as I was hurrying home, attended

as usual by my body guard, I was startled to see three

figures standing in the shadow of an archway. One was
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certainly the bare and gaunt old Jew, Ben Sceva, the other

two were the Jesuit Whiteface and the Sister of Mercy.

When I saw those stormy petrels I knew that trouble

was not far off.

I made known my fears to Abraham Isaac. Not many

days afterwards he sent Samson in haste to summon me

to his study. I found my venerable friend with his ear to

the dark quarter telephone. He beckoned me to come

near, and placing my ear close to the telephone, bade me

listen. At first there came a murmur as of many voices
;

evidently there was a large assembly of people. Presently

the murmur was lost in clapping of hands and loud

applause. Some person in popular favour was about to

address the meeting. As soon as he began to speak I

recognised the voice of the Jesuit. We speak of " the wily

Italian." The address he deliv^ered could not be excelled

for wiliness by the great serpent himself.

" Noble patriots of the great metropolis of the Sahara,

not in vain have we dared to encounter a thousand deaths

in our journey from Rome, to warn you concerning the

machinations against your lives and liberties, by that

hoary headed impostor, who lately escaped from the prison

^vhere he had been justly incarcerated by his Holiness, on

account of a thousand crimes. We came no less to warn

you against the attempt to subvert your ancient faith and

religion by that so-called Bishop, who is a mere tool in

the hands of Abraham Isaac. We are Christians, but

rather than subvert your faith by the magical arts em-

ployed by this schismatic prelate, we would become Jews.
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Indeed, your religion in its ancient fulness, is far nearer

the truth than that of these scheming schismatics, who

under the pretext of reform, destroy authority, and first

exalt the Bible to be their idol and then trample under-

foot the idol they have made. But the Ammiel were not

born to servitude. They will not bend their imperial

necks to receive the yoke contrived by these enemies of

the human race. The hour is come ! Who will strike

the blow ?
"

Here I heard a number of voices saying, " I ! I ! I !

"

The Jesuit went on to say that at first it had been

resolved to dispatch us by means of poison, but unexpected

difficulties had arisen. It was now resolved that the cave,

by the connivance of the Chief-Engineer, should be

suddenly at mid-day plunged in total darkness, and amid

the tremendous confusion that would ensue a band of

assassins already prepared should rush into our houses

with lamps and weapons, and put us to the sword. The

lives of the Christian Ammiel were to be spared, but their

persons and their property were to be placed at the mercy

of the conquerors. A republic was to be estabhshed, of

which the Jesuit was to be the first president. The doors

of the city were to be firmly secured to prevent our troops,

encamped in the open air, coming to the rescue.

The gigantic Hercules, whose deep bass voice I recog-

nized, agreed to assassinate the Jew, remarking with

a brutal laugh "may my right arm shrivel like a leaf if I

do not beat the breath out of his venerable carcass." Ben

Sceva, the walking skeleton, in treble tones agreed to put
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an end to me, saying in his peculiar tones, " Bishop indeed,

Bis means twice, he shall-hop Bis and no more after I have

struck him !" This savagejoke was received with a shout

of laughter in which I caught the shrill cacchinnation of

a woman's voice rising above the rest. It was doubtless

the laugh of the Grey sister. The. date for the execution

of this murderous plot was fixed at noon in three days time.

The Jew and I sank each into a chair, overcome by the

revelation of this depth of villainy. The Cockatrice eggs

had hatched with a vengeance. We discussed various

plans ; at last we hit upon one that we agreed was the

best. That same night, with the utmost secrecy, fifty of

our most trusted soldiers made their way to the Jew's

castle, carrying, suspended by ropes and cords and pieces

of wood, the faithful mortar (which the sailors had

christened " Mouthing Meg ") our help in many a hard-

fought fight. The mortar was hoisted to the top of

Abraham's castellated abode and mounted on a swivel,

which enabled it to point to any direction, and so to com-

mand the whole city.

The fifty soldiers were then lodged in a large room of the

castle where they would be unobserved. On the third day

at nine o'clock in the morning, a company of ten soldiers

headed by my nephew, with Samson second in command,

marched to the office of the Chief-Engineer to let him

know that his vile concurrence in the plot was discovered,

and that if there was the faintest flicker in the light,

instant death would be his portion. At a quarter of an

hour before noon the Jew, accompanied by four artillery-
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men and myself, mounted to the roof of his castle. The
mortar was loaded, but a shell of only one-tenth of the

power of those used on the Niger was placed in her. The
Jew explained that his object was to injure the city as

little as possible, merely " to burn out the wasp's nest."

The city clock struck twelve, and at that instant, a messen-

ger panting, excited, and breathless, flung himself down at

the Jew's feet. *' Father ! "said he", the time is come, 200

conspirators are assembled in the house of Ben Sceva, with

drawn swords, and are filling the air with impatient curses;

they only wait for sudden darkness to give the signal for

murder." The Jew glanced for a moment through his

binoculars and then pointed out to the chief artillery-man

the house he wished destroyed. Very careful aim was

taken
; a loud report echoed through the cavern, and in

the same instant we saw the white house of Ben Sceva fall

to pieces as though built of cards and shaken by the wind.

A moment more and a loud cry of alarm arose from the

city, and the people swarmed hither and thither in the

streets, like ants when their nest is disturbed by the

gardener's spade. The Jew caused the great bell of the

city to be tolled twenty times. The signal was well under-

stood, and we perceived thousands of the citizens hurry-

ing to the great Dome of Education, which was used for

vast assembHes at the city's hour of need. When we
arrived thither we found the immense building packed from

end to end. Upon a large platform the venerable elders of

the city were seated in their golden chairs. Standing

before them, and held on one hand by Samson and by a

L
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soldier on the other, was the Chief-engineer, whose

countenance was Uvid with terror. The Jew, speaking

through his trumpet, explained the events of that day. He

laid bare all the secrets of the vile conspiracy. He proved

that the Chief-engineer, for a vast sum ofmoney had been

bought over to favour the plot. In answer to his appeal,

the judges and multitude at once declared that the

Engineer (who confessed his guilt) must die ; and he was

forthwith led out to the Dome ofJudgment and annihilated

by the Doom Stone.

The Jew, in conclusion, looked around with an eye of

fire and said, " Some of you flinch from my gaze. The

reason is not hidden from me. You also have given at any

rate a passive adherence to this vile plot. Be warned 1 In

this city walls have ears
;
your guilt is known

;
we spare

you this time, but for the future we will take care you are

not tempted to rebel. Under the foundation of this Dome,

we have had secretly stored, a vast quantity of myrio-

dynamite. It is connected with my house by a hidden

electric wire. I have but to press a button with my little

finger and the whole of this city will be blotted out as a

cloud and not a single soul will escape. Remember then

that conspiracy spells red-ruin. This assembly is dismissed."

Upon our return home, the Jew pointed out to me the

electric button : it was enclosed for safety in a little dome

of glass. " My Lord," said he, " there is the most potent

incentive to loyalty that the world contains. We need no

further guard against treason." As I gazed upon this

brown button, that represented such enormous energy, I
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seemed to realize something of the power of God. Here

was a whole city, lying at the mercy of a finger's touch.

So, thought I, the whole visible universe is entirely and

instantly at God's disposal. One touch of His invisible

finger, and solar systems will vanish as if they had never

been. I felt that theologians do not sufficiently teach in

the present day, that " All power belongeth unto God."

Nothing tends more to humble the proud, to awe the

bold, to strengthen a feeble faith, to comfort the baffled

disciple, than the truth that our God is an omnipotent

King. The people and princes, the popes and kings and

kaisers of the earth, yea and angels and devils, to Him are

like so many pieces of chess upon the board. He moves,

removes, makes, breaks, or crushes them according to His

will. Since this is so, let us look away from second causes

to the First Cause. Let us regard not so much bishops

and knights and kings and queens and embattled powers,

but the hand that is over them. Let us remember, that

we cannot fear God too much or man too little. And let

us also remember that the Almighty's Name is Father :

infinite power embosomed in infinite love. If we could

always realize the first article of the Apostles' creed, it

would be a revelation to the heart and a revolution to the

life.

But to return : the same day at evening, one of our

trusty soldiers came from the fort, in haste. He reported

that in the dusk three figures, a tall man, a woman, and

a deformed dwarf had been seen escaping from the city,

mounted on swift camels. Pursuit had been baffled in
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the darkness. By the order of the Jew, Nero and Hecate

were at once sent after this miserable trio. At the dawning

of the day they returned weary and crestfallen ; for the

first time in their history the bloodhounds had failed to

track the fugitives.



CHAPTER XIV.

Satnts antr StoorUs,

' The Knights are dust, their good swords rust,

Their souls are with the saints we trust."—COLERIDGE.

WELVE months have past since the events

recorded in the last chapter. Nothing

further has been seen or heard of the

whitefaced Jesuit, the grey sister, and the

deformed Arab El Ben Side. We trust

that they have disappeared for ever. During the past year

the work of instruction and consolidation has been steadily

going forward. I am sorry however to report that the

work of conversion has almost come to a standstill. About

one half the population of the city are sincere and hearty

Christians. The other half, especially since the rebellion

(with which we find many thousands were in sympathy),

retain a stolid indifference to all our arguments and

appeals. Their favourite reply is that the religion of their
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fathers is good enough for them, that it is very easy to

make alterations and very difficult to make improve-

ments—an admirable saying but in this case misapplied.

I fear that many of these people have grieved the Holy

Ghost. None are so difficult to move as those who have

remained untouched and unblessed, whilst a Pentecostal

wind has been blowing all around them. This hopeless-

ness with regard to the remaining portion of the Ammiel
has clearly pointed out the fact that our duty is at once to

move forward, with our available forces, towards Africa's

redemption. All is prepared. A band of lOO Missionaries

and a force of two thousand soldiers, servants, artificers,

&c., are ready for marching. Thirty of the Missionaries

have been specially trained in medicine and surgery by

my nephew, the doctor. These we regard as the flower of

our flock, for no human being so nearly resembles the

Lord Jesus as the Medical Missionary with the word of

truth on his lips, the love of God in his heart, and the

gifts of healing in his hands.

Since I last took up my pen three months have rolled

away. Vast stores of goods for presents and barter were

accumulated and packed. Fifteen hundred camels had

been collected. Before our unique Missionary band set

forth, we had a grand gathering in the Dome of Worship.

The vast edifice was packed to the doors. Everyone

joined in the hymns and the prayers, and the voices were

as the sound of the surging sea. The soldiers were drawn

up in perfect array in front of the pulpit. Colonel

O'Connor had prepared a surprise for us all. He after-
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wards, told me that what he did was suggested to him by

reading a history of the knights templar. The surprise

was this. At the first clause of the creed, "I believe in

God the Father Almighty " two thousand swords

instantly flashed in the air, their rapid movement making

a whistling wind. At the words, " Maker of heaven and

earth " the swords were given a rapid circular motion

and resembled a myriad wheels revolving in the air.

When the article came, '' And in Jesus Christ His only

Son our Lord," each soldier bent forward and placed the

point of his sword upon the ground. The effect of this

remarkable accompaniment to the Apostles' Creed was

such as it is impossible to describe. A solemn awe

settled over the great assembly and they were the better

prepared for the sermon, which was preached by my
Chaplain from St. Matt, xxviii. 18, "All power is given

unto Me in heaven and in earth : go ye therefore teach all

nations." As usual the sermon was most eloquent. The
preacher showed that the all power in Heaven given to

Jesus, and therefore to his disciples, was, the power of

prevailing intercession with the Father for the lost and

the perishing
;
the power of the Holy Ghost to convince

and to convert ; the power of the blessed angels to prepare

the way and sustain and guard the workers. The all

power in earth included, the power of eloquence, the

power of influence, the power of a godly example, the

power to suffer, and in fitting instances the power of the

sword. With regard to this last point my Chaplain

quoted Ex. xxi. i6, " He that stealeth a man, and selleth
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him shall surely be put to death." He showed from

Tim. I. 14, that this law was still in force under the New
Testament dispensation, and exhorted the soldiers, if need

be, to fight valiantly in order that the accursed Arab

men-stealers might be swept out of the land.

After this soul-stirring discourse, our Missionary bands

marched forth in three different directions. Their orders

were to cultivate the most friendly relations with the

natives, and to let them clearly understand that they fought

with neither great nor small (save in self-defence) except

with the men-stealers. They were also to make the

people comprehend that the sword was in no case used

to propagate religion—it was to attack the slaver and to

protect the weak, but moral suasion was the only instru-

ment used for the extension of Christ's spiritual kingdom.

I exhorted our Missionaries to bestow liberal presents

upon all well-disposed chiefs, and to settle down in each

village for not less than six months. Also no Missionary

band was to go further than ten days' journey from the

city of the Ammiel.

Two years elapsed before the first detachment returned.

They came back with smiles and tears. Smiles of greeting,

and of gladness for success given, and tears of sorrow for

many a comrade who had fallen, either fever-stricken

beneath the fierce sun of Africa, or in hand-to-hand con-

flict with the men-stealers. Our faithful friends reported

that, in some way or other, the fame of our march across

the desert from Timbuctoo and our battles with slave-

dealers, was known far and wide. The story had lost
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nothing by its repetition. According to the negroes, we

were a race of mighty magicians, possessing immortal

Hfe, accompanied by myriads of invincible soldiers, and

having with us a black dragon that breathed out smoke

and flame and darted its tongue of death to the distance

of a mile. In this way had fame magnified our powers,

and made a living creature of our faithful mortar,

"Mouthing Meg."

The Missionaries reported that the people were well

disposed but extremely ignorant. Their great anxiety

was to obtain a charm from the white man to protect them

from wild beasts and other enemies. The great need of

the race was some stimulus to exertion. At present the

Negro has none. As a writer has well said, an African

indeed, '' Wants but little here below, nor wants that little

long." He goes out into the wood and cuts a stick : he

sharpens one end, it is his spear : he cuts two sticks,

therewith he kindles his fire : he cuts three sticks and

props them one against the other, and behold ! his house
;

the bark of the six sticks provides him with his scanty

clothes. If he desires to cultivate the ground, the labour

is ridiculously small : he has but to "tickle it with a hoe

and it laughs with a harvest." The African needs some

stimulus to incite him to labour, and thereby to develop

both his body and his mind. Notwithstanding this, the

Missionaries reported that in every case where they had

been able to dwell six months in a village, there had been

cases of conversion. The preaching of the cross came home

to the heart of the simple African. They found that
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the gospel, the good news concerning the love of the

Blessed Trinity : love, giving in the Father
; love, suffer-

ing in the Son
;

love, whispering consolation in the

Spirit ;
this was to many a sable son of Africa power

unto salvation.

The story of this Missionary band, and of the others

who subsequently returned was the same ; especially did

they agree in one point. Wherever they went they came

upon the tracks of men-stealers. They found miles of

beautiful country, once, as the ruined villages testified, full

of inhabitants
;
and now, owing to the cursed slave traffic,

the garden of the Lord had become a wilderness
; no

smoke of friendly blue spoke to the traveller of a home,

however humble
;
no voice of man broke the dreary

solitude. The desolator had been there. Among those

who were missing from the third Missionary band was

the young negro Timothy. As I have said he was a man
of simple faith, dauntless courage, fervent speech, and,

above all, saintly life. He was but two-and-twenty, but

his gifts and graces were such that I had already received

him as lay -reader, and was looking forward to the pleasure

of conferring orders. But the Bishop of Souls had His

plan which over-ruled mine. I thought of calling him to

an office : He called him to a crown.

It was a touching story. When the third of our Mis-

sionary bands had reached the limits I had prescribed,

they halted. Timothy, in the last halting-place recognized

in a mountain twenty miles away the neighbouring land-

mark of his own native village. With a sublime disobe-
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dience he said, *' The word of the Bishop is great, but the

word of the Bishop of Bishops is greater. Yonder Hes the

spot where I was born
;
there my father, my mother, my

kindred dwell. I must go and tell them the good news

concerning Jesus, who has washed my black heart and

made it white in His precious blood." It was so mani-

festly an inspiration of the Holy Ghost that my good

brother Tholden who had charge of this Missionary band

did not venture to attempt to quench the lire of Christian

enthusiasm that burned so brightly in dear Timothy's

heart, and shone forth even in his dusky features. After

an affectionate farewell Timothy set out for his home,

accompanied only by two Christian negroes, but well

furnished with presents for the chief whose name was

Kogango. It was with some misgiving that Tholden

watched the forms of these three messengers of peace as

they sped across the burning plain towards the distant

mountain. Timothy had unwillingly confessed that

Kogango bore a bad character, was a violent drunkard,

and in league with the Arab men-hunters. However, he

expressed himself as perfectly able to propitiate this petty

tyrant by means of the handsome presents which he

carried.

No tidings was heard for a month. At the end of that

time, as Tholden at sunset was sitting under the shelter

of a rock, he saw, approaching in the distance, two crawl-

ing objects which he thought were hyaenas. He im-

mediately fetched his rifle. As the creatures drew nearer

he perceived that they were not wild beasts but men. He
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walked forward to meet them ; one called him by name.

To his astonishment they were none other than Timothy's

companions, but in a most pitiable plight. One of them

just managed to crawl towards him and kiss his hand, and

then with a smile sank down on the sand and died.

Tholden took the other up in his arms and carried him

to his own quarters, where he nursed him with motherly

tenderness. After three days the poor fellow was suffi-

ciently recovered to tell his tragic tale. " At first de

chief and people much pleased to see us. De gifts made

them to dance for joy. We big friends den wid ebery-

body. De fader and muder ob Timothy eat him up wid

kisses, Den we begin to preach Jesus. Some much glad,

say Jesus good name, water to de thirsty, bread to de

hungry. Others not so glad, dey shake de head and

smile, say ' nebber heard dis before, we will much tink ob

it.' Bad mans dey angry. ' What dis you say, nigger

not drink, nigger not steal, nigger not sell a man, nigger

hab black heart that must be washed white or nigger go

to bad place. Yah ! white man teach you wrong, we tell

Kogango.' " Accordingly, Timothy and his two friends

were dragged before the drunken chief, and the accusers

said these men had been bewitched by the whites and had

come to change the customs of the village, to dishonour

the idols, and to make the hearts of the people as water.

Kogango in a furious rage asked Timothy if this was true.

Thereupon the noble fellow declared to the savage chief

the whole counsel of God, and so reasoned of righteous-

ness, temperance, and judgment to come, that even the
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black tyrant trembled. But not for long. There sat by

his side an evil genius in the shape of a slave-dealing

Arab, who merely whispered in his ear one sentence. He
who just before trembled with fear, now shook with

passion, and exclaimed, " Away with him to the fire." I

must now give what followed in the survivor's own words.

''Berry great crowd come round, some smite Timothy in

de face till de blood run down, some pile up much wood

near de devil tree, odders bring fire. Our dear brudder is

tied to de tree, de wood is kindled, he burns. Good mans

dey weep, bad mans dey dance round de fire. De chief he

call out ' Where be your Jesus now ?
' Timothy say no

word back, he meek as lamb, he kneel down in de fire and

pray, ' My fadder forgive them, lay not dis sin to der

charge.' Den he stands up in de fire and sings wid loud

voice

—

' Come let us join our friends above

Who have obtained the prize,

And on the eagle wings of love,

To joys celestial rise.'

Den with a shout of Alleluia his spirit winged its flight

to Jesus."

The two companions of Timothy were cruelly lamed to

prevent their escape, and then flung into a filthy hut to

await the tyrant's pleasure. At midnight the poor fellows

had managed to elude their drunken guards, and in-

credible though it may seem, in two days had crept twenty

miles on their hands and knees. When our brethren heard

these things they glorified God for his grace to Timothy,
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our dear brother departed. I remembered the saying of

TertulUan, " The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the

Church." Nevertheless, on the following day I sent

Colonel O'Connor and 200 soldiers to teach the black

tyrant a lesson he would never forget.

---^^^$^V—



CHAPTER XV.

" I pass like night from land to land,

I have strange powers of speech,

Soon as I see his face I know

The man whom I must teach."

—

Coleridge.

UR Missionary bands rested for two months

before setting out on similar preaching

and teaching tours in other directions.

It was to all of us a blessed time of

converse high and communion sweet.

We looked back to the past with praise
; we looked forward

to the future with hope. There was perfect tranquillity

in the city of the Ammiel. The unbelievers, although

still sullen and obdurate, had learned too well the lesson

of the electric button to think of rebellion.

We spent much of our time in the open air. The heat

was sometimes excessive but it was a dry heat, and we

found it more wholesome than the climate of the cave,

which was too perfect to be healthy. On one pleasant day,

when the heat was tempered by wind and cloud, the Jew

came to me and said " My Lord, canst thou give me a few

hours of thy company apart ?" From his mode of address
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and the haggard look upon his face, I knew that he had

something of importance to communicate, so I replied

'' With pleasure, I will follow wherever you may lead."

The Jew silently walked on, followed by me, till he came

to our Christian cemetery. It was a fair spot on the

summit of a rounded green hill, half a mile west of the

roaring column of steam. Some hundreds of graves,

marked by white crosses or simpler monuments, contain-

ing appropriate texts of Scripture, already furrowed God's

acre. The Ammiel, as soon as they embraced Christianity,

recoiled with as much disgust as our own people, from the

sanitary but shocking mode of disposing of the dead,

which had hitherto prevailed in their city.

The Jew paused when he reached the highest part of

the cemetery. We then sat down beneath a palm tree.

For a moment there was silence as we contemplated the

landscape at our feet, the gentle flowing waters em-

bosomed by the valley, the green pastures where hundreds

of camels were quietly grazing, the fortified camp with its

white buildings and red and blue lines of soldiers at drill,

the roaring column of steam with its ever-varying form,

and in the background the burning plain of the great

Sahara. Near us there was no sign of life except a Httle

green lizard, which, with eyes of extreme beauty fixed

upon us lay crouched upon a tiny crag of rock. The Jew

was the first to break the silence. " My lord, I have

intimations that the time before my slumber is short
;

it

is due to thee that I should not let that time come upon

thee unawares. Listen then to my history. I was born
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in the same year in which Julius Caesar invaded Britain
;

the year known among you Christians as B.C. 55. My
father was a farmer and shepherd who had a humble

homestead near Bethlehem. In those days, what with

banditti, who robbed contrary to the law, and tax-

gatherers who robbed according to the law, we had a hard

life. Many a time when a boy I cried from hunger, and

my mother cried too because she had no bread for me.

My father died prematurely old and worn out, when I

was but ten years of age. Mother and I managed still to

struggle on at the farm, but it was a fight for existence.

My poor mother died, like my father, worn out with want

and hard work. Then I married a dark-eyed maiden of

Bethlehem. Her uncle, who was old and blind, invited

us to live with him. He kept the hostel of Chimham, an

old-established khan, or as you would call it, inn, at

Bethlehem. When the venerable man died, he left the

hostel to his niece and me as our heritage. I was fifty

years of age when this happened. Mine hitherto had

been a hard life ; now it seemed to me that I might be as

happy as a king, with a loving and dutiful wife and a

hostel which would provide me with a sufficient living.

Alas !

" continued the Jew, heaving a sigh of unutterable

weariness, " what I thought was my good fortune was the

beginning of my greatest misery."

"Yours is no uncommon case" I interposed, "it is a

wise saying of the ancients, call no man happy until he

is dead."

" True my lord, too true," said the Jew, sighing again,

M
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" the fact is hard times 'had hardened my heart
;
having

so long endured extreme penury I now set an undue value

on money. The curse of the Jewish race, the serpent

avarice, crept into my heart. I scolded and worried my

wife ; I made myself hated by my servants ;
I almost

starved my body ; and all that I might every week add a

gold coin to a secret store, which, alas ! I worshipped as

my God. My wife's uncle had been a kind and generous

friend to the poor, no beggar was turned from his door

without a crust. To my shame be it confessed that I was

the reverse. ' Nothing for nothing ' was my rule as inn-

keeper. I forgot that neither a poor man's blessing nor

a poor man's curse was nothing. To the rich and noble

I was all smiles and deference. I took care to have always

a store of the best wines ; so the house of Chimham was

known far and wide, and in outward things had never

been so prosperous.

But my poor wife Mehetabel grew paler and thinner

day by day. She loved me, but hated my avarice. Often

did I catch her giving food to some beggar whom I had

turned away with a curse. I would have lashed her with

my whip if I had dared : instead, I lashed her with my
tongue.

Five years sped on and I grew harder if possible. In my
55th year, at sundown on the last day of the month of

Chisleu, I was standing at the gateway of my hostel. My
heart was light for my house and my purse were full. The

decree of Caesar Augustus, that every Jew should repair to

his ancestral home to have his name enrolled in the
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Census, was a boon to innkeepers. My hostel was full with

a large company of rich Sadducees who had come down
from Jerusalem both to obey the law and also to enjoy

themselves in partridge hunting.

I stood, as I said, at my gate looking out in the glow of

sunset ; the hills of Moab rose to the west like a purple

cloud, whilst the star of evening hung like a silver lamp

in the azure sky. A keen wind was blowing and the

highest hills were flecked with snow. I thought I dis-

cerned some figures creeping slowly along the Jerusalem

road. My eyes in those days were not very strong, so I

called to my lad, Judas Iscariot, who was dearer to me
than all my other servants because he had a thrifty disposi-

tion
;
" What see'st thou, Judas ?" said I. " I see, Master,"

replied he "an oldish man, bent and weary, but carefully

supporting a woman riding upon an ass, which stumbles

at every other step. They are very tired and very poor,

not fish for our net. Master." Presently the travel-stained

trio came up. The man bowed respectfully and said with

an imploring tone. " Sir, for the love of God grant us a

night's lodging. We have come this day from Beeroth, a

long journey for one in my poor wife's condition, and in

this bitterly cold weather." " Ah !" said I with a sneer, *' if

beggars were welcome, inns would be full." ''I am no

beggar," replied the man, drawing himself up
; ''I am

Joseph of Nazareth, son of Jacob, a humble descendant of

David's royal house ; I offer you this " (holding out two

Roman pennies) "for our lodging."

I shook my head scornfully and was about to turn away,
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when the man said with a strange excited look " Master

you know not whom you refuse !
" "I tell you,"

replied I, "every leewan is occupied." As he and his wife

sorrowfully turned away, even the devil in my heart

blushed and I cried ''If you like you can spend the night

in my stable among the cattle, you will find it warm

enough there."

In that stable, hewn out of the rock. He whom you

worship was born. Of this I knew nothing at the time.

Afterwards I heard rumours about angels and shepherds
;

but the golden angels were the only ones for which I cared

in those days.

But after that night when I said to Joseph " there is no

com " (which, indeed, was true of my heart but not of my
hostel) nothing prospered. My wine turned sour, my
customers surly, my poor wife died broken-hearted

; her

last words were " Alas ! Abraham, thou hast forgotten

' he that giveth to the poor, lendeth to the Lord '

; the

devil is binding thee in a golden chain." I employed

Joseph, who had taken a cottage at Bethlehem, to make her

coffin. He did his work beautifully, but no wonder that he

remained poor, my neighbour Ben Ezra would have

charged double the price. After I buried my wife things

grew worse and worse. At last one day I noticed a spot

on my face ; the next day my customers observed it ; the

following day the priest came and examined me. " Pity

me," I cried, " O my friends, for the hand of God hath

touched me !
" It was the leprosy. I hid my gold, but

had to flee from my home, and for thirty years I wandered
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as a beggar and a vagabond. At last one day with nine

other lepers, I was standing at the entrance of a village,

like dogs outside the gate, when your prophet Jesus

approached. We had heard strange tales of His power.

We lifted our voices in chorus, " Jesus Master, have mercy

on us !
" He did. The leprosy of my skin was healed,

but not the leprosy of my heart. Without even staying

to thank your prophet, I hurried away to Bethlehem.

Alas ! my former friends were dead ; I attempted to regain

by force possession of my hostel, but there was no room

for me this time
; I was beaten and thrown into prison as

an impostor. My reason failed. Then as a madman I

was released ; life in the open air and the desert restored

me. My lust for gold, thank God, was taken away
;
old

as I was my strength was great, and I earned an honest

living as a dresser of vineyards near the Mount of Olives.

I had been engaged in this employment nearly two years

when, alas ! the curse of my life came." The Jew paused,

his face worked convulsively ; once more he made the

sign of the cross in the air, and falling prostrate on the

ground, cried as aforetime

—

" Remember, O Lord, what is come upon us,

Consider and behold our reproach :

The crown is fallen from our head.

Woe ! unto us that we have sinned."

When he recovered, the Jew proceeded with averted

face and trembling voice. " It was near upon the time of

the Passover. I had been hard at work during the day,

and at sunset was trudging home with my matlock upon
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my shoulder. As I passed across the Mount of Olives I

observed a group of men. One in the centre was speak-

ing with a voice now loud, now low, and stretching forth

his hand towards the temple, which in the setting sun

blazed with an indescribable golden lustre. I drew

stealthily near, sheltering myself behind the olive trees. I

came within earshot ;
strange things I heard. Your pro-

phet was foretelling God's day of doom ; the doom of the

temple
;
the doom of Jerusalem ;

the doom of the world.

I listened with wonder and fear ; at last, drawn by some

unseen but resistless power, I came forth from my hiding-

place and stood before Jesus of Nazareth, with bent head and

shaking knees. Suddenly He looked at me with an eye

of fire, and indicating me with His finger said, "This

generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled."

In that moment I felt transformed : my blood coursed

through my veins, with all the vigour of youth
;
I ran

towards Jerusalem shouting for joy. I at any rate should

cheat death, I was intoxicated with the taste of the cup of

the power of an endless life." " Ah !
" said the Jew, with

a deep sigh, '^ little did I dream of the eagerness with which

in after days I should pray for death." Then falling upon

his knees and with streaming cheeks lifted heavenwards,

he cried " O my God ! wherefore to miserable me alone

of all the human race, is it forbidden to enter that peace-

ful abode, where the wicked cease from troubling and the

weary are at rest ? " Then rising and turning to me he

said, " My Lord, the great hindrance to my acceptance of

Jesus as my Saviour is the fact that He so merciful to
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Others has been so merciless to me, in placing the yoke of

immortal life upon my neck."

''Is this true that you tell me," said I grasping the

Jew's hand, '' have you indeed seen the face and heard the

voice of the Blessed ? " " All that I have said is verily and

indeed fact," replied the Jew. I then asked him some

particulars about our adorable Redeemer, but he seemed

strangely unable or unwilling to reply. However at last

he said, "Your prophet was of ordinary stature, he was

dressed in the simplest manner ; his face was disfigured

by cares and tears, but when he smiled it was like heaven,

when he frowned it was like a thunder-cloud. Though

only thirty-three years of age his form was bent and

bowed like that of a man of fifty
; some did say that every

time he healed sickness he took the burden of it upon

himself, and that the power Avhich made others strong

left him weak and weary. This I know not. I do know

that his voice was as musical as a harp, and breathed like

the wind, now high now low. When speaking to his

beloved disciples his eyes were like those of a dove ; when

he confronted his bitter enemies they flashed like flaming

fire. In looking upon him you could not say ' this is a

Jew,' or ' this is a Greek,' or ' a Roman,' or ' an Arab ;

'

He was all and yet none
;
you could only say ' this is

a man.' "

The subject was too painful for the Jew and too sacred

for me to desire to pursue it, I therefore said " Is it a fact

that you cannot die?" "Alas!" he replied, " it is so
;

pain lean suffer, pain terrible, pain intolerable ;
but fatally,
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fire cannot burn me, water cannot quench me, steel cannot

cut me, cold cannot freeze me." "Hast thou ever

attempted to take away thy life?" said I, bending a

searching glance upon him. His glittering eye, for once

fell before mine, and he answered " My lord, I confess my
sin. Three days after I rejoiced in the gift of endless life

the reaction came and I sorrowed exceedingly. I began

to realize that it would be an intolerable burden to live

always. That night I wandered forth into a gloomy

wood near Jerusalem. As I came to an open glade I saw

in the moonlight the figure of a man hurrying towards

me. He came tearing his hair and beard, mad with the

excitement of despair. As he passed me T recognized my
former servant Judas. The light of the moon shone on

my face and he saw me, he clutched me by the arm and

hissed in my ear, ' I am doubly damned, I have sold my
master, I have sold my own soul for twenty half-crowns

;

you, you, accursed one, first taught me to love money.'

Away he sped the very picture of despair. I heard next

day he had hanged himself. That same night I deter-

mined to follow my servant. I hung myself ; for twelve

hours, suspended between heaven and earth ; I suffered

torture intolerable, but I could not die
;

for eighteen

hundred years I have carried the marks of that rash deed,

in a throat that is circled by a blue Hne, and a voice that

cannot rise beyond a whisper."

'' To speak plainly then " said I, "you are the wandering

Jew, destined to go to and fro upon the face of the earth

until the Lord comes again." "Thou art right,"
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replied the Jew in his German manner, " miserimus

sum." I am driven from land to land by destiny, even as

a withered leaf is driven by the storm, in no place can I rest

or tarry more thsfn a year and a day, except as at the present

time when my century sleep approaches." " What do

you mean by your century sleep ? " " Once," said the

Jew, " in every hundred years, I have a blessed season

of rest ; what to others would be death, to me is sleep.

Whilst the earth thrice circles the sun I slumber on.

During the first year I regain 20 years of youth, during

the second and third years, twenty also. Thus I fall

asleep as a man 100 years old, I wake in the vigour and

youth of a man of 40. In three months' time that sleep

begins : to you therefore I entrust the government of the

Ammiel and the care of my slumbering body."

As the Jew said this I was lost in astonishment. Milton

speaks of waiting and watching

" Till experience doth attain,

To something like prophetic strain."

Here in my presence was one whose experience had

extended over i ,900 years. I longed to ask him a thousand

questions. But he seemed weary and reticent, therefore I

contented myself with few. " Have you ever met with a

man more wicked than Nero ? " " Nero," replied the

Jew, '* was a monster, but half mad." Rufus the red king,

was worse than he. The Almighty laid His hand upon

Rufus in sickness. When the king recovered, I heard him

say to his nobles, " God shall have no good of me for the
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ill He hath done me." That was the extremity of wicked-

ness. The king kept his word. But the Almighty is the all

merciful, "He comes with leaden feet though He smites

with iron hands." Seven years the red king lived on in

his wickedness. Then the end came
;
and he died the

death of a beast, slain by an arrow meant for a deer."

" Did you know that marvellous man Savonarola, for years

the priest, the prophet, and well-nigh the king of the great

city of Florence ?"

" I knew him even as my brother
; he was kind and

tolerant to the Jews ;
as to being a prophet I know not,

but a more resistless preacher never mounted pulpit. To

my mind," continued Abraham Isaac, " he made a mistake

in shrinking from the fire, the God of Ananias, Azarias,

and Misael, could, and peradventure would, have preserved

him from the flames."

" Were you in Germany in Luther's time ?" " I was one

of the masked horsemen who carried him off to friendly

imprisonment in the castle of Wartburg. I witnessed his

chafing there, like that of a caged Nubian lion. His

spiritual conflicts also were terrible. No wonder the devil

attacked him. He was the mightiest man since Elijah.

His looks were lightnings and thunderbolts, his words were

battles. He was God Almighty's man, almost God's

almighty man. The modern world of thought still re-

volves round Martin Luther."

" What about Dante } " said I. The Jew's countenance

lit up :
" Between Homer and Dante there intervenes only

the gulf of time. He was a greater poet than Milton,
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because he made Milton possible. A sad tragic soul ; as

I have followed him through the streets of Verona, I

have heard people whisper, with pointed finger :
" Eccovi

1' uom ch' e stato all' Inferno" ( There goes the 77ian that

has been in hell!) It was reported, however, among

scandal-mongers, that Dante preferred exile to returning

to his country and his wife."

" What of sweetest Shakespeare, nature's child ?" " The

Swan of Avon," said the Jew, " was the grandest songster

that ever floated on the stream of time. Yet few suspected

Shakespeare's greatness. In youth he was the maddest

spark of Stratford, and in middle age the most charming

companion in London
;

full of wit, and humour, and

kindness, moving us one moment to laughter and the next

to tears."

'' And Milton ? " " Grand and pure as a glacier, but as

cold : a magnificent poet, but a merciless politician ; a

cruel schoolmaster, and a harsh father. Still, his soul was

Hke a star and dwelt apart
;
but he had the light of

intelligence without the heat of charity."

*^And what of Cromwell ? " "A strange mixture of

iron, blood and clay
;
a born soldier, but what can be said

of him who overthrew one tyrant himself to become a

greater tyrant. He made England feared by all nations,

and made himself feared by all England. It was a poeti-

cal justice that the crown he clutched he did not dare to

don. As I have said, I was one of his Ironsides ; after the

battle of Worcester, there was a strange tale whispered

about among us soldiers. It was to the effect that in
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Perry Wood, a dark, gloomy copse near the city, Cromwell

and the devil met, and that the Protector sold his soul for

victory and power.*

" Certain it is, that Oliver's last days were dark, and in

the midst of a storm that shook all England, his troubled

spirit went forth into eternity."

" But," continued the Jew with a sigh, '' he was a great

man, a magnificent fighter, and a glorious idol-breaker."

Our conversation, or rather, my rapt listening to the

living wonder of the world now ceased. The sun peering

between three bars of crimson cloud, was sinking in the

west. Abraham Isaac and I, without another word spoken

descended the hill where our dead repose until the resur-

rection morn. He needed silence to recruit his strength :

I needed silence for thought.

* I have seen an old volume in Worcester containing what professes

to be a circumstantial account of this interview.

—

Ph. N.



CHAPTER XVI.

^f)t 33attlt of tf)t ©toarfs.

" When Greek meets Greek then comes the tug of war.

HREE months rolled away. Our Mission-

aries and their escorts had long since

started on their various routes, conquering

with the sword of the Spirit foi King Jesus

those who hitherto had never heard of His

great Name. The Jew, my eldest son Arnold, and myself,

were the only leaders who remained in the city of the Am-
miel, except Colonel O'Connor. That brave Irishman had

insisted upon staying with us " to keep guard," as he said,

and he retained with him 200 picked soldiers, white and

black. When I assured him that all was perfectly safe and

that the brown electric button was a sufficient security

against all troubles likely to arise in the city, he shook his

head, " True my Lord, but I smell gunpowder." I could

get no response, save this oracular one. I felt sure however,

that from some quarter or other he had received warning

of impending trouble.
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Meanwhile all went on with a delightful calmness. The

Jew, since our last interview, appeared daily to become

more decrepit, and seemed to shrink from the exertion of

speaking. The beautiful Rachel was most devoted to her

father in his increasing infirmities. She was also happy in

having my son, her husband by her side at this time. He
did not explain to me his reasons for not going forth with the

Missionaries as before, but I observed himself and Colonel

O'Connor often in earnest conference, and I felt sure that

they both had excellent reasons for the line of action they

were taking.

Colonel O'Connor each day drilled very carefully the

regiment of Amazons of which my daughter was leader.

One bright morning in June, as my dear wife and I,

accompanied by poor Abraham Isaac and Rachel were

witnessing a sham fight between our 200 Infantry and the

Amazons, we observed a little cloud of dust upon the

horizon. It drew nearer
;
presently I discerned amid the

dust the form of a camel. It was a swift dromedary ; a

black, leaning forward, was urging it to its utmost speed.

As he came up to where we stood, he leaped from the

dromedary. The poor creature, with dilated nostrils and

heaving flanks, swayed from side to side for a moment
and then sank upon the sand and with a loud groan

expired. His rider hastened to Colonel O'Connor and

entered into excited talk with him, pointing every now
and then towards the South East, The Colonel hurried

tome, and making a military salute, said; "My Lord

there is bad news : Arasai Cannibals, stirred up by the
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Jesuit, are marching upon us, we must take instant

action."

The Arasai were a nation of dwarfs, who lived at three

days' journey South East from the Ammiel. They were

the terrror of all the surrounding tribes ; for although

small in stature, (seldom exceeding four feet in height),

they were thick-set and muscular, dauntless in fight, and

rendered the more fierce by drinking the blood and eating

the flesh of those whom they slew ; they were in fact the

most determined men-eaters in Africa. Horrible to say,

the Arabs knowing their propensities, furnished them,

from time to time with parties of slaves in exchange for

ivory ; thus literally selling flesh and blood to the canni-

bals. The Arasai were armed with small iron shields,

which were bullet-proof, and with bows and arrows ; the

latter dipped in poison so frightfully virulent, that the

slightest wound was certain death.

The Colonel told me that these ferocious savages were

advancing upon us in three battalions each numbering

ten thousand. The first was led by the Jesuit ; the second

by Hercules, who in some marvellous way had escaped

when the wasp's nest was burnt out
; with the third as

the animating spirit rode the Grey Sister.

A hasty council of war was summoned
; the Jew

attended, but he was now so feeble that he merely sat at

the table and when he was not dozing, nodded assent to

everything that was said. It was decided that my son

with 100 of our picked soldiers (including seven Birming-

ham men), and my daughter Dorothy, with 500 Amazons
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should march to attack the first battalion, namely that led

by the Jesuit. Colonel O'Connor with 50 of our picked

soldiers, 20oAmazons, and 500 volunteers, was to attack the

battahon led by Hercules. I was to remain at the fortified

camp with the rest of our forces as a reserve, and also to pre-

vent any of the disaffected in the city from joining our foe.

My first step was to have "Mouthing Meg" removed

from the city to a central mound in the midst of the

camp. I provided food for her in the shape of 100 of the

most powerful myrio-dynamite shells, and my soldier-

nephew, with a detachment of five sailors and three

skilful artillery-men had charge of our black beauty.

Before our detachments set forth, we had an earnest

devotional meeting. A crisis had com.e. The chief part

of our forces were away, and the enemy was coming on

like a flood. But we remembered that "man's extremity

is God's opportunity ;" and that He could save by few as

well as by many.

There was a very touching parting between dear

Arnold and Rebecca. She and her little son, a sweet,

dark-eyed boy of six months, seemed unwilling to say

farewell to their dearest. But duty called, and my son

marched away with a tear on his cheek, but high resolve

upon his manly brow.

For myself I had no presentiment of evil : I thought

that our Amazons and infantry, with their repeating rifles

would be an abundant match for our puny foes. Our
soldiers were provided with condensed chemical food,

which would sustain them without weariness or thirst for
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three days, and away they marched, the band playing- our

National Anthem. From the highest redoubt of the

camp I watched them through my binocular. So level

was the plain, that for six hours they were visible, and

even after that, in the ruddy glow of the setting sun, a

rosy cloud of sand, with a glitter now and then of a sword

or bayonet, showed where our soldiers were advancing to

death or victory.

The unexpected always happens says the proverb. We
who regarded ourselves as merely a reserve, were the first

to feel the brunt of the battle. I was aroused from a

troubled sleep at day-break by a message—" the enemy is

in sight." I hurriedly grasped my sword and rifle, and

hastened to the front. There, at a distance of three

miles, was an immense swarm of the Arasai. They

looked no larger than monkeys, but as they approached

nearer, we heard the clashing of their shields, and the

shout of their w^ar song
; they were evidently formidable

enemies. In front of them rode the Grey Sister upon a

swift camel, which she caused to prance and gallop and

curvet in an extraordinary way. Our scouts reported

that she was acting as one possessed with a devil, foaming

at the mouth, and screaming out in the language of the

Arasai—" Slay, slay, slay."

When this strange host had approached within a mile,

our rifle fire began. They immediately extended their

ranks, and opened into a line at least two miles long.

They then threw themselves down upon the sand, and

working with hands and knees and feet like moles, each

N
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man buried himself almost entirely in the earth. Our

rifle fire, although well directed, produced very little effect

upon these animated sand-hills. I then ordered

"Mouthing Meg" to be fired. The shell fell in the midst

of the enemy's line, and caused a tremendous pillar of

sand to rise. It might have proved fatal to ten of the

Arasai ;
certainly not to more. I was therefore perplexed,

and knew not how to deal with these subtle foes. My
soldier-nephew suggested that he should charge through

the ranks of the enemy with 200 troops, but I was

unwilling to expose him and them to the fatal flight of

the poisoned arrows. However, something must be

done.

In spite of our rifle fire, the animated heaps of sand kept

creeping nearer and nearer to the fort. The dwarfs

evidently intended to approach under cover of their

moving intrenchments, if we may so call them, until

they were near enough to come on with a rush and over-

power us by sheer weight of numbers. Again and again

we fired " Mouthing Meg," but the result was most

disappointing and made no impression upon our absolutely

fearless foe. Matters looked desperate. At this moment,

one of our Birmingham men, an electrician, rushed up to

me, with an idea that must have been given from above.

His plan was carried out with extreme rapidity. It was

this
;
to surround the whole of our fort with a slight fence

of telegraph wire and place it in communication with the

most powerful electric battery which the cave contained.

A thousand men from the engineering department of the
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city of the Ammiel, assisted by our own people, carried

this scheme out in three hours. One of the wires was

concealed at the depth of a foot in the sand, in case the

cannibals should endeavour to burrow under the fence.

In order however to gain sufficient time to carry out

this plan, I had to sacrifice a number of valuable lives. It

was absolutely necessary that my nephew and his soldiers,

with the Amazons, should again and again charge upon

the foe. Each charge, whilst it led to terrific slaughter

among the Arasai, seemed comparatively to reduce their

numbers but slightly, whilst three hundred from our little

company fell victims to the poisoned arrows. There was

no list of wounded on our side : to be touched was to die.

As soon as our wire fencing was completed, the remnant

of our shattered force returned from the open and lined

the battlements, keeping up a brisk fire on the foe. The

dwarfs however advanced with incredible courage, until

they came close to the iron fence. They then paused for

a moment
;
we heard a murmur of voices as in consulta-

tion, then there was a savage cry which curdled our blood,

and they in a moment shook off the sand-heaps and came

forward with a rush. The scene that ensued is inde-

scribable. Each dwarf as he touched the wire fence fell

dead as though smitten by lightning. Theothers still came

on, evidently not dreaming that death was in the harmless-

looking fence. In a short time, the wires were filled with

the Arasai and looked like a black wall, built of dead

bodies, twisted in every possible form of horror. When
at last, eight thousand had perished, the remaining savages
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sullenly withdrew to the Grey Nun, who had remained

as a spectator, just out of the range of our rifles. The

first fight was won.*

The next day, we excavated an immense pit, by means

of dynamite and therein buried the dead bodies. The

horrible grimaces upon their brutal faces haunt me still

in dreams.

Early on the morrow Colonel O'Connor marched in,

with drums beating and flags flying. We congratulated

each other, but when I said how dearly our victory had

cost us, he smiled and remarked, " Mine only cost the life

of one bad man." It seems that while his force was

encamped within sight of the foe, a proposition was made

by Hercules, that the battle should be decided by single

combat between Samson (of whom he was mortally

jealous) and himself. Colonel O'Connor, anxious to avoid

bloodshed, and finding that Samson was quite prepared to

meet his gigantic adversary, agreed to this. The battle

between the two athletes lasted for three hours. Samson

refused to have any weapon, trusting simply to the

strength of his mighty limbs. Hercules was, like his

namesake of old, armed with an immense club. For the

first hour Samson had the advantage ; he seemed able

almost to play with his adversary ; and in their constant

wrestlings, again and again twisted the club from his

hand and threw it at least three hundred yards. But

during the second hour, the strength of Hercules seemed

to increase. More than once he dealt Samson blows on

*See extract from the " Standard of Africa " at the end of this chapter.
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the head, which would have felled an ox, and which even

shook his mighty frame. Colonel O'Connor here inter-

posed, and thinking the match was unequal, offered to

furnish both combatants with any weapon they chose.

Samson declined with an indignant gesture. Having

breathed for five minutes, again they closed and mauled

each other. For the first time Samson threw Hercules.

He however allowed him to rise again. The giant rose

foaming with rage. With an irresistible blow, he ex-

tinguished for ever one of Samson's eyes and brought him

to his knees. At this there rose a loud shout from the

Arasai, who thought their man had won. Samson how-

ever, straightened himself with an awful smile on his

mutilated face. He was calmer and more wary than ever.

The fight henceforth was dreadful to witness. Each

combatant was red with blood, and white with sweat and

oam. The sun never looked down on a more terrific

struggle. Thus with varying fortune the fight went on,

till nearly the close of the third hour. Then, Hercules,

feeling his strength failing, concentrated all his powers to

give Samson a fatal blow. But as he swung his club

aloft in the air, Samson rushed in like Hghtning and

clasping his arm round his adversary's neck, hung on like

grim death. Even the giant had no power to resist that

band as of iron round his throat ; his bones were heard to

crack, he was like an ox in the fatal folds of a boa-

constrictor ; he swayed to and fro for a moment like a

tree, at whose root the axe has done its work, and then

fell with a crash under Samson, a mere load of clay upon
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the ground. When the Arasai saw that their champion

was dead they hurried away.

All was well then so far : but what of the third battalion

of the Arasai, led by the Jesuit ? How had my dear son,

Arnold and his brave troops fared ?

Even as the thoughts came into my mind, I heard the

sound of distant firing. Seizing my binoculars and

eagerly looking, I discerned a cloud of dust on the horizon.

Colonel O'Connor offered at once to lead forth a body of

picked troops and go to the rescue if necessary. But I

told him, that weary as he was from the march, he was

not fit. Meanwhile the firing ceased, and we could discern

a compact body of our troops, marching towards us. But

their steps were slow. As they came nearer, we could

tell there was something wrong. No trumpets blared
;

no banners waved. Stay ! there is a black flag carried in

the centre of the troops : it has white letters ; at first I

could not decipher them
;
then I made out the word

" ICHABOD." I divined as by a flash of light the mean-

ing of that fatal sign, and sank senseless on the sand.
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Extract from "The Standard of Africa."—" Once more the flag of

Old England, which a thousand years has flaunted amid battle and

breeze, unfurls its wavy folds over a glorious field of victory.

"Accustomed as we are to scenes of blood and deeds of daring, the

battle of the dwarfs defies even our not unpractised pen. Whether we

consider the myriads of our puny adversaries, the death-dealing

tempest of their poisoned arrows, hurtling in such multitudes in mid-

air as to obscure the meridian sun, the indomitable courage and

barbarous ferocity of these myrmidons of darkness ;
or whether on the

other hand, we contemplate the placid intrepidity of our distinguished

Bishop and his subordinates, the sang froid with which our devoted

cavalry sacrificed their lives for the safety of the commonwealth ; in

either case we are overwhelmed with conflicting emotions.

"Whilst on the one hand (notwithstanding a silent tear shed by our

Bishop over these black sheep), we exclaim concerning our ebony

antagonists vae victis ; on the other hand we exclaim, with an exultation

that conquers sorrow, concerning our fallen braves,

"dulce est pro patria mori."



CHAPTER XVII.

" Such is the weakenesse of all mortall hope,

So fickle is the state of earthly things
;

That, ere they come unto their ayraed scope,

They fall too short of our frail reckonings,

And bring us bale and bitter sorrowings.

Instead of comfort which we should embrace :

This is the state of keasars and of kings,

Let none therefore, that is in meaner place.

Too greatly grieve at any his unlucky case."—Spenser.

RETURNED to consciousness to find that

my wife and the beautiful Jewess were

bathing my forehead with Eau de Cologne.

Thank God they did not yet know what

had caused my faintness. I immediately

sent Rachel home and told her that my wife would soon

follow her. I then turned to my beloved JuHa and said,
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'' mother come with me," and led her aside. Time was

short : I began, " darHng wife prepare for bad tidings."

She turned pale and gasped " what tidings ? " " The

worst," said I, " that ever reached your ears, unless my
eyes and heart have deceived me

;
I fear that our noble

son Arnold is no more
;
go and break the news to poor

Rachel
;
you have lost a son, she has lost a husband."

When I explained my reason for thus judging, my wife

faintly smiled and said, " Let us hope and wait, you may

be mistaken."

But, alas ! It was but too true
; even as we spoke my

brave daughter Dorothy hastened towards us, and falling

into my arms could only sob, " Father, mother, poor, poor

Arnold." My admirable wife, with a saintly composure,

comforted my dear daughter, and then hastened away to

break the fatal news to Rachel. I would rather have faced

all the lions of Africa than have undertaken such a task.

Our troops came tramping in with arms reversed, and

looking more like fugitives from a defeat, than achievers

of a brilliant victory. In their midst was a kind of bier,

reverently borne by six soldiers. Upon it, covered by the

folds of our English flag, were the mortal remains of my
noble son. One of our Birmingham men told me with

tears, the sad and yet glorious history. After marching

two days, they encountered the Jesuit with his battalion

of ten thousand Arasai. Only a little skirmishing took

place before night fell. Then each side encamped in the

desert. My son had taken with him six powerful electric

reflecting lanterns. Provided with these, at midnight,
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accompanied by lOO picked men, he made a sally upon

the enemy. This sudden attack; the glare of the lanterns,

which, whilst it exposed them to our soldiers' unerring

rifle fire left our people entirely in darkness, and so secure

from the poisoned arrows : the blare of trumpets and the

loud English cheers ;
all these utterly demoralised the

Arasai, and more than a thousand of them fell not to rise

again. If, instead of lOO men, our whole force had led

the attack, the battle would have been decided there and

then. This error of judgment cost us dear.

On the following day the battle was renewed. But to the

horror of our people they found that the Arasai had an

unexpected ally. This w^as what our people called a devil-

engine. It was described to me as a long low jointed

tubular structure, with six wheels on long axles, so that no

irregularity in the ground could upset it ;
by means of the

central joints it could turn rapidly in any direction. The
wheels of this infernal machine were armed with four

sharpened and hooked irons, extending outwards, at least

three feet. In the centre of this devil-engine were

enclosed three Arabs, w^ho directed all its movements. It

was certainly a masterpiece of diabolical skill, and must

have been contrived and perfected, at least a year before,

by the chief engineer and the Jesuit. When our people

were arrayed for the battle, and were in somewhat close

formation, this devil-engine came suddenly screaming and

slashing among them. To resist was hopeless. It travelled

at the rate of twenty miles an hour ; its swords

flashing Hke hghtning, and instantly cutting to pieces all
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whom they encountered. To escape was almost impossible

for by its rapid turnings it could cut off the fugitives, and

then either crush them beneath its wheels, or mangle

them with its swords. Even our bravest men were struck

with terror
;
already 200 of our soldiers and Amazons had

fallen. The Arasai advanced in the rear of the devil-

engine with shouts of exultation. In this emergency, my
son Arnold resolved to sacrifice himself for the sake of his

little army. Watching his opportunity, he sprang upon

the engine of death ;
he wound himself through the small

aperture at the top, left open for the sake of air
; and

instantly slew the three men who were too much astonished

to resist. One of these three wretches was the hideous

dwarf. El Ben Side, who thus met a fate he richly deserved.

Arnold then utterly wrecked the delicate valves and

machinery by which the engine was directed, and having

rendered it entirely useless, prepared to retreat. But his

devotion cost him his life. As he was emerging from the

devil-engine, the Jesuit came up foaming with rage, and

accompanied by a swarm of Arasai. He was seen to stab

my noble son in the back, and the poisoned arrows of the

cannibals finished the work ; not before, however, my
brave boy, who fought to the last like a wounded lion,

had slain a wide ring of the savages. Meanwhile my
daughter Dorothy had rallied our panic-struck troops.

When they learned that their darling leader was slain,

their anger knew no bounds. They rushed upon the foe

with an irresistible fierceness. It was now the turn of the

Arasai to be panic-stricken, and they fled without making
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resistance. For five miles the desert sands were strewn

with their bodies. Only a mere handful escaped. The

Jesuit was taken prisoner. Singularly enough, a few

hours afterwards, the Grey Sister as she was fleeing from

the defeat inflicted by myself, was also captured. Our

two greatest enemies, the source of all our misery in

Africa, were now in our power.

Such was the narrative of the Birmingham man, inter-

spersed with many sighs, and not without tears.

When I had heard the history, I hastened to furnish

my daughter-in-law with such poor consolation as my own

shattered heart could afford. My son's body had already

been carried to an upper room in our mansion. Thither

I repaired. Even in this short space of time it had been

made ready for burial. There he lay in all the glory of

young manhood, but white and cold as marble. His pale

lips were half-opened with a smile. Evidently, even in

the midst of the raging battle, his heart had been at

perfect peace with his God. I kissed his dear lips : those

lips that had never parted to address to his mother or

myself an unkind or undutiful word.

Poor Rachel stood as if dazed ; she shed no tears, but

in a low moaning voice, like the moaning of the sea, she

said, " Arnold my love, wake, wake, thou hast slept too

long," and then turning to me, she cried, '' Art thou a

father and a Bishop, and canst thou not make thy son

speak to his own wedded wife?'' Someone brought her

little boy Christopher, hoping that the sight of him would

restore her wandering mind
;
she caught the child in her
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arms, and then calling more loudly to her husband, said,

"cruel man, wilt thou not look at thy son?" The scene

was heart-breaking : my poor wife and I sobbed and wept

aloud. At this moment my chaplain interfered, and with

a gentle authority, led poor Rachel from the room. All

this time, the Jew had stood at the head of the bed,

apparently bewildered. At last he tapped his own fore-

head thrice, and cried gazing wildly around, "Am I mad ?

Alas ! no, it is too true ; there lies, slain by cruel death
;

cruel alike in his slaying and in his sparing
; the purest,

noblest youth that these eyes have seen in 1900 years.

Then he fell prostrate on the floor, and with a wailing

cry, which seemed to embody the grief of the whole race of

God's ancient people, he once more repeated the strain

—

" Remember, O Lord, what is come upon us,

Consider and behold our reproach,

The Crown is fallen from our head.

Woe unto us that we have sinned."

Then rising he grasped my hand, "My Lord Bishop,"

he whispered, "I mourn for thee, I mourn for me; for

him, the bright, the beautiful, the brave, the true, I

mourn not : he is in the bosom of his Father and his

God. But cursed be Death, that spares and flees from

miserable me, the scarred and lightning-smitten tree of

ages, and smites down this fair young palm tree, whose

fruit would have been for the healing of Africa's

wounds."

On the morrow, " before decay's effacing fingers had

swept the spot where beauty lingers," we committed the
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mortal remains of my beloved son to the earth, in the

cemetery or sleeping-place. On that very morning, one

of our Missionary and soldier bands returned, radiant

with joy, reporting new and greater conquests won for

our King. When they learned what had happened, they

were struck dumb with sorrow, and prepared to follow in

the funeral procession. It was at least a mile long : the

strains of the Dead March in Saul were almost drowned

in the sounds of weeping and wailing. Crowds of the

Ammiel joined with our people ; not a few of them being

from the ranks of the unbelievers. If anything could

have consoled our broken hearts, it would have been the

testimony that the tears of thousands bore to the love

which my dear boy had won from all sorts and conditions

of men, both whites and blacks. When we had assembled

at the grave, my little Chaplain spoke with deep emotion,

a few words that appealed to every heart, from the

shortest and sublimest verse in the Bible, ''Jesus wept."

I am thankful to say, that in the course of a week, the

beautiful Rachel had recovered her composure. Tears,

blessed tears, the salt of sorrow and the solace of grief,

had relieved her brain. She said but little: every

morning's light found her bending over her husband's

grave.

For me, I had great searchings of heart ;
I began to

doubt whether I had been truly called to the office of a

Soldier-Bishop. The words of the Blessed One sounded

in my ears, " they that take the sword shall perish with

the sword.



CHAPTER XVIII.

" Revenge, revenge ! Timotheus cries

See the Furies arise
;

See the snakes that they rear,

How they hiss in their hair,

And the sparkles that flash from their eyes !"

—

Dryden.

FTER my son's funeral, it was decided to

bring the Jesuit and the Grey Sister

before the tribunal, that they may be

judged according to their deeds. I had

no fear of their escaping this time, for

Samson had insisted upon mounting guard over them,

and they were, moreover, secured with iron chains in a

cell, not many yards distant from the blood-hounds. On
the morning of the trial, an immense concourse had

assembled in the Dome of Justice. The crowds were

evidently animated by extreme indignation towards the
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criminals. Knowing this, every precaution had been

taken to prevent the prisoners from being lynched. At

noon the tramp of the guard was heard approaching.

Every eye was turned to the door by which the accused

would enter. Suddenly their arose a yell of disappoint-

ment. Instead of the prisoners, Samson stood there

wildly gesticulating, his one remaining eye flashing fire.

The prisoners had again escaped ! It seems that when

the guard reached the enclosure, in the Dome of Judg-

ment, they had found the door forced from its hinges, and

upon entering, saw Samson stretched insensible upon the

pavement. It was supposed that the Jesuit by the means

of a traitor had drugged the poor fellow, and thus rendered

him helpless. He was now overwhelmed with shame

and anger, and by signs made us understand, that he,

with the blood-hounds, would at once pursue the fugitives,

and bring them back alive or dead. He did neither !

Two days we waited
;
on the third day a terrific hot wind

blew from the south east. We saw in the distance the

pillars of sand, dancing their dance of death. Not a soul

could breathe in the desert on such a day. The following

morning, accompanied by fifty men, mounted on camels,

I started to search for both our foes and our friend. We
had to guide us, a young hound, the offspring of Nero and

Hecate, which had just been trained for work. Mona
was her name, and well she did her duty that day. For

six hours we followed Mona across the burning sand. At

the end of that time she sniffed the air, uttered a loud

hollow cry, and quickened her pace. Looking eagerly
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forward, we perceived in the distance a gaunt and blasted

skeleton-tree, with two dark objects amid its boughs. An
hour's rapid march brought us to the spot. A ghastly

spectacle indeed now met our gaze. Amid the branches

of the tree was the Grey Sister, quite dead, but even in

death convulsively clutching the limbs of the blasted

tree ; her face was as brown as a mummy, and as withered

and wrinkled as an old apple. She had evidently been

scorched to death by the sun and the sand. From

another branch of the tree the Jesuit was suspended by a

cord round the neck, whether he had hung himself by

accident or design, we could not tell. His face was black,

and his tongue protruded from his mouth. The vultures

were hovering around, eager for their prey. The sight

of the two immense bloodhounds, who lay extended on

the sand panting for breath, but keeping the death watch,

alone prevented these horrible birds of prey, the ghouls of

the air, from beginning their loathsome feast. About 15

yards from the tree, lying on his back on the sand, with

a bullet through his heart, was our faithful friend Samson.

Dearly had he paid for his want of vigilance, and nobly

had he redeemed his fault.

My companions were so enraged with the murderer of

my noble son that they proposed to leave him and the

Grey Nun in the tree a feast for unclean birds. But I re-

membered what Jehu had said concerning that female

fiend Jezebel : "Bury her, for she is a king's daughter.''

These wicked wretches were, in a sense, the children of the

Eternal King, therefore I ordered them to be decently
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buried. Providence repaid me for my humanity. Upon

the Grey Sister being removed from the tree it was found

that she had concealed in her bosom a book of devotion

called " The threefold glories of Mary." It was full of

blasphemous worship of the blessed Virgin. The wretched-

ness of the poetry was only exceeded by the horrible im-

piety of the sentiments. Here are a few specimens culled

at random

—

" The Father is a God to fear,

The Son a Judg^e too oft severe,

The Holy Ghost afar not near

But Mother Mary sweetest, best, as Queen of Heaven outshines the rest."

Another verse is even, if possible, more blasphemous.

" Honour Thy Father and Thy Mother

The Father said to His Son.

Therefore in earth and heaven no other

Will than Mary's must be done."

As I read this blasphemy I recalled to mind the memor-

able words of the late great Bishop of Lincoln, Christopher

Wordsworth: ^^ Rome deifies the creature and so defies

the Creator^

But at the end of this blasphemous book I found a

treasure. There were six closely written pages—the hand-

writing was in pencil and in some places not decipherable,

but what I could make out was as follows

—

" This is the dying confession of me Sister Catherine,

otherwise Selina Integer. I was born in the village of

. . . . near Manchester, on the 2nd of January, 1840.
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1

My father was minister of the Unitarian chapel there. He
was an upright man but stern and cold as his creed. When
I was only seven years of age my gentle mother died

—

died as I now know of a broken heart. In my 14th year

I was a beautiful and merry girl. Like the Princess

Amelia

—

" Unthinking careless, heedless, young,

I laughed and played and danced and sung,

And in the hour of childish glee

I thought the world was made for me."

But I was stricken down by illness and brought face to

face with death. Then I felt that I was a sinner, and my
heart was hungry for a Saviour. Unitarianism had no

Saviour to offer. However, youth was on my side, I

slowly recovered, but all faith in my father's creed was

gone. A few years afterwards there came to our village

a young Congregational minister. He was handsome,

eloquent and zealous. He soon won both my intellect

and my heart, and I became both his convert and his

affianced bride. My father was furious and drove me from

home. I obtained a situation at Brighton, as governess.

For a time my lover was most constant in sending me
letters full of eloquence and affection. After a few months

the letters became less frequent and less fervent. The

next thing I heard was that he was engaged to be married

to the red-haired daughter of his rich Deacon, a low bred,

but millionaire manufacturer. The shock was so great

that I was prostrated for a month by brain fever. During

my illness I was most tenderly nursed by an Anglican
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Sister of Mercy. Dear Theresa ! saintly soul ! thy calm,

placid smile is present with me even in these horrible

scenes. When I became strong enough I poured out all

my woes into her sympathizing ear. Her reply was,

"Dear w^andering, bleeding lamb, thou will never rest

until thou enterest the fold of the true Church. Thou

hast been wounded by idol shepherds, thou hast stumbled

on the dark mountains of heresy and schism."

I believed her every word
; I was confirmed by the

Bishop of Chichester, and received my first communion

in Mr. Wagner's church. For three years none was so

happy as I; to dust the altar steps upon my knees, to

bring offerings of flowers, to attend early celebrations, all

this was the joy of my soul. But on my twenty-first

birthday a strange thing happened. I received a letter

from a lawyer at Manchester informing me that my uncle

(my mother's brother, whom I had only seen a few times),

a wealthy brewer, had died, and left me a fortune of

/5o,ooo.

I had hardly come into my property when I was intro-

duced, at a high-church party, to that wretch who is now

by my side. He was then the most fascinating man I

have ever seen. Since that time I have often called him

a beautiful devil. I knew he was a Jesuit-father, but like

a moth I fluttered round the candle. At last I burnt my
wings and fell into the flame. To me his logic was

irresistible
—"Cease, my child, to play at being a Catholic.

Your priest dare not deny my orders ; I dare, and do, deny

his. He dare not say a word against my mass, I declare
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that his is but a mass in masquerade. He is but a feeble

imitator, a well-meaning impostor
;
you will never rest

until you find rest in your Mother Church."

I mentioned the Jesuit's arguments to my ritualistic

confessor. Itistead of answering them he said that he had

already made up his mind to find rest in the Roman
obedience. The result was that two of our most zealous

ritualistic priests, and about fifty of us, chiefly women,

joined the Roman Church in a body Those

horrible dogs how they glare upon us, thrice Father Cyril

has fired at them and missed them,—this choking sand !

my eyes and mouth are nearly full. The Jesuit is cursing

the dogs Ah ! there emerges from the sand-

storm the terrible negro
; he springs towards Father Cyril

—a shot, the negro falls dead
;

it is only a little more blood

on the hands of my Father Confessor. ... I entered

a Convent, I gave to the Authorities my whole fortune.

They in return set me to scrub floors till my knees bled,

and gave me putrid food,— still I was happy in my fanat-

icism. . . . Then came terrible revelations. Sister

A. died shrieking that she was damned, and accused Cyril

of her ruin. Alas ! forewarned was not forearmed. The

Jesuit became master both of my body, soul, and spirit
;

I was heart broken yet still fascinated Seven

years I lived in Rome. Cyril's smile was my Paradise his

frown my Purgatory. . . . How those horrible dogs

howl, Blessed Mary help or I shall fall. What ! Cyril my
basilisk art thou cursing God ? Pray then to thy father

the devil—he twists the cord around his neck, he falls from
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the tree and dies : he is gone to his own place. I breathe

more freely : his eye no longer fascinates me. I will write

with my dying hand the simple truth. The Church of

Rome has many saints ; the Pope is an amiable old man,

but the Jesuits rule all, they do evil that good may come,

therefore as St. Paul says, *' their damnation is just."

After fifteen years experience of the Jesuits as their victim,

their tool, and their slave, I have, in my dying hour,

such a clear perception of their iniquity, that if I had my
Avill I would not tolerate a single Jesuit in England.

Alas ! for my Mother Land : in her charity she is

warming vipers in her bosom, which will, by-and-by,

sting her to the heart If I am not devoured

by these horrible dogs, let me be taken to the Bishop and

buried as a member of the Church of England. I have

wandered far and wide ; but at any rate I have followed

what I believed to be the true light. Have I not been

more sinned against than sinning ? Blessed

Jesus ! Saviour of the lost, let me even in this last hour,

touch but the hem of thy garment and I shall be perfectly

whole ' Rock of Ages, cleft for me, let me
hide myself in Thee. Lamb of God, I come

I see a light I hear my mother's voice. . .

I am coming, mother "

This narrative I deciphered in so far as I could. I am
not ashamed to say that my own tears hindered me in

the latter part of my task. Poor woman, unhappy in her

parents, unsettled in her faith, the shuttlecock of cir-

cumstances, the plaything of destiny, the victim of a
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cursed system, the slave of a wicked and imperious man
;

surely she was more sinned against than sinning.

We had only time to dig one large grave. In this,

beneath the skeleton tree, we buried the slayer and the

slain, the friend and the foe. I thought it charitable and

best to read the Church of England Service over all, but

I said "brother and sister," I could not say " brothers."
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CHAPTER XIX.

Zf) t SIctp of ^firal^am.

" Sleep that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care.

The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath,

Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course.

Chief nourisher in life's feast,"

—

Shakespeare.

OME three weeks after the events recorded

in the last chapter the Jew fell asleep.

According to his directions we had pre-

pared what he called his " nest" for his

reception. It was'a secret chamber in his

house, beautifully fitted up in the gothic style, but

having no furniture besides a handsomely carved oak

bedstead, and a silver lamp that swung above it. This

lamp was the only source of hght, for the little room con-

tained no windows. Upon the bedstead was laid a quantity

of wool, as soft and as white as snow. The Jew kissed, most

affectionately, his widow daughter, shook my hand feebly

and said, " Alas! my Lord, I am one of those wretches of

whom Dante sang ' Non han sperenza di morte ;
they
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have not the hope to die, but next to dying, this long

sleep is my sweetest solace." He then closed his eyes, and

directed us to cover him entirely (with the exception of

his face) with a thick layer of wool. He gave one sigh,

and then murmuring some Hebrew words, which I

thought were, " He giveth His beloved sleep," sank into a

slumber so profound, that to an ordinary observer, he

would have seemed dead. There was neither sound nor

movement of breathing, and it was only by placing an

exquisitely bright mirror close to his lips that we

perceived, from the momentary slight mist upon its

polished surface, that Abraham Isaac still breathed. I

was filled with pity, when I beheld the unutterably

weary look that was upon the face of this unhappy child

of Adam. I thanked God that I was not among those

" who have not the hope to die." I permitted about lOO

of our chief people to come and silently gaze upon this

sleeping marvel. As they filed out I saw but one expres-

sion upon their faces. It was that of praise to God who

had not called them to endure so heavy a burden as that

of immortal life in a mortal world. The Roman gladi-

ators, when they were prepared for conflict unto death, in

the arena, marched in procession before the emperor, and

exclaimed with lifted swords, " Hail Caesar, we who are

about to die, salute thee." They were brave men, and

the thought of their composure in the presence of death,

has often caused my heart to thrill with satisfaction. But,

as I gazed upon the sleeping Jew I realised that, after all,

it does not require as much courage bravely to face death
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after the manner of the gladiators, as to calmly endure the

burden of an endless life, in this vale of tears, and to cry

to the King of Caesars :
" Hail, Monarch of eternity, I to

whom it is denied to die, salute thee." When the last of

our friends had looked their farewell, I, according to the

Jew's directions, closed and sealed the secret door of his

sleeping place. Not for a year and a day was it to be

opened.

At breakfast time the next morning, our beautiful, but

pensive Rachel gave me a letter, which her father had

solemnly charged her to hand to me, as soon as his

slumber was secured. It ran as follows :
— '' My Dear

Lord Bishop,—I have thought it best to communicate to

you by writing, concerning two matters. They are the

two axles upon which the world moves. The first is

money. Be it known then that by following the course

of the subterranean river for twelve hours, you will come
to a cavern, the walls and roof of which are composed of

pure virgin gold. The floor of the cavern, moreover, is

strewn with nuggets of the same precious material. The
wealth of all the Rothschilds would not amount to a tithe

of the value of the gold in the cavern . The supply is simply

inexhaustible. Thank God, I have outgrown the lust of

avarice, and therefore these riches have no fascination for

me. Your Lordship will be convinced of this, when I say

that it is more than twenty years since I entered the

cave. It may be, however, that the fear of darkness has

somewhat to do with my abstention. If my Lord,

money should be needed before I awaken, take a strong
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boat, three men in whom you can trust to the very

utmost, and an abundant supply of lanterns and torches,

with food for three days. When once embarked, boldly

drift with the river, keeping in the centre of the stream,

by means of a well-handled pole. After twelve hours, you

will hear the roaring sound of a tremendous cataract
;

approach as near as you dare, and then steer for the

cavern, the mouth of which you will perceive yawning on

the left hand. But I warn you, good Bishop, that the

voyage is one of extreme peril, and not to be undertaken,

except at urgent need.

" The second subject of my letter is love. Surely, your

fatherly eye must have observed my intense admiration

for your brave and beautiful daughter, Dorothy. From

some subtle indications, I venture to think that I am not

altogether displeasing to your sweet child. Once in a

century I am permitted to marry. Happy shall I be, if

at the close of my three years' sleep, I am privileged to

wed your daughter. Good Bishop, plead my cause : if

dear Dorothy consent, place the enclosed diamond ring

(the Queen of England has not its equal) upon her finger.

Remember, that after three years and three days, I shall

awake with all the strength and manly vigour of a man
of forty years, and in appearance, shall not be older than

that, though in reality, a world wanderer of nineteen

centuries. May the God of our fathers have you all in

His gracious keeping. Farewell,—Abraham Isaac."

The first part of this letter I submitted to our Council.

They were unanimously of my own opinion, namely, that
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it would be wise not to attempt the voyage down the dark

river, until the Jew awoke to be our guide.

The second part of the letter, half amused and half

angered me. It seemed preposterous that a man, twenty

times the age of Methuselah, should aspire to the hand of

my charming daughter who was only nineteen. I

consulted my dear wife, Julia. She gave a placid smile

and said, let us hear what Dorothy thinks of the pro-

posal. She soon stood before us. " Dorothy," I began,

" a gentleman has done you the honour of wishing to

make you his wife." " Who is he ? " said Dorothy,

looking demurely downwards. " A great friend of ours,"

replied I. " There are only two objections, first he is a

Jew, and secondly he is in his nineteenth century. In a

moment I perceived that Abraham Isaac had not wrongly

judged ;
my daughter blushed like a peony and said,

" Well father, as to his being a Jew, it is a pity, but he

is not bigoted or he would not have been your best helper

and friend, and perhaps I might lead him in the right

way." " But," said I, "consider my dear girl his immense

age, his ratio to yours is 100 to i, he is 1,900 and you 19."

"Father," said she, with a merry twinkle in her eye, "you

do not consider that after his three years' sleep, the Jew
will be practically the youngest man in the world, for

when the strongest youth has become a tottering

octogenarian, * sans eyes, sans teeth, sans everything,'

Abraham Isaac will have an eye not dim and natural force

in no whit abated." Dorothy was seconded by her mother.

It takes a wise man to resist when even one woman is
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concerned, but what man is equal to a contest with two

of the most charming of Eve's daughters. I soon

succumbed and the result ofour interviewwas that Dorothy

went to seek Rachel, with the light of joy in her face and

the light of the diamond ring upon her finger.

^^j2f^^U^_

THE SLUMBER OF THE JEW.

In this the last extract I shall make from the" Standard of Africa," it

will be observed that " our able Editor's " style has much sobered down,

he has happily passed from bathos to pathos.

" Abraham sleeps. The world-wanderer, ,on whose troubled brow

time has written wrinkles many and deep, now reposes as gently as an

infant on its mother's breast. His bosom often racked by tempestuous

passion, now heaves softly as a summer sea. Peace be to thee tired

sleeper. May the good Spirit of our God, who in Spring-time with

plastic finger renews the face of the earth, not merely smooth thy brow

but soften thine heart, so that thou shalt awake to praise Him of

Nazareth, whom for centuries thou hast pierced by thine unbelief.

Sleep wanderer sleep : God grant thee sweet slumber and a blessed

waking to claim thy beauteous bride ; and with an eye flashing in the

fervour of renewed manhood, and a hand strong and true, to give the

signal for Africa's redemption.



CHAPTER XX.

ILigl^t for tf)c Qatft (Continent

Now, strike your sails, yee jolly mariners.

For we be come unto a quiet rode,

There we must land some of our passengers

And light this weary vessel of her lode."

—Spenser's ^'Fairy Queen''

ATHER more than two years have elapsed

since I took up my pen to write concern-

ing the sleep of Abraham. Twice my
wife, daughter, Rachel, and I have visited

his " nest." The first time was after he

had slept a year and a day. We were delighted to find

that the look of utter weariness had vanished from his

face, and that many of the deep-carved wrinkles of care

had been filled up. His breathing also was more audible.

But he seemed entirely unconscious of our presence. We
replenished the oil in the lamp, which had just lasted the
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year, and once more closed the secret chamber. After

another year and day had passed, we again visited our

slumbering friend. This time we observed a marked

change. His hair, hitherto white as snow, was now inter-

mixed with black, so as to be of an iron grey. His lips

were larger and redder ; his features and limbs fuller and

rounder. It was even as he had said —each year's slumber

had restored to him twenty years of youth. This time

my daughter Dorothy ventured, as we were leaving, to

imprint a kiss upon his forehead. She had no sooner done

so than she started back with a little scream ;
for the Jew

half opened his eyes, shook his head, and then, with a loud

sigh, once more fell into his profound slumber. We are

now looking eagerly forward to the third anniversary of

his repose, when the time of his final awakening will come.

From sundry "nods and becks and wreathed smiles" I

have seen on the faces of my three beloved women, Julia,

Dorothy and Rachel, and from certain whispered hints, I

have come to the conclusion that very soon after the Jew

rouses from his sleep he will claim his bride. I am won-

dering how I shall feel when I have a son-in-law practically

younger than myself, and yet twenty centuries old !

During the past two years our work has steadily gone

forward. The gospel is raying out from the Sahara as a

centre. Wherever our people go they carry the Union

Jack, the sign of British supremacy, order, and liberty, in

one hand, and the Bible, the laws of God's kingdom on

earth, in the other. We can now number our converts

and subjects at something above a million. Even greater
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conquests would have been won, only for eighteen months

I was partly laid aside by illness. The shock of the death

of my son, and a slight sunstroke that came shortly after-

wards, quite prostrated me. Gloomy fears and dark fore-

bodings shadowed my mind. I brooded upon the words

of Joshua: "Cursed be the man before the Lord, that

liseth up and_^buildeth this city of Jericho : he shall lay

the foundation thereof in his firstborn, and in his youngest

son shall he set up the gates of it." The prophecy had

been verified by the daring act of Hiel the Bethelite

(i Kings xvii. 34). So, said I to myself, had it been with

me. My building this central kingdom in Africa had

cost me my youngest and my eldest. But as my body

recovered strength these gloomy thoughts dispersed, and

now that I am, thank God, restored to health, I doubt not

that I have followed the path of duty, for " via crucis via

lucis," and *' there's a Divinity that shapes our ends rough

hew them as we may
;
" and as I have already said, grave-

stones are milestones in Africa. As to the Ammiel,! am
sr^rry to report that, although we hold our own, Christi-

anity makes but little further progress. Still, even the

unbelievers are respectful and outw^ardly loyal and do not

attempt to persecute the believers. I fear that much of

this docility arises from the full knowledge they have of

the mighty brown button. It certainly is not natural

for them not to persecute, for, as Martin Luther acutely

said, " Cain will kill Abel as long as the world lasts."

I find no trouble in promoting marriages between the

Ammiel and our English people. Several of our soldiers.
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sailors, and Birmingham men have thus obtained

charming wives. But there is great difficulty in uniting

whites and blacks. Only one of our people has been

heroic enough to marry a negress.. From his rueful face

I fear he has already repented of his choice, though she is

a worthy girl. They have one child, he is as black as

ink. I am told that when the nurse presented to the

expectant father this unmitigated little nigger to receive

his parental salute, he fairly gave way, hid his face in his

hands, and blubbered like a beaten schoolboy. I am afraid

therefore, that my admirable theory of amalgamating

races on the principle, " unum in Christo," has, like a

multitude of admirable theories, broken down in practice.

We are somewhat holding our hands until the Jew

awakes, but we have (by we I mean my brethren,

Tholden and Puller, my Chaplain and I) elaborated a

magnificent plan for the civilization and redemption of

Africa. It is no less than the quartering of Africa by

means of two lines of railway, running North and South,

East, and West. The first line will start from Tangier,

make a detour to our City of the Ammiel, and then run

right on to Port Natal, via the great lakes. The second

line will start from Suakim, span the Nile at Khartoum,

cross the North and South line at Lake Tchad, where

there will be a grand central depot, and run right on to

Timbuctoo, and terminate at St. Louis. The scientific

men of the Ammiel calculate that there is enough iron

and to spare in the cave to supply material for these

tremendous lines. Five thousand smiths and founders
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are already at work night and day, preparing rails,

carriages, engines, and other rolling stock. Our engines,

and carriages, and rails will be unlike anything ever seen

before. The grand feature is that only one rail and one

set of wheels will be required. The engine, which is

propelled by concentrated electric power, has two wheels

of twenty feet diameter, one before and the other behind.

The carriages are somewhat similar, but they are

securely linked together, and have only one wheel

between each. It will be naturally asked what prevents

these unicycle carriages from turning over. There are

two safeguards. First, the engineer has what is termed

the balancing gear : by its means he can balance the

train with just the same ease that a bicyclist balances

himself. Even greater ease, in fact, because he is guided

to the 1 00th part of an inch, by an indicator that

instantly points out the slightest deflection from the

perpendicular. The other safeguard is this. The rail

has a deep groove which receives the wheel. This groove

is I2in. in depth, and narrows towards the top ; in this

way, when the train is proceeding at any considerable

speed, the least deflection from the perpendicular is

corrected by the pressure of one side of the groove against

the wheels, which are made of thin smooth iron plate.

We have already constructed a line fifty miles in length,

from the city of the Ammiel to our nearest Mission

Station. The result has more than fulfilled our most

glowing anticipations. I asked my dear wife what we
should call our first and experimental engine. She
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answered ' the dragon fly,' because it will look terrible

and move swiftly." Accordingly this name was giv^en. A
special departure platform, half-a-mile long, was con-

structed so as to keep the train perfectly steady until the

engine had got up a good speed. A similar platform was

constructed at the terminus. The day of trial came.

The weather was most propitious, a cloudy sky, and a cool

N.W. breeze. At least 20,000 persons assembled to see

the start. I was arrayed in my episcopal robes, and was

surrounded by the chief magistrates of the city. My
chaplain gave an eloquent address from the words of the

prophet Daniel :
" Many shall run to and fro, and know-

ledge shall be increased." He proved that this new

invention was a further fulfilment of the prophecy
; that

it was destined to revolutionise modern travellinof : and

that by its means, the knowledge of the glory of God in

Jesus Christ, and the hght of freedom and liberty, should

flash from end to end of the dark continent. After this

discourse, which was listened to with rapt attention, I in-

voked the divine blessing upon this new undertaking, and

gave the assembly the apostolic benediction. Only the

engine-driver, the balance-keeper, and the guard, got on

board, as the Americans say, for this first run. The train

started smoothly and well at a good speed ; within a

minute its velocity had so increased, that a cloud of sand

arose, and a loud whirr was heard as of a sling. In five

minutes the train was out of sight, although our range of

vision in that direction was certainly not less than ten

miles. We waited anxiously for half-an-hour
; at the end
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of that time the " dragon fly " and the train were seen ap-

proaching at a tremendous rate. We held our breath.

Before we had time to speak the train had smoothly-

glided up to the platform, and there stopped in a most

perfect manner. Forth stepped, radiant with joy, the

engine-driver, &c., and with them our friends, Puller and

Tholden. All described the invention as perfect. The

100 miles, including 5 minutes stoppage, had been accom-

plished in 35 minutes and ten seconds. The engineer

declared that he had run at much less than the possible

speed. He computed that in full swing, the train would

easily do 300 miles an hour. The motion of the carriages

(which are suspended from the axle by springs)was described

as being most gentle and pleasant ;
the only drawback

was the terrific noise of rushing air and the obscuring of

the landscape by clouds of sand. I retired to rest that

night, overwhelmed with wonder, and lost in praise. It

would be possible to convey soldiers and missionaries and

merchants from Tangier, on the North of Africa, to Natal

or the Cape of Good Hope, in sixteen hours

But now I must speak a little concerning that lady,

who causes so many jealousies and bitterness in the

world's family, namely, Polly Ticks. As a rule, I think

that parson and politics are two P's, which ought not to

grow on the same stick. But exceptions prove the rule,

and I think that I, in the heart of Africa, ought to be

permitted without passion or prejudice, fear or favour, to

make my political confession. As I have already said in

this book, I was once an ardent admirer of that " old man
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eloquent," Gladstone. What Englishman is there who

has not, at some time or other, yielded to the indescrib-

able charm or glamour, which has made the name

Gladstone, a word to divine with for the past thirty

years .? He is such a many-sided man. A most per-

suasive speaker ;
not gifted with the robust and majestic

eloquence of John Bright, who at his best, was England's

best, but there is an accent of conviction about Glad-

stone's speech, which is almost irresistible. He may be

and probably is, contradicting what he asserted with

vehemence a few years or months ago, but as he thumps

the table or the mace, in the House of Commons, a la

mode of a dissenting minister, he gives you this im-

pression—here is a man who thoroughly believes what

he is saying ! Then he is, I repeat, such a many-sided

man, a fair theologian, a splendid reviewer, a high

authority in Greek poetry, able to fight the Pope with his

own weapons, and to speak, if not with depth, yet with

charming grace, on any subject in the world, for as long

as you like, at ten minutes' notice; where is his equal ?

Gladstone was my idol. Slowly and painfully I discovered

he was but clay. He first shocked me by his cowardly

and cruel attack upon the weak, defenceless, and un-

offending Church of Ireland. The next source of my
disenchantment was his pandering to the mob. A crowd

breaks the windows of the '' people's WiUiam " one day,

the next day William announces himself a servant of the

mob. A Fenian rebel blows down the walls of Clerken-

well prison at night, in the morning Gladstone announces
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a complete change of policy as to Ireland, the honest men

are to be plundered and the rogues satiated. But it was

Gladstone's foreign policy which finally brought complete

disillusion to my mind. It is, I think, the indomitable

Stanley, who tells us that he met in South West Africa

with some negroes, who are dirt-eaters. They get a

passion for a certain kind of sweet clay. Their friends in

vain seek to overcome this vile propensity. The dirt

eater neglects wholesome food, and in spite of persuasion,

and even force, continues to eat dirt until he sickens and

dies. Gladstone is the world's dirt-eater. And, curiously

enough, this Africa is the place where he has revelled in

this propensity. The Boers managed to inflict a trifling

defeat upon a few of our soldiers in South Africa
;
poor

Gladstone in a fright, at once licks the dirt off their boots

and patches up an inglorious treaty, resigning hundreds of

thousands of innocent natives to the cruel tender mercies

of the Dutchmen, and, moreover, drops into their grasp-

ing hands, the richest diamond country in the world.

Then again, in Egypt, Gladstone afraid of a spirited

foreign policy, persuades General Gordon to come to his

rescue, and start with his walking stick to Khartoum.

Forgive me if I pause to drop a tear. I knew General

Gordon well. He was a bundle cf contrasts, a sincere

Christian, and yet a fatalist, an evangelical and yet a

believer in something like transubstantiation, a most kind

and lovable man, and yet on occasion would scruple no

more to cut off heads than a Sultan in the Arabian

Nights. Who can ever forget the bright beaming of his
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clear blue eye, and the merry twinkle of his smile ? Yet

Avhat thunder and lightning lurked concealed in that

blue sky.

Of this saintly soldier, Lord Tennyson well sings,

—

Warrior of God, man's friend, not laid below,

But somewhere dead far in the waste Soudan,

Thou livest in all hearts, for all men know,

This earth has borne no simpler, nobler man.

Every one loved him, yet he loved but few : indeed he

would sometimes intentionally, and out of high principle

cut a friend
; he was afraid, he said, of fastening anchors

to his soul, which might hold him too tightly to this

world. This extraordinary man, whom the Prince of Wales

had to drag to his table, and could not keep there, in whom,

great wit to madness was near allied, unwillingly put him-

self at the command of Gladstone and his tottering cabinet.

They permitted him to go to Khartoum unarmed and

almost unattended. Then, when Gordon found that for

once his sublime self-confidence had been misplaced, and

implored time after time for help, Gladstone and Co.

turned a sullen ear and stood with averted face. It was

not until they were compelled by the cry of execration

that rose from an angry nation, and the tears that flowed

from the eyes af an injured Queen, that they slowly sent

succour that arrived just too late. I will add no more,

except this, Gladstone is a great man but a small politician.

Apart from politics 1 say let every English government

perish, which does not insist upon a spirited foreign
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policy. We English people are by no means perfect,

but we are the world's best. As Tennyson sings, God has

given us a hand to grasp the world with, and a foot to

tread it flat. We make the most upright and most tolerant

rulers ;
we are the most successful colonizers. There-

fore forward with the English flag. Germany, France,

petty Portugal and other European nations, either corrupt

or oppress, or exterminate the races they subdue. England

alone knows how to rule with a firm and yet a gentle

hand, therefore hurrah for the Union Jack. Our Ephraim

as the Anglo-Israelites tell us, is to push as a Unicorn to

the ends of the earth. Bravo ! Unicorn. It is plain that

Egypt must be permanently ours. Too much British

treasure and British blood have been spent there, to per-

mit us ever to let go our grip of that land, which one day

will be the granary of Europe : for when the rolling

prairies of the West are exhausted, there will still be corn

in Egypt, thanks to the inexhaustible fertility dowered

ever}^ year upon its plains by the Nile. Prophecy points

in this direction. God has a great destiny for Egypt.

What else meaneth the xix. chapter of Isaiah—" The

Lord shall come into Egypt ... in that day there

shall be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the land of

Egypt and a pillar at the border thereof to the Lord : they

shall cry unto the Lord because of the oppressors and he

shall send them a Saviour and a great one, and he shall

deliver them
;
and the Lord shall be known to Egypt

. . . the Lord of hosts shall bless saying. Blessed be

Egypt my people."
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These magnificent prophecies have never been fulfilled :

but they are to be fulfilled I verily believe by the English

flag and the English Church. Again and again within

the last ten years has the English government, both Tory

and Radical, delared its intention of clearing out of Egypt,

cowed by the blatant tongues of the apostles of universal

scuttle. Again and again has the government been

baffled. Who talks now of abandoning Egypt ? Man
proposes God disposes. Yes ! unwittingly, every British

soldier who has crimsoned with his life blood the Nubian

desert, has prepared the way for Isaiah's grand prophecy

to march to its goal.

Speaking generally, the curses of Africa are three—the

Arab, the rum-seller and the Jesuit. First, the Arab
;

this book has been written in vain if it has not proved

what an unmitigated curse the Arab slave-dealer is to

Africa. The false child of the false prophet, he is a devil

in cruelty and a locust in destruction. It is reserved, as

I find from the telegraphic reports I daily receive from

London, for a Canon of the Church (if seven tailors make

a man seven Taylors would not make a theologian) to

take his stand as the champion of Islam. I oppose to him

an infidel poet, Shelley, who wrote :

" The moon of Mahomet arose and it shall set

Whilst blazoned as on heaven's eternal noon

The cross still leads the generation on."

I oppose to him that one phrase of Mr. Gladstone's which

sums up a world of ghastly meaning—" the unspeakable
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Turk "—the vices of the followers of the false prophet are

unspeakable.

I oppose to him the solemn declarations, prayers, and

tears of the great Livingstone and the testimony of every

African traveller. The Arab must be cleared out of the

land.

The second curse of Africa is the rum-seller. The traffic

in this fiery liquor ruins trade and demoralizes multitudes.

It must be stopped.

The third curse of Africa is the Jesuit Missionary. At

present he is cautious, but as Defoe wrote—

" Wherever God doth build a house of prayer

The devil's sure to have a chapel there."

So wherever the Protestant Missionary has sown the good

seed, the Jesuit creeps in to scatter his tares. This must

not be permitted.

Let us remember that there is a great future before

Africa. The negro is not like the New Zealander and

hundreds of others, a doomed man. He possesses a strong

vitality : a vitality that can, as in the United States, en-

counter, and overcome the hard conditions of slavery and

the more trying conditions of an alien air and unfamiliar

mode of life. The vitality of the negro has preserved his

race from extinction, and even from diminution, in spite

of the cruel man-hunter who has claimed Africa for his

Quarry during hundreds of generations. The negro also

can, and will, under certain conditions, work. But the

negro cannot command, and never will be fitted to rule.
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The primeval curse still rests upon the race, " a servant

of servants shall he be unto his brethren."

Thus I lay down two propositions. There is a grand

future before Africa—its country being rich in resources and

its people having the gift of vitality and power for robust

labour. But Africa needs a ruler, firm, wise, just and toler-

ant. The conclusion is this, that Britain must rule Africa.

If it be said, how are Englishmen to live in that deadly

clime ? I point to Moffat, Livingstone, Stanley, and our-

selves. The climate is not so deadly as sometimes repre-

sented. When cultivated and drained Africa will be more

healthy than India.

What England ought to do is to take Egypt definitely

and for ever and to establish a protectorate over the whole

of Africa not claimed by other nations. Then she should

send bands of soldiers, missionaries, and engineers, to

enforce order, to spread the light, to cover the land with

a network of railways. For our part, we are only waiting

the resurrection of the Jew in order to at once set about

our great lines of rail. We hope to be able to progress

at the rate of one mile a day. But we need to be backed

up by the British empire and supported by private enter-

prize. Come hither, then, ye mercantile millionaires, and

take possession of a land whose mineral and vegetable

wealth exceeds the wildest imaginings of a miser's dream.

Come hither teachers and missionaries, and win for

your Redeemer's crown these black diamonds, these

images of God cut in ebony, so long defaced, and scorned,

and trampled under foot. Come hither Anglo-Saxon
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rulers, and execute justice for miserable races, whose blood

and tears have cried for vengeance to Heaven for three

thousand years. I see a vision of Africa rising from the

dust, she gazes as in a dream at the ascending sun of light

and liberty ;
the chains of her bloodthirsty tyrants fall

from her noble and expanding limbs. The flag of England

waves above her in the morning air
;
the Bible is in her

hand
;
the cross is over her heart, and rises and falls with

its joyful pulsatings. Glory be to God in the highest, the

prophecy, '' Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands

unto God," has become history. Africa is redeemed.

This is my dream. Even if I see not its fulfilment,

surely it is well dreamed. Even if I fail, the Master will

say " well done." Some years ago, I was walking on the

breezy hill near Worcester, where the rifle butts are, a

goodly spot, with a far-stretching prospect of shining city,

frowning mountains, and smiling plains. The soldier who

had charge of the rifle range showed Norton and myself

one of the spent bullets. It had been utterly shattered and

flattened against the iron target, but the soldier pointed

out on this shattered bullet, distinctly visible, the Queen's

mark, the broad arrow. I may be like that bullet, crushed

in a noble attempt to achieve the impossible. Africa may
prove too hard for me. But on my broken heart shall

still be found the King's mark, denoting loyalty to Him
and to a great purpose.

FINIS.
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little Volume of Emblems. 1 have read part of it with great interest and

pleasure, and trust it will do all the good you hope."

Miss Marsh writes :— " God bless your book a thousand-fold, even beyond

your hopes."

A Clergyman writes :
—" Your book has stirred me up ; may it have the

blessed effect of arousing many others."

The Rev. Charles Bullock, B.D., Editor of Home Woi-ds writes :
—

" It

is admirable
;
just what is wanted ; may it circulate by thousands."

The Right Hon. Lord Ebury, P.C, writes :
—

" Very many thanks
;

your book has interested me much."

The Rev. John Miller, writing to Mr. Harkness in the Quarterly Paper,

says :
—" If your valued efforts had done no more than instrumentally produce

the Rev. Philip Norton's precious little book,—Emblems of the Holy
Ghost,—there is a rich reward for 5'our labour."

" The subject is well, though briefly, worked out. We commend the book
as one specially suitable for help in meditation during Whitsuntide. Preachers

will find it a storehouse of suggestive hints.''

—

Ecclesiastical Gazette.

" Emblems of the Holy Gho?>t'' is calculated to do an infinite amount of good,

by the soundness or its teachings, and the forcible truths it reveals."— Worcester-

shire Advertiser.

"We commend this little work to our readers, especially the two chapters on
the emblems ' Oil ' and 'Wind.' "

—

Church ofEngland Pulpit.

" There is very much in this little book that is extremely well put. Clergy-
men would find in it materials for several sermons on a subject which is not

usually brought forward as prominently as it ought to be."

—

Church Bells.



Works by the Rev. Philip Norton—continued.

ETHICS OF THE HOLY GHOST
Or, Bible Readings on the Fruit of the Spirit.

Jas. Nisbet & Co., London ; Cloth i6 mo., is. 6d.

" The author is already widely known as the writer of ' Emblems of the Holy
Ghost,' and in this new volume we may truly say, he has made the whole
Church his debtor."

—

Fireside News.

" I am delighted with your book, and I shall give copies to our older Sunday
School girls as prizes."—J ULIA B. Wightman, Authoress oi '' Haste to the

Rescue.^'

" It will aid reflection, and be helpful in study and exhortation. It is at

once elucidatory and suggestive. It enforces and illustrates with the power of

Christian truth, expressed with simple thoughtful earnestness."

—

Worcester

Journal.

"Of this little work, the Rev. Charles Bullock, B.D., who writes the preface,

truly says :
—

' In the following pages, the reader who is following after holiness

will find a treasury of spiritual teaching.' "

—

The Christian.

" It is quite a treat to come across a little book like this. It is full of point,

originality, beauty, and brightness, and all that could be desired."

—

Methodist

Recorder.

" Teaching on such subjects is sorely needed in this age, when the culture of

the higher Christian graces is so grievously neglected. There is much in

this little book which will soothe and comfort the weak, and anxious, and
troubled."

—

The Christian Commonwealth.

"This attractively got up little volume consists of bright, stirring, gracious,

thoughtful, and powerful addresses on the fruit of the Spirit. It deserves the
widest circulation.

—

Oldham Chronicle.
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